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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

C. C. BURRELL &

SON,

Adrlanoe, Platt A Co—Notice of foreclosure.
Stockholders’ meeting of the Eastern Maine

*

Most Reliable Home and
MONEY TO LOAN
I-

Probate notice— Est Emma B Kimball et al.

Insolvency notice—Est Eben U Clark.
In bankruptcy—F^st Fred N Pendleton.
Exec notice—Est Alfred Swazey.

M A Clark—Greenhouse.
Lewi* Friend A Co—Clothing.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Hancock hail—Illustrated lecture on Soath
Africa.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Charles II Leland— Fruit and confectionery.
B F Joy—Photographer.
East Surry :
8 J Treworgy—Cottage to let.

RKrRKSSHT Till

W«

Lowest Rates

Railway Co.
Herbert 8 Gray—Notice of foreclosure.

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

Foreign Companies.

Compatible with Safety.
suit

to

Improved

on

collateral.

real

and

estate

—a—a.

Bucksport:
Horace E Snow—Notice of foreclosure.
Northeast Harbor:
Alexander Moore—Caution notice.
Deer Isle:
Stockholders’ meeting of the Ellsworth and
Peer Isle Telegraph Co.
Bangor:
C E Woodward—House for sale or rent.
Tyler, Fogg A Co—Municipal bonds.
Portland:
Own Hooper's Sons—Spring beds.

ITchamber bets.
£

;3

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

|

EIGHT

%

PATTERNS

NEW

That can Ik* purchased at a bargain.
These arc
something entirely new, and their style is easily disfrom
the
tinguished
patterns usually carried.
We also have a full stock of 01)1) DRESSERS,
COMMODES. BEDSTEADS, the latter in both
wimhI and iron, l’urctiases amounting to, say, $30,
will be delivered anywhere in Hancock county.
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STREET,

3

pa ges 4% 5 and 8

and toned

ber!

HOT
live I

been decided upon
Tuesday, Aug. 7,
as the date of Monaghan’s band excursion
to EaBt Bluehill.

your property, the better it
this lire protection plan; or

G. H. Grant

l",rr) f,,r s<’r»p things; but the sooner
you place dependable Fire Insurance on
will Is* for you.
Do hurry in and see us alsmt
w rite us ami let us
hurry to you.

Company.

SPECIAL RATES

PHOTOS

on

TEACHERS

attending

Kllxworth American

the Summer School, at

I

visiting
They are

Machine Oil,

Watermelons,

2

t

Florida Hines,

2
♦
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California Fruits

I

OF ALL

•

KIN

2

INI 1,1 HIM.

Pears,

|

8c. to 75c.

S

Cow Comfort Oil.^
keep

STRATTON & WESCOTT,
n

Main st.,

♦

ji.|

|

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

Admiral
Buffet Cheese

—

a

CONCENTRATED FRUIT SYRUP
for table use.

I
S

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

|

IIEHE11V UIVKS
XfOTICE H this
d tie the apoththat fr^m
wary buiir»«"** heretofore conducted
under the natuc of S- l». Wlggln will
be continue*! at the name place, cor*
ner Main ami Water streets, by the
under-l^ned. umler U»e ilrrn name of
WUrfli; A Mu**re.
llEt.ES I.. WlGGlH,
Ki»waki» ti. Moure.
Ellsworth, July 2, ll> ).
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C. H. LELAND.

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

6
o
o

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

O

favorable,

O

DRUGGIST.
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PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
AND

MAIL

ORDERS

FLOW HRS

SILVER WAR E
fork,

R EPLATED.

an old, rough, ru-ty spoon, knife
can make them look as bright as
that they will wear for years.
we

jew, so
WK HO PLATING

for all occasions can be
ha<l at the

Hirer, Gold, Nickel,
a»t.

Call

West

ELLSWORTH

Address
MOORE

OF ALL KINDSBrass, and guarantee it to

or

BROTHERS,

Trenton,

Me.

DON'T

FORGET
THAT

CALL & CONNICK

GREENHOUSE.

close for the

season on

JULY 21.
All accounts

HAMHOCKS
__

J. A. THOMPSON.

—

be settled before that date.

ELLSWORTH BAKEKY.
Having purchased the bakery business ot

Jeorge l. Flint, I am now prepared to furnish
he public with
BREAD. CAKE, PIES, PASTRY
•f all kinds fresh every day. ITcnlc and ExBaked
< ursion parties supplied at short notice.
and Brown Bread
leans
Saturday and
Sunday mornings.
,

50c. TO S5.00.

must

!

P. H. BONZEY,

STEAM

LAUjNDRY

AND BATH llOOMS.
"MO

PAY, NO

WASHES.”

AU kinds of laundry worn done at short notice. Hoods called lor and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A CO„
Ellsworth. Me.
Weet End Bridge,

Main

Street, opp. Manning b.uek, Ellsworth.

PATENTS.
E. J. HUNT,
25 K. M. Square,

Solicitor.

Bangor, Me.

Subscribe for The American.
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| satisfied
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operation will
charge of Roderick McDonald.

suc-
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H. W. Dunn has purchased of the Levi
Webber estate the lot aud shop at the
corner of Water and Pine
streets now
occupied by bis marble works. Mr. Dunn
will remove the present building and put
up a more sightly and convenient building. He will build at ouce a show room
at the Water and Pine street corner, and
later, perhaps not until next year, will
build a new work room. Power will be
supplied by electric motor.
Mrs. Frances H. Armstrong died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Lavina J.
Reeves, on Sunday, aged eighty years.
She has been in ill health a long time.
She leaves live children—Mrs. Reeves,
John W. and Ellas B. Armstrong, of Ellsworth, Mrs. F. H. Arey, of Bucksport,
and Mrs. Leander Perkins, of Penobscot.
Funeral service was held at the house
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. J. P. Slmouton,
of the Methodist church, officiating.
Frank H. Gould, of the Hancock house,
aud H. U. Couaut, a travelling man of
Portland, who resided here for some time,
have leased the St. Croix exchange at
Calais, purchased the furniture and
fixtures, and assumed the management.
Benjamin Tinker who has had a life ex-

lecturer, traveler,
Monday, July

lecture
Edward

baking
powder

health. Royal

economical

Boer-

Leyden,
correspondent.

23-Annual excursion,
Daughters of Kebekah, on steamer “Catherine” to Northeast Harbor.
Tuesday, Aug. 7—Annual excursion
Monaghan’s hand, to East Bluebill.
Wednesday, Aug. 15—Butler reunion at

Kalugador spring, Eastbrook.
Tuesday, Aug. 28—Clark family reunion
at Jacob Springer’s, West Franklin.
Aug. 28, 29, 30, 31 Eastern Maine State
fair at Bangor.
Sept. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7--Maine State fair at
—

Lewiston.

Sept. 11,12,13—Cherry field fair.
Sept. 18, 19, 20 Fair of Hancock county
agricultural society at Bluebill.

financial.
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INVESTMENT BONDS.
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BANGOR, MAINE.
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matter how
little others
aa the
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Royal j
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ROYAL

BAKING POWDER

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Lumber Co.’s New Mill.
16 (special)—The Trenton, Lumber Co.’s new mill is progressing
finely. W. H. Brown, of Ellsworth, is
millwright. The painters finished work
Saturday. The company has spared no
expense to make it the best mill in Hancock county. The mill is 43x97 ft. It will
Trenton

Bayside, July

I

be

!

equipped

with the best

Improved

ma-

ohlnerv. The machines ar» i.
being put
! in place. The power will be furnished by
a
of
i
125 horj»-powe** engin*
.he lat st
I pattern. The estimated cost will be §10,-

!

cjo
Mr. Brown thinks the in hi will
for business in three week

be ready

_
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Ellsworth Did Itself Proud !
_

HANCOCK COUNTY
RAYS TRIBUTE TO

Business Sagacity and Enterprise.
Our Store filled with Happy Buyers
from “early morn till late at night.”
EVERYBODY GRATIFIED !
EVERY PURSE SATISFIED !
EVERY PROMISE RATIFIED !
Come to thi* Sale and he

REMEMBER:

Happy

!

Everything Marked Down.

■

a

Few of the

LIV'I^IIIIVI

Many

uv/uuo.

Bn* gains:
liAi'l

lc
Handkerchiefs,
5c
Four-ply all linen 15c Collars,
25c Suspenders for
me
Wash String Ties,
3c or 2 for 5c
me I
Hoys' shirt Waists, sizes:! to I:;,

at’l

C’

White

When there is left one suit of a
kind we have it put on mil i)dd
and End" counter at the remarkS4.'7f>
ably low price of

All "odds and ends” of Men's ( hitside Shirts, such as we sold for
50c, 75c, 81, and 81.50 your pick, 25c
French Ualbriggan 50c Shirts and
25c
Drawers,

$8, $10, $12 or $15 a suit. Some are shopworn
very slightly, l»ut are In good ro-iditlon.
We

HATS AND CAPS.
Lot Men's and Hoys’ Summer Caps,
All our 50 and 75c Caps, your pick,
Lot of Men’s Soft and Stilt Hats,
in black and brown; we sold the
same for 81.50, 82 and 82.50, now
Still another small lot of Soft and
Stiff Hats for

15c
25c

50c
use

BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.
Lot of Knee Pants, sizes t to Hi,
10c
Children's 50c, 75c, 81 Wash Suits, 30c
“Odds
and Ends”
Children’s
Vestee Suits,
98c
Our 82 and 82.50 Children’s Suits,81.5o
Our »>:{ and 84 Children’s Suits,
82
Our 85, 80 and 87 Long Pant Boys’
Suits,
88.75

1

1

j

The-e suits
offer
suit.

we never

sold for less than $(;, *7,

you your own selection for $4 75 the
To get one of these you mu^t come early.

to

(lur
and $!> Suits, nov
ill
Our sin and $12 Suits, nan
$7..',0
Our $12.50 and $1.7 Suits not
$10
Men’s and Hoys’ Wash Coals, such
as we sold for 7»0c, 77c and $1.
Your pick for
19c
SPECIAL—Our $15 Genuine English Black Clay suits in trucks,
double or single-breasted sack,
for this sale only
$l»
BIG MEN 01: SMALL MEM -We
show over 100 suits for—if we
can fit
a rare bargain
you
awaits you. Come and see
—

Don’t Walt, But Come Now.

MEN’S PANTS.
Lot of Men’s Working Pants,
$1.50 Pants, now
Our $2 and $2.50 Pants, now
Our $3 and $3 50 Pants, now
Our $4, $5 and #6 Pants, now

our

75c
$1

$1.50
#2
$2.05

2

,j

2

ao

Imitation taking powders almost invari My contain alum. Alum makes the food unwholesome.

Just

on

I

There la ad

day

Wednesday, July 18, 6 to 8 p. rn., at
Methodist vestry—Ice-cream social.
Thursday, Friday, July 19, 20, at Hanwar

I

food.

COMING KVKNTS.

cock hall—Illustrated
Britisb
war,
by T.

i————

the saving

cor-

congratulate

appointment.

and expenses.

next

l m

appointed special

be of and for the fiscal year of such

a. in.
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ivi o r e

dyspeptic
qualities to tue

of

song

1 r

der adds anti-

cross

Hagerthv and others
who last winter cut hardwood on No. 33

neasou

If you have
»r

given

wastes

light, sweet
good flour;

Baking Pow:

has

cital to be given the latter part of July
by J. Haliett Gllberte, of Boston, the
rising young tenor and composer, who is
.idbig a few weeks here with a party.

never

portant still is
f.
in

UilC

The music lovers of Ellsworth will be

a

The steamer

popular resorts.

i month to cut

Mainf.

wheelmen

also because it

butter and eggs.

Messrs. Greelv.

hard

Ellsworth,

niuic Ul

delightful porations or establishments having its
opportunity to visit termination nes-o«t to and preceding the
of June, 1900
Mr. Bellatty’s Ellscounty’s most beautiful first
worth friends
him on his

of Hancock

and most

plantation,

8FKCIAI.TIK8.

n

an

I will leave the coal wharf at 7 30

V

FROM

this should prove

sail, and afford

food;

saves

makes fine,

always

series.

agent of census to
gather manufacturing statistics in Ellsworth, Bangor, Brewer, Bucksport, Old
Town and Orono. He probably will beFaust” and is now preparing for the regin work this week. The statistics which
building of schooner “Georgietta”. This he must, gather cover every manufacturing
mechanical establishment in the
is the biggest contract at Eliswoith yards and
towns named, and embrace the name and
since t tie “Henrietta A.
Whitney” was | location
of tach establis* meat; character
j *f
built five years ago.
organization, whether individual, eoRoderick McDonald has finished build- I operative, or other form; dale of commencement of operations; character of
ing t he pier at Hhady Nook for Michael business or goods manufactured; amount
|
Brady. It is 20x40 feet and is tilled with of capital invested; number of proprietors,
rooks
Tne wharf txtenda about to the firm member®, copartners, or officers, and
the amount of their salaries; number of
low water line.
If
this
stands
the
employees, and amount of their wage*;
vvIntel’s iee, as exported, next year a piece
quantity and cost of materials used in
shout 25x40 feet will bo built on it, giving
manufactures; amount of miscellaneous
expenses; quantity and value of products;
about eight feet of water at low tide.
time in operation during the census year;
The excursion of
Nokomis Kebekah character and quantity of power used, and
lodge to Northeast Harbor will take character and number of machines employed. The information collected shall
If the weather is
place next Monday.

Ik? handled Ilk© Creamery butter, kept
refr1g«*rnt<»r. A perishable product like
ClIttNK should Nor Ik; plneeit on -iclv--.- or
counters for display.
wyi not he r*
sponsible for eucn careless handling tty
complying with above Instructions you can
handle Admiral KufTVt Cheese safely very
month during the year

ooooooooo<>oo<><X><xh^^

church, exchanged pulpits

longer.
Charles 11. Curtis has finished work on
the schooners “Minneola” and “David

must

In

Ei.i.sivonrii.

n

roads. A year ago circulars
were sent to cities and towns which had
not complied with the law.
Ellsworth
received one. This year another and more
Ellsemphatic circular was sent out.
worth received one, and at the last meeting of the board of aldermen a committee
whs appointed to report on the matter
The league brought suit against the city
of South Portland for disregarding the
law, and the city hustled up the sign
boards which hail been collecting dust iu
tbe municipal court room for some time.

town.

will remain several weeks

—

posts at

her here.

see

uinuc

K

Mr. Gllberte has a tine tenor voice, and
musical critics agree that he sings with
On
the
follow
great
style and artistic tinisb. The past
SunSunday morning.
ing
season he has successfully sung in conRev.
A.
L.
of
N.
day
Buffalo.
Hudson,
Y., certs and oratorios in
Boston, New York
wi.l preich.
As a composer he is already
and Chicago.
His
well known.
beautiful song “The
I. I.. Halruan has been enjoying a few
Land of Nod” is familiar to E Iswortb
days’ visit at Caribou, where Mrs. Haltnan musicians, having been sung here several
and daughter Doris, and Mrs. Friend
times by Miss Mabel
Monaghan. Mr.
have been stopping.
They are expected Gllberte will be assisted by Miss Gertrude
tiie
handsome
Koosevelt,
young actresH,
home to-day.
who made such a hit last season in LonFrank W. Bracket, of Brookline, Mas*., don as leading lady of the “Why Smith
who, w ith l»m wife and son Carl, has been i Left Home” company, and Mr. Gilberte’s
wife in readings and dramatic scenes.
spending his vacation here, returned
C. E. Bellatty, of this city, has been
home Tuesday.
Mrs. Brackett and son

X
—*

SATURDAY JULY

|

the iliea

away from cattle.

11

2

sPKiTAL SALK OK

|

W.' GUARANTEE
it to

|

Plums.

I CHOCOLATES

to

in

Royal

begun war on
towns that have not compiled with the
State law requiring the placing of guide

The yachts “Annie Lee” and “Lorelei”
wet k from their cruise
to Portland.
A delightful trip is reported
hy nil uu hoard.
Kev. C. F. Dole,of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
will preach at the Unitarian church next

7
♦

Peaches,

I

pleased

friends

iitnn

Royal

and goes further.

Success to

The Maine division of the league

arrived home this

2

I)H,

|

Fixtures,

and

cm

American

Sunday.
Miss Kate Doyle and Miss Mary Belger*
of Newton,
Mass
are
visiting Miss
Doyle’s sister, Mrs. Charles E. Monaghan,
in this city.

*

T

all

the Methodist

«

♦

Grindstones and

Oilers,

paper.

2"""1"
•

relatives

"inrii,

use

Baking Powder is considerable.
Royal is economical, because it
possesses more leavening power

Dav'et, Burroelster.Schumann-Helnk
(Jampanari shall appear at only one

of the five concerts of the

Kev. George H. Salley, of the Free Baptist church, and Kev. J. P. Simonton, of

*»»»»**•••♦**«»»•*••»»*»««

Haying Tools,
Mowing

unly COL'NTY

—

and
>

_^ JOY'S STUDIO.^
The

con

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin P. Joy.
The Junior longue of tlie Method’st
church will give en Ice-cream social at
the vestry this evening from 6 to 8.
Miss Blanche llopkins, of Bangor, Is

to

up for tbe conteet.

the

of

certs In Bangor. Single tickets will run
from «*2 down, tilts new and low scale
having been adopted by the eastern Maine
committee which is now in charge of the
business arrangements of the festival.
The committee has decided that each one
of the live major artists, Blauvelt, Ffrang-

Rev. E. A. Davis, of Old Town, wHl
preach at the Baptist church next Sunday morning and evening.
Charles Knox and wife, of Chester,

>o.

by

The Maine festival dates this year are
Oct. 1, 2 and 3, Monday Tuesday and
Wednesday, in the Rangor auditorium.
Patron tickets will this year be sold,without suction, at f5 for season tickets,
admitting to every one of the live con-

has

|Tte
,p/'|/A
I I O
1 v/v/

The Saving of

Old Hunneman engine, M. J. Drummey’s pet which Bangor has adopted
though she cannot buy, will go to Bangor
for old home week, and participate in the
contest at tbe firemen’s muster on August
10. A Bangor crew will man tbe brakes,
but no man but tbe Ellsworth poet-grocer will be on tbe deck on muster day.
Old Hunneman is now reposing on last
year’s laurels at tbe hearse-bouse on tbe
Mr. Drummey has secured
poor farm.
tbe required permission from tbe city
government, and soon tbe engine will go
to Bangor to be put in first-class shape

Mrs. Stafford, of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
1
is the guest of Miss Mary F. Robinson.

stMmimLummuimiiiUiUtiimmiimmimx

In

Tbe work of rebuilding and raising tbe
dam at the Green Lake fish hatchery will
be done by Roderick McDonald. He began work tbla week. Tbe dam will be
raised four feet. Another crew will begin
work soon on tbe new flume, boat bouse
and marine railway. Tbe boat house will
be large enough to accommodate tbe
batcbery steamer “Senator”. The railway
will run into it, and on tbis the steamer
will be hauled out each winter. Something like |3,090 will be apent in improvements at tbe batcbery this summer, in
addition to the annual appropriation.

Mrs. Mae Chase and Miss Beulah Salisbury are vlsitlug in Brooklin.

^

ELLSWORTH.

......

news see

Monaghan's band will give a concert tomorrow evening.
Mrs. Clarence E. Walker, of Portland,
is visiting Mrs. W. H. Titus.

3
3

A. W. CUSHHAN & SON,
WAIN

For other local

3
3

SfcfatTtiscmmti.

hotel holiness In Ellsworth, Is
to look after the culinary department. Mr. Gould Is a successful hotel
manager, and with bis experience and
holiness ability behind It, tbe 8t. Croix
will doubtless goon regain Its former
prestige In Calais.

NKW ADVKRTImKMENT8 THIS WEEK.

GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Bi-rrill Bank Bldo.,

perlence

now there

(.

2---2
?«®»®SS®«®®«®«®s®®«®S®®t®1

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
|

ELLSWORTH’S BiG 8TOKE.”

New Bank Block,

|

Ma'n and State Streets,

EDITED BT
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For the Week Beginning J«ly
H—Comment by Her. S. H. Doyle.
Tone. —The needy nt our door.—Luke xvi, 1»-SL
The parable of the rich man and
IittsaniH is the most striking aud solemn parable of Christ and the one
where most of all caution must be exutcUed in Its study and interpretation.
It deals with the future life, of course.
In flgurativc^language, and the task of
distinguishing between figure and real
Ity Is a very delicate one. Yet some
great truths, relieved of all of the dress
of the parable, stand out clearly and
prominently. The preceding language
of Christ proves conclusively that this
parable is a warning against the serv
Ice of Mammon and intended to show
that we cannot serve both God and
Mammon. The rich man was not condemned because he was rich, but T>ecause he placed his riches in the place
lie served Mammon rather
of God.
than God: he served his money rather
than using it in the service of his God.
He evidently was an unbeliever In a
future. He had not repented. He lived a selfish, worldly life, as Is proved
by his neglect even of ft ptK»r. needy
beggar at his very door. Christ's references to the future, relieved of all
figures, tench plainly three tremendous
truths:
1. The conscious existence of both
saved and unsaved. There is no annihilation in tills parable even of the
wicked. 2. The punishment of the lost
3. Future punis positive and severe.
These
ishment is of eternal duration.
may be hard and unpleasant truths,
but they are hero and taught by one
who knew and by the most tender and
compassionate of all human l>eings.
Instead of trying to explain them away
cr of ignoring them ixxause they are
unpleasant let us profit by them and
by trust in God through Christ escape
from the wrath to come.
Besides dealing with such great and
tremendous truths this parable has
some suggestive lessons on the treatment of the needy at our door. The
first question to lw» solved is. Are those
at our doors needy? Every beggar who
appears at our doors is not a Igizarus.
Indiscriminate charity usually does
This topic and
more harm than good.
this Illustration are not to be taken so
literally as to demand of us a response
from every pretended needy one who
The vast majority
appears before us
of the beggars at our doors today are
frauds ami impostors.
They ask for
money to buy bread, but they Intend to
buy beer. They tell piteous stories of
woo and suffering which would melt a
heart of stone if they were true, hut
they arc not true. But the truly needy,
whether their needs \*e temporal or
spiritual, have peculiar demands upon
us.
Neglect of these Is an Index of a
character that is not Christian. Neglect of these will result in our arraignment before God. God will hold us responsible for the opportunities to do
good which He places before us. As
the walls of Jerusalem were built by
each one doing the work opposite* his
door, so may we satisfy the temporal
and spiritual wants of the needy at
our doors.
THE

TRAYER

Sbbrrtiannmta.

fllntual bnuht Column

CHRISTIAN KRDEAVOR.

"ACBT MADGE".

THE HEALTH OF YOUNG WOMEN

“Helpful and UopefuL”

Its Motto:

Two of Them Hflpml by Mr*.
-Read their Letters.

communications, and its success depends largely on the support given It In this respect. Communications must Ihj slimed, but the name of
writer will not be minted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection l»v the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tub America*.
Ellsworth. Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.
CHOOSIBG A

—

1898.
Dfah Mbs. ;
Fix kh a m :
After receiving yonr letter
I began the
use of your remedies. taking both
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and ltlood Purifier. 1 am now
regular every month and suffer no pain.
Your medicine im the best that any suffering girl can take.”—Miss Mast
Homes. Aptoa, Cal., Jnly A. 1899.

BABE.

Now I wonder what would please her—
Charlotte, Julia or Louisa?
Ann and Mary, they 're too common;
Joan’s too formal for a woman;
Jane’s a prettier name beside.
But we bad a Jane that died.
They would say if ’twas Kebeccw
That she was a little Quaker.
Edith’s pretty, but that looks
Better in old English books.

Nervou* and

her.

—Mary Lamb.

Sbbrrtisnnmts.

Dear M. U. Friends:
When I

the list of

saw

HISTORY
or

SWAN’S ISLAND,

companion poem of boys’ names which 1
could have used also, as but one-third of
supplied

be

from

the

St is

light thing

no

to select

BY

a

H. W. SMALL, M. D.
for the little new-comer into the
family, though some may smile at the discussions arising from the decision. There
A history of Swan’s Island has just t*een pub
is always to be considered the fact that the
and Is now ready for delivery. I»r.
little fellow himself, in the future, may llshed,
Small, of Atlantic, has given much lime to
blame some one if the cognomen attached j
the preparation of this volume, which covers
name

agreeable

to him is not

\

MEETING.

to his mind.

person spoken of
you ever think
what kind of creatures we should be i! we
had no opinions? But can you tell where,
when, how, why we get those opinions?
We sometimes hear

“opinionated

as

Really,

are we

not

244 pages.
tents may
covers;

a

Did

'.

always weighing

j

in the

brought to our notice
And are not our opinions ;

balance whatever is

by

word

or

act?

the result of
cases

that

our

come

judgment

before the

on

all these

tribunal of

our

conscience?
l*ook buck over one day's thoughts and
experiences, as far as you can recall them,
and has not there been a mental decision,

The pulpit is not a place for amuseSuch things disgrace the church
and lower the dignity of the preacher.
Seriousness, solemnity, dignity and
ment.

prerequisites
for the man of God who sj>eu.ks to dying men. Men and women ordinarily
go to church for comfort, consolation
and encouragement.
They prefer to
have their consciences keenly aroused
sense

are

and their hatred to siu and their love
for righteousness awakened to the point
of appreciation of the evil of the first
and their love for the other intensified.
All this cry about separation from and
liiCK

oi

sympaiuy

ior

u»e

j»oor

is

xne

veriest trash.
Here and there some
one may wish to exclude the poor from
the magnificent church of which lie is
a member, but lie in no sense interprets
the minds of a vast majority of his fellow members. The church of today is
the best friend the poor man has, and
the wonder is he does not know it.—
Philadelphia Methodist.
Prayer.
In a world where there Is so much to
ruffle the spirit's plumes, how needful
that entering Into the secret of His pa
vlllon, which will alone bring it back
to composure aud peace. In a world
where there is so much to sadden and
how
blessed
that
comdepress,
munion with Him In whom Is the one
true source and fountain of all true
gladness and abiding joy. In a world
where so much is ever seeking to unhallow spirits, to render them common and profane, how high the privilege of consecrating them anew In
prayer to holiness and to God.—Richard Chenevix Trench.
Street Hoar of

matter stands

so

and

so,*’

and

—

pkickT$i/»o.

j

The l>ook may be obtained of the author, I Hi.
H. W. Small. Atlantic, Me.; of 11. \V. Bur

J

ast, 223 Middle street, Portland, or of the publisher*, Thk Hancock Counti Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Me.

!

smile at that “my”. But did you ever
think w hat a milk and water race humankind would be without opinions?

simply covet It without earning It; and Mr.
Bryan saw he must have this Issue kept alive,
or

he and his party

The

Only

COUNTY

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.

FOR CLUB WOMEN TO POKDEK.

they will do. If tbev can, against the prosperity and honor of the country at home and
abroad.

With this ridiculous bit of logic she passed
on. The next time her friend saw her she had a
pair of pathetic little humming birds just abo\e
her bright, merciless eyes.—Kate Upson Clark,
in Homan’s Home Companion.

He—That

gone.

Free coinage of sliver by this country alone,
the ratio of 16 to 1, mean* national dishonor
and tire destruction of business. If that thing
be done, every working man's wage*, every
savings tank deposit, every property that do{tends upon debt. Is to shrink In value more
than one half, and chauce and gambling are to
t»e the rule of business for the future with this
fluctuating and dishonored currency.
at

•

•

•

•

•

How to Wash Your Face.

deal with

to

Subscribe
For It.

Dunking.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Fire

•

great problem of
We have so to
deal with it that the great and necessary com1*
alike
the great
binations of capital, which
servant of labor and of business, may not be
Injured, and at the same time that these great
combination# shall not be monopolies nor be1K> you think
come our tyrant* or oppressor*.
Mr. Bryan and hi* populist* can be safely
trusted with the solution of this problem? You
heard what they said In ti»e last presidential
campaign. If he come Into power, he will come
Into power In my opinion, to make an Indiscriminate, reckless ami socialistic attack upon
We have

The Peacock at Home.
The reel home of the peacock or
peafowl la In India.
There they were and
end ere hunted, end thetr flaah te naed lor
food.
Aa theae btrda Ilya In tha aatna
region aa tha tiger, peacock-hnntlng ta a
very dangerooa .port. Tha long train of
the pee cock le not Ita tall, aa many annpone, bat ta compoaed of feat here which
grow out Jnat ebove the tall, and are
celled the lell-coverte.
I’eacocke have been known for many
hundred yeare.
They are mentioned In
the Bible; Job mention, them, and
they
are mentioned too In I
Kluge, 10. Hundreda of yeara ago In Rome many thouMild peerocka were killed for I be
greet
feaata which the emperore made.
The
braineof the peacock were conairtered a
great treat, and many had to be killed for
a alngle feaat.—Sf. .XiehoU’

Telling girls “How to be Pretty though
We are bow prepared to rent boxea in our
Plain,” Mm. Humphry, In Ladiea’ Home new
Journal, guarantees any girl a good comand
plexion who will wash her face every
night and morning, and twice a day besides, according to her directions:
“The water must not be quite cold In Said ta he Oae ef tha Beat Vaalta

the

trust*.

winter, and soap should be used but once
day. The Angers are better than any
aponge or glove or flannel, and they
ahould be used as the masseuse uses hers—

Burglar Proof Vaults.

la the

pressing

firmly

them

but

gently

•kin and passing them two
over

or

into the

We believe that thta vault affords

Fire and

three times

nose

of prosperity.
IH» you think tlie supreme court of the United
states, or any other court of tl»e United States,
1* to be safe In hi* hands, or in tnc hand* of his

the corners,

is

where dust

liable (o lodge, around the

ways

and mouth.

If

a

washcloth

al-

cyee,

is

used

should be of tbe softest and finest, and
plenty of water should be applied after
the soap so an to wash It all away. The
drying process should be equally thorough

Our

banking

I Pain-Killer. |

•

expect Mr
Philippine islands J
1
ail these things
j
can

do In regard to Hrwhich 1* to reconcile u« to
differed, a** you well know, from many of toy
republican associate* on the question of the ;
proper course to t« pursuit in regard to that
oriental people. 1 like wti*t we have done, what (
we arc doing, and what we mean to do with !
Culm. 1 think we made a great mistake in not

Bryan

to

A Medicine CKeit

g

SIMPLE. SAFE AND

on

west.

I

Die

according

principles in the *e.v*t a* in
to my humble way upon lids
j
belief when 1 restated the ratification of the
treaty which made a distinction between Culm
and the Philippine l-iand*.
Tim great battle w«- Upon the question of the
j
ratification of that treaty. i t>ok my position,
frankly and ojH'nly. It war a position not taken
without due reflection, and with a thorough !
knowledge of the cost. 1 had to me^mrate myself
from life long friend* and associates, from titc
majority of the party I esteemed, and from the
president I loved. But 1 did what was right, a* j
Uod gave me to see titc right.

if BE

j

ELLSWORTH, ME.

We had nearly a
of the Senate against it, certainly
a vote of far tnore than a third.
If rejected it
was, of course, still In the power of a majority
of tbe .Senate to amend It and to ratify it. If It
hat! failed of the necessary two-third* vote, we
could and should lutve put in a clause In regard
to tlie Philippine Island* precisely like the
clau-e relating to Cults. A* 1* was, there was a
tie vote, a'ter the passage of the treaty, declaring that tldng in principle.
At that moment, William J. Bryau appeand
upon the scene. He wrote first to his friends
and supporters in the Senate, urging them to
support the treaty. They were unwilling to
take his counsel, and he came In person to
Washington. The wisest leaders of the democ
racy expostulated with him lu vain. He succeeded in picking off enough of his supporters
from the column of the o;>|»o*llion to secure
the passage of the treaty, with a single v.<te to
Seventeen of Mr. Bryan’s supporters
spare.
voted for that treaty In the Senase.
Mr. Bryan took that course wiiicis brought
upon u* the war in the Philippine islands, the
destruction of the life and health of 4.000 or
,1,000 American soldiers, and of probably ten
limes that number of ihe people of tho«« U-

Commenced

LepoMt* In thl* bank

p

V. It. COOL IDUE. Pretideni.

WHITCOMB. Vic*-President

Bank hour*

IK

dally, from »i.m.io)3m

S

PERRY DAVIS'

ifs?3as^'raaag2Kca3g:^BnnS»
t* what

your money will
Invented !u *barc* of the

Sbbcrtisnncnts.

QUAKER

NEW SERIES
Share*. $I\ each; monthly
payment*. $1 perk*hare.

now

open.

WHY PAY RENT?

j

RANGES

when you can borrow on your
•hare*, Rive a iir*t mortgage and
reduce ft every month
Monthly
pavment* and lntcre«t together
will amount to but little more
than >ou are n<-w pay In/ for
rent, ami In about 10 year* you

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particular* Inquire of
IlkNRT

A. W.

( rsiiMAR, Sec
Flrtt Nat‘1 Bank B'<1r.

w

Kj*tif hwldeni.

Professional Carts.
F.

^

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COU N8ELLUK AT LAW
Also prosecuting attorney for all ela*-c*
pension* agaln-t the ('idled State*.
Bunlnet* solicited.
Kl La WORTH,

A.

]J#
a

twenty four

inch stick of wood full
I

size of fire-box

....

STEWART,

West Bbooksville,
MaijtbtJnuJuaie Boston rntfrrvlty.
Member o!
Maine llorn<i*opath!r Mu<)lral
»oclety; A me. '.can
Institute of ifv>u)ir<.|>jiihy, *n«l co'rreauv:‘lln»{
member Bouton Honmopathlc Metical *<. ‘.ety.
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E. BUNKER, JR.,
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We

Ship

Goods

you can try them before
you may return them.

so

|PI

HEFFEON
Send for

on

EIXSWORTH,

and Girls.

We mean It—we have a now
of dolnc business. We manu
facture ninety dfferent household article* such as Boap. Bak
ing Powder, Perfumes, Bluing, Silver Polish, BtArch, Coffee, etc.
We sell our products direct to the user, saving the protits of the
jobber, the wholesaler and retailer This saving, which amounts
lo at least ao per cent of the ordinary retail price, we give to
our customers In the form of premiums to repay them for their
kindness In buying from us. We offer your choice of 300 promlutns. including Blcyules, Couches. chairs. Ladle*’ Tailor-Made
bulls, Refrigerators, Graph*phones Etc. Etc.

Thirty Days’ Credit

paying us, and if not

as

represented

& TANNER CO..
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Ikl
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ISAAC L
No. t> School
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Street,

and

8

X
vicinity
8 put into his shop an engine and 0
X woodworking machines, and is 8
X
S prepared to do

HyK |

fI)EB Illustrated Cataloguo To-Day.

city

0

1

DENTIST.
Gradnate of the
clau of *75

Philadelphia

Dental Co

lege,

AWOrncE 1 n gilts' Block, Ellsworth.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

is pleased to inform the people ol
this

oci.

H. GRKKLY,

DR

ME.

yOOC^CH>^<,c<e>vO<<K>OOvOvCO
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AT

Bar Harbor office* : 7 ami » Ml. Deaertl.
Bluehlll office open Haiunlaya.

F. B. AIKEN.

09

AT LAW.

BAR HARBOR ANI) BMJEHILL, ME.

SOLD IiY

a

Maine.

M. D.

OmCE»

ritki
Ladies, Boys
plan

o!

IIOMCEOPATIIIST,

ATTORNEY

§

if

A

la

j

will take

■p^B
fefB

earn

KUsworti ioaa a:d BBiMiai Ass’a.

*

KBI IT D KT ET V

1*73.

BOARD OF DIKFt'TOKHi
A. F. Birnhah,
Joim F. Wiitt*'ohr
N. II. C<Ntl IIKjR,
r. I4HK-.I L llL'RJt!LL,
CHARLES t. Bchmill.

rote

xo M0N£Y "anted
From your own Pocket.

Majr 1,

l»y law exempt froas

are

taxation.

QHARLES

that he has

DRUMMEY,
AND

Htrowa S

8

TURNING, PLANING
autl JIG-SAWING

H.

ATTORNEY

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
and

S, Pikst N at'l Bank Buildino.

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE.

X

of ail kinds at short notice.

CARROLL BURRILL,

X

ATTORNEY

little

brother of yours is
mighty inquisitive. Last night he had
the nerve to ask me if I hadn’t proposed
to you yet.
She—Ob, you inusu’t mind
Willie. He has my interest so much at

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
NoTaitr Public

heart.—Judge.

Washington, D. C.
(ienesee Pure\ Food * Co., Le\Roy, N. Y.:
Passport to Saecesa.
Gentlemen —Our family realize so much from
Courtesy Is the passport to succesa the use of GKAIN-O that I feel I must say a
We double the power of our life when word to induce others to use It. If people are
interested in their health and the welfare of
we add to Its gifts unfailing courtesy. their children
they will use no other beverage.
The world always begrudges room to I have used them all, but GRAIX-O I have
found superior to any, for the reason that it is
a boor.—Cul versa list Leader.
solid grain. Yours for health, C. F. My&bs.

Hualnroi

Depoelt# draw Interest from the first day;o!
March, June, September and December.

j

j

trising

CHARLES C. MR RILL. Tnaiur ft.

&

T»TlONS
but ONuy the genuine.

'.paper*

Hancock County Savluus Bank,

50 cent Boltin

s«u!

OF

A 4«E

»ixc and location.

to

coat.

JOBS F.

Rheumatism.
25

acted

treaty beaten.

Beating Boiti

r*o not ri«k the loa* »»f roar raltiahle
when aecurfty can be obtained at *ucb a

Kteif.

QUICK CURE FOR

Coughs, Neuralgia,

j
j

same

m

(j Cramps, Diarrhoea, Colds,

j

acting

to

a*

Boaee from (4 «• ISO per aaaum

ZltUcrtiscnunts.

TOTOaSgssBgga^MwtBang
$
|

we

Anef»o arranged

Abeolute Priracy for tboee

v

•

room*

•ecure

It

Take the doctrine of free trade. I* he lea* an and effectual, a hurried rub opening the
than »»- i’re*. Cleveland?
way to ail sort* of roughness and chapwill he not do all Mr. Cleveland did and do alt ping*.
Not one girl in twenty knows
Mr. Cleveland tried to do? l>o you wl-h to
how to wash her face, and that Is tbe
repeat tbe terrible experience which the people; reason
It
why innsgsge flourishes.
of this country went through twice during the
thoroughly cleanses.”
Ia*t two democratic administration*
I lutve said more than once that, n«»t counting j
the loss of life or health to our soldier*. Pres,
Cleveland's last administration was a greater j
misfortune to this country than the civil war
with all It- waste of property and all it- burden
CORE All TOUR PAIRS WITH
of debt.

anything which

m.

Burglary.

every inch of the face.

voted to

abaolute

curtly again*!

“More particular pains should be de-

the sources

Is there

Camatry.

a

aigrettes.

This matter of the wearing of btrds on their
hats seems to be an especially bard one for our
women to comprehend. One gentle, charming
lady met a friend on the street one day not long
ago and said "I'm in an awful hurry. 1 am on
my way to A’s. They are selling humming
birds there for $1 a pair—perfectly lovely—and
I’m afraid they’ll be gone. There’s a terrible
rush for them."
"You don’t mean to say that you are golug to
have a pair of dead humming birds uu your
bonnet?” stammered her shocked friend.
"Certainly. It will be just as becoming and
as stylish as it can be. Don't look »o.
If I
don’t get them, somebody else will. They are
I
as
dead anyhow, and
well wear them as
might

were

What ha* wvn done Is done. The past cannot
be undone. For one, I would rather trust the
future of liberty In the Philippine Islands—If
that were the only Issue before the country—to
Judge Taft, than to any agency that Mr. Bryan
I* likely to command. The republican party
promises—and It has so far kept Its promises—
to bring out of this condition of things order
and peace and liberty and self government, and
order and peace and liberty and self government will. In the end, make independence certain to any people that desire It and demand It.

think

—

Tke

associates In their attack on the supreme court
The American farmer
of the Unite* 1 States
and the American workingman were not ready
for socialism, nor for a division of property between the men who earned tt and the men who

arc to wield the affair* of the great executive
department*, or Oat Id It. Hill, or Mr. Tillman,
or Mr. Teller, or men like them.
1 support the candidate* of tire republican
party because of the thing* 1 think they will do,
if they can, for the prosperity and honor of the
country at borne and abroad, and 1 oppose Mr.
Bryan and hi* party becauM* of the things I

We had the

An Irate man returned from a sureoptlcon
lecture lately with a loosed and raging tongue.
Usually he was a calm and reticent person, but
he had sat, during the whole evening, behind a
large bat, and be was righteously “mad". “And
then,” he went on, with Increasing cboler,
“tnere was a dead bird on her hat, and an
What is the use of your
alirrette besides.
vaunted women’s clubs?” he railed. "You talk
about the civilizing effect they have on the
women—how they Inform and broaden the
mind, and all that. I grant that the hat# are
broadened. That’# the chief effect seen.”
Lecturers and writer# and even legislatures
are constantly reiterating the truth that our
song birds and plumage birds are being exterminated, and that insects are destroying the
crops in consequence, but not a bird less do we
Ur#. Olive Thorne
see on the women’s hats.
Miller brlugsjtears to the eyes of her audience
the aigrette, yet
she
tells
the
of
whenever
story
most of the well-bred and cultured women still
wear

the iaaoea

One of two psrtle* 1* to be Intrusted with the
political power of this country a* the result of
the coming election. Either Mr. McKinley or
Mr. Bryan U to ta president. Either Mr Hay
and Got. Long and Mr. Gage, or men like them,

majority

we

anybody.”
Too Little Activity.
It Is now discovered that the decrease
of members and conversions comes
from too much contemplation and devotion and too little activity. Further
Investigation will show that real devotion and good deeds are always joined
together, and where one Is lacking
both are.
It Is the devoted people
that are stirring things.
It Is those
who contemplate God and self and sinners
who are
Christian
working.
Standard.

Introduction— A horlglnes Discovery.
Purchase—Settlement and Land Titles
A Sketch of the Life of Od dames Swan.
Biographical Sketches of Early Settlers.
(ion's Island.
The Fishing Industry.
Synopsis «.f Municipal Records.
Miscellaneous.
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an

mark. and it is usually made with an
emphasis like this: “It is my opinion that
the

From the following table of con
be seen the ground which the booa
TABLE OP COB TENTH.

1.
II.
HI.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

(

reason or

not

on

of tbe preaent campaign. The following
extract* are from hla speech:

j

MAINE,

above list.

Really

the

of

apostle of free triple

fifteen arrivals of

little individuals without names, in the
last American, I thought of the poem
given above. 1 regret that I had not a

the number could

Hoar spoke at length

Senator

regulating the control of

Dear Mbs. Pixkran
1 wish to
express my thanks to yon for the great
benefit I have received from the nse of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I suffered constantly from terrible aldeache. had chills, was nervous
and dizzy. I had tried different kinda
of medicine but they all failed entirely.
After taking three bottles of Vegetable
Compound and three of Blood Purifier I
am all right. 1 cannot thank you
enough
for what your remedies hsTe done for
me."—Miss Matilda Jfxsf.x. Box 18,
Ogdcnsburg. VVis., June in, 1899.

always
though
outspoken opinion,
on the thoughts suggested to our minds,
and on every experience of the day? We
read a book or*au article in a magazine or
paper, we either approve or disapprove it
BIBI-E READINGS.
though we may never mention it.
Ps. xxxiv. 0: xli. 1-3: Ecel. ix. 10; Isa
It seems to me we are not only con- I
xii, 17-20; Math. x. 41. 42; xxv. 31-40;
slantly thinking but we are as constantly
Luke x, 25-37; I Cor. xv, 58; Gal. vi,
passing judgment even on our own
b, 10; Heb. xili, 1-3.
thoughts, though much of the time we do
We often hear the reso unconsciously.
Dignity In the Pulpit.

common

Dizzy

**

Ellen’s left off long ago,
Blanche is out of fashion now.
None that I have named as yet
Are so good as Margaret.
Emily Is neat and fine,
What do you think of Caroline’
How I’m puzzled and perplexed
What to choose or think of next!
I am in a little fever
I^est the name that I should give her

Have the pastor read and expound
this important parable. Then have a
free and voluntary discussion of the
phase of it suggested by the topic.

good

|

—

She will shortly be to christen;
And papa has made the offer
1 shall have the naming of her.

to name

Aptoa,

(tomfs.

Cal., July 31,

1 have got a new-born sister.
I was nigh the first that kissed her.
When the nursing woman brought her
To papa—his Infant daughter—
How papa's dear eyes did glisten

1 will leave papa

IMnkhui

“Dkab Mb*. Pi Min am :—I am sixteen
years old and am troubled with my
monthly sickness. It is very irregular,
occurring only once in two or three
months, and also very painful. I also
suffer with cramps and once in a while
pain strikes me in the heart and I hare
drowsy headaches. If them is anything
you can do fur me, I will gladly follow
yonr advice."
Miss Mabt

Position— luufi

Present Campaign.
Before tbe Massachusetts club recently,

*

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual benefit, and alms to l>e helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Hill

IVtinea

lands, limply to keep the question for an Issue
In the coming campaign.
He had been beaten once on Mi beloved Issue
of 16 to 1. He had been beaten In a time of adversity—always favorable to democracy and to
discontent—on the question of protection. The
people had not been willing to join h*m and his

HOAK SPKAKS.

SKXATOK

EDisorrs Phonograph

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or orchestra—tell*
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it Is always ready.
See that Mr. Edison's signature is on every machine. Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO- 135 FMth Ave- New York.

1

! tot tree examination and advice.

i
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DESIGN
P*OIECTIO*DEs?
d"1,
C,°f',ll|CHTir
PROTECTION. Send
model,
sketch, photo.1
or

!

BOOK ON PATENTS f"hfrore°^M

TC.A.SNOW&CO.
Lawyers.

Patent

WASHINGTON.

D.C.

!

and

Justice

or the

Peace.

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth. Mr.

DR

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

MAIN

ST.ELLSWORTH.

(Over Harden's Shoe Store.)

Twenty-live years' experience In New York.
Special attention given to chxonle.caaee.

j
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At Sydney Dr. Smithville and his
daughter Louisa took passage for home
in our vessel, the North Light of New
York. The doctor was a singular looking
man, wearing a red skullcap, a buff vest,
a blue coat with huge brass buttons and
beard which descended far dowu his
breast.
His daughter, on the contrary, won the
admiration of nil hands by her delicate
beauty, her gentle manners and sweet,
kind voice. There was one among the
sailors whose appearance she seemed especially to like. He was a young fellow
of 21 named Harry Melton, who had left
home and gone to sea on account of a cola

lege scrape.
Now, the doctor, who was a great admirer of physical vigor, had early noticed
this young

and dazzled him with the
his spectacles.
The next day the doctor caught several
tars poking fun at him.
Harry Melton,
although not joining them, was among
the party, perceiving which the doctor,
quivering all over with ire, walked
struight up to him.
"So,” he exclaimed, "even you—you,
whom I have honored with my notice as
a model of physical perfection—have been
green

light

man

of

making game.”
"Why, no, indeed,” answered Melton.
•*I have not. Iiut as to your honoring me
with your notice, sir, 1 don’t understand

T is

that.”
At this the doctor turned very red.
"Remember,” he exclaimed threateningly, "1 am the inventor of-*s pills.”
Next morning, when he came up, the
first object he beheld was a huge placard
pinned to the mainmast and which read

significant that in homes of wealth where

the very best is demanded, Ivory Soap is
used in the nursery. At the same time, in
hundreds of families where economy decides

as

choice, Ivory Soap is selected. Thus its purity
attracts the rich; its economy attracts the poor. High
quality and low cost: is there any better combination ?
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Eugene Staples Is in town.
George Monroe came home Wednesday.
George Asbury was in town a few days
last

week.

Commodore Allen Henderson and fam-

ily
at

arrived

Thursday.

Mrs. Eunice M. Carter visited relatives
South Uiuehtll last week.

II. Venncr and wife, of Hrookiin,
spending a few days in town.
O.

are

Clifton S. Marks, of Boston, is visiting
his parents, Sewall Marks and wife.
Miss Alice Holt, of Boston,
her parents, T. N. B. Holt aud

is
w

visiting

Littlefield arrived home Tuesday
Kansas City, where he has been at-

Otis

tending the democratic national
tion.

conven-

Children’s Day concert of the Congregational Sunday school was held in the
The

Congregational church Sunday night. A
large crowd was present and enjoyed the
exercisers.
Following is the programme:
Singing, choir; prayer. Rev. K. L. Olds;
song, school; reading of scripture, Rev. E.
Bean ; consecration, Minnie Chase; song,
Abble Gross; recitation, Margaret Hinckley; dialogue, Carl Hinckley aud Edith
Chase; recitation, Marion Dodge; singing,
school; recitation, Jamie Abraui; song,
Elsie Philip; recitation, Beatrice Abram;
song, school; recitation, Henry Dodge;
three kinds of soldiers, Carl Gray, Carl
Hinckley and Everett Chase; song, Alice
Mayo; recitation, Ethel Buker; song,
school; recitation, Elsie Philip; song,
Beulah Burnham ; song, school; recitation,
Myrtle Pi Us bury; addresses by Revs. R.
L. Olds aud E. Bean; song, school; recitation, Carol Hooper;
school; benediction.

July

collection;

song,

Bob.

16.

Franklin.

T. M. Blatsdeil went to Bangor on business July 13.
Marcia, daughter of W. H. Gordon and
wife, is very ill with measles.
Mrs. Annie Hardison and Mrs. Minnie
Hardison were in Ellsworth Saturday.
Miss Grace Donnell, who
ElUwnrtU

friends,

Salnrrluv to visit

returned

from

came

relatives

and

good

a

attendance. An excellent programme of
readings, recitations and music, vocal and
instrumental, was rendered, and cake and
Ice-cream w ere served. The proceeds were
and ffi,
between
besides the woi k
accomplished by the ladies.
9.
July 16.
Northeast

Humor.

L. L. Kimball commenced to-day building a road on Bchoolhouse hill, which he
has

put

the market for sale.

on

Driving seems
(Mistime here now.

be

to

principal

the

Atwood & Burr have
sixty-three horses, C. H. Frazier, twenty-

Joseph

five and
•

>id

they

July

are

Corsou about

twenty-five,

all out.

J. A. P.

16.

Itajside.
The farmers

report
section.

in this

light crop

a

Mrs. John 9. Whitmore
with

is

of

hay

suffering

lame hand.

a

Schooner “Barauel Lewis”, Capt. W. L.
Pratt, is hauled up for want of a freight.
U. M.
July 16.
The Cracker-Box Philosopher.

[Written

for Thu

borrowed

No

muney.

I uvea

man

a

woman

Uive moste enny man
wil male a fast klass

he

wuth hiz brains.

gud
phool
a

and
himself.

chance
ov

l.lcker affects a man’s branes if he haz
enny; if not, it affects hiz legs.
don’t
wuuder iz
iz but one
sand rong
I

wunder

men

go

rong.

The

that tha ever go rite. Forthare
rite way while there air a'thouways.
Thare Iz sumthlng in the Klondike besides gold that glitters.

Oora Paul and hiz peopul air a vivid
illustration tu day ov what tu much bullhedednes wil bring a man tu.
It iz an inspiring site tu see a billec gote try tu butt
down the Kocky mountains, but it iz tuff
on the gote.
Men who suckceed air proud—so air the
men who fale.
The
no

In luv wuth himself haz
rival tu bother him.
man

Mrs. Loren WentMiss Lula Wentworth went to
Tunk for au outiug last week.
worth and

Mrs. Judaon Gordon is in poor health.
Mr. Gordon’s cousin, Miss Crabtree, of
Hancock, la stopping with her.

who lz

Tu err iz human hut tu brag about it
afterward iz pure cussed ness.
Al men luv authoritec, hut the mean luv

Mra. Mabel Gould and son Maurice
will spend a few weeks in Sullivan at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Montfred I’ranu.

WuthaJ the howling and frothing over
libertee in this wurid hi men and womin,
ai air slaves tu suinthing.
The gud deeds
bad ones,

Moste

du air

forgot; the

never.

ov

that the

men

us

things

think and verilee believe
we

haint

got and

never

only things wurth livin’
fur. '1 his iz the mizery ov life.
Very few smart men profess religun
Fred E. Blaiadell and wife, G. 11. Butter
now-a days. Still, moste ov them havsumand wife, Mrs. T. M. Blaiadell and Mra.
stowed away in the locker ov thair
Mabel Gould attended the township rally thing
harts that they think iz religun—a sort ov
of Y. P. 8. C. E. at Beechlaud district
July 11.
July
Went

B. LT.

16.

ItrnokNVlIle.

The summer visitor is
evidence.

everywhere

Clam-bakes and lawn parties
order of the day.

Sunday congregations

by

no

are

in

the

means

kan hav air the

lif preserver tha intend tu get into when
the old ship goes down fur gud.
The worsts liars out ov doors air thoze
who keep on the verge ov truth.
It

kosts

sum

peopui

mor

tu

Iteep UP

appearances than it doze fur them tu liv.
Tu be trueiee brave a man muste fear
God rather than man.
grate men had grateness in them before occaahuu called it out on publick

parade.

There seems to be conflicting testimony
relative to the hay crop in this vicinity.
Home of the farmers say the crop will be
fully up to the average, while others say it
will come considerably short.

The troubul wuth men iz not that tha
kan’t du rite, but that tha won’t.

in the afternoon and much was done in
preparation for the annual sale about July
31. Two full tables sat down to the social
tea. In the evening, although the weather

If votes were wayed az well az kounted,
tbare wuld be sum political changes in
this kouutry.

Perhaps it iz

that man haz the
branes and wornun the hart ov the race.
But 1 du kno that the hart outlives the
brane. Tiz our muthers we remem bur.
true

Food and sleep are necessary to life and
health- if you can’t eat and sleep, take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It creates a good appetite, cures
indigestion and dyspepsia, overcomes nervousness

Educate Your Uoweli With Cascarata.
forever.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation
10c. 25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.

man

Melton,

The Address Didn't Matter.

The late Henry W. Grady, one of the
most widely known of southern men,
was forever singing the praises of Atlanta, which he firmly believed to be the
coming great city of the south.
One day at a dinner at which General
Collins, a great friend of the southern
man, was present Grady got on this favorite hobby of his and, to illustrate how
widely known Atlanta had become, pulled out two envelopes which had contained letters sent to Atlanta from England.
One was addressed to a friend of Grady
at such and such a street, Atlanta, Ga.,
U. S. A., while the other was addressed
simply to Henry W. Grady, Atlanta,
state and country being omitted.
“And,
would you believe it,” commented Mr.
Grady, “so widely known has Atlanta
become that these two letters, mailed in
London at the same time were delivered
in Atlanta in the same mail?”
There was a pause and then General
Collins drawled out from the other end
of the table: “They might have left that
It
‘Atlanta* off your letter, Grady.
wouldn’t have delayed the delivery.**—
New York Tribune.

Al

suffer by the coming of vacation time.
Hev. E. Bean, of Bluehill, is expected to
preach here next Sunday in exchange with
the pastor.

A nice time was enjoyed at the Congregational parsonage last Thursday afterThe ladies’ circle met
noon and evening.

young

know, has been lost overboard!”
Then
Louisa just gave one scream.
down she went, white and senseless. The
captain soon restored her, but the poor
thing now was feverish and raving us in
a delirium.
The truth broke upon the doctor’s
mind. This made his self accusation all
the more terrible. He left his daughter
in her berth and walked forward to cool
his brow*.
Ho sat upon the knightheads when,
glancing over the rail, what should he
see but the person of Melton, who had
come
up under the vessel’s bow, and
clutching a rope had, unseen by his shipmates, climbed to his present position,
where, to faint to move farther, he had
remained ever since.
The doctor with a cry of joy soon dragged biin from his perilous position and
led him iuto the cabin. He was permitted to remain there until his recovery.
During that time he was carefully watched over und tended by Louisa, who loved
him more and more the better she knew
him.
The three now live happy and contented at Greenpoint in a long, low house,
with boxwooded walks and a huge willow tree in front.—New York News.
you

Men gro ripe; worain gro old.
A purse iz doublee empty when it Iz ful
ov

At once the doctor's fertile mind pictured Harry ns the offender. "I’ll give
him something that’ll prevent his sleeping soundly for awhile,” he muttered between his teeth.
Accordingly ho went
below and mixed with a tumbler half filled with brandy about four pills of a reddish brown color. These soon dissolved,
when the doctor, walking forward, asked
Ha rry if he wouldn’t have a drink.
1 he young sailor readily quant'd the
mixture, and a smile of triumph illumined the doctor’s face.
It was In the middle watch the following night when a form with nothing on
but shirt and trousers might have been
The
seen running up the fore rigging.
watch on deck looked at it in wonder.
They saw it mount to the topsail yard
and glide lightly out on top of it to the
end.
“It is Harry Melton!” exclaimed the
Intter's bunk mute (sleeping companion),
“He
now emerging from the forecastle.
rose and got out of the bunk awhile ago.
I
beI thought he was awake, but now
lieve that he is walking in his sleep.”
An imprudent sailor shouted. At this
down went Melton, falling with a splash
into the sea. The men rushed to the lee
rail.
But they did not see him rise
again and could therefore only conclude
that he was drowned.
The news spread rapidly through the
ship. Up came the captain and the doctor, the latter looking very much frightened and anxious.
“Papa, what is the matter? What has
happened?” exclaimed Louisa, as her
parent came into the cabin.
“Why,” answered the doctor self reproachfully, “he—that splendid physical

Apollo—that—that

Amkkicax.J

it moste.

to-day.

Etneline and

Mr*.

was

and

gives sweet, restful, refreshing sleep.

The favorite cathartic la Hood’s Pills.
Adit.

25c.—

■AIMS LAW BKOAKPINQ

Starch for Washing Colored Fabrics.
There is nothing so safe and so satisfactory for washing colored goods, both
light and dark, as starch. Make a gallon
of thick starch with half a cupful of rice
or cornstarch and four quarts of water.
Add two gallons of tepid water to threefourths of the starch, and the same
amount of water to the remaining fourth.
Wash the garment In the thickest starchwater, theu wash in the next starchwater. Rinse in clear water, dry in the
shade, sprinkle, and iron on the wrong
side. -Ladies’ Home Journal.

Most

Itchiness of the Bkln, horrible plague.
everybody afflicted In one way or another.
Only one safe, never failing cure. Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50 cents.—Adel.

lend line, for Portland; New York end
Bangor line for Rockland, Camddb, BelNews, fast, Bucksport and Bangor; New York
and Halifax line, for Yarmouth and HaliNovelty and Nonsense.
The annual reunion of the 14th Maine fax, N. 8., Cape Breton and Prince Edregiment will be held at Camp Bolan, Long ward Island; New York and Cottage
City line, lor Cottage City, Maaa.; New
Island, the week commencing Aug. 6.
York and Bt. John line, for Bar Harbor,
By the upsetting of a boat in the KenEaetport, Calais and Bt. John.
nebec river at Fairfield
Friday, Lora
The company wilt have six steamships
Fournier, aged fourteen, and Florida and
expects to have the various lines in
Latlippe, aged nineteen, were drowned.
operstlon by Bept. 15. Esoh steamship
The
boat
contained
besides
those
will have accommodations for from fifty
drowned, Daniel Day and Miss Nellie Bur- to 150
passengers, and the capacity of each
succeeded
gess, aged twenty-five.
Day
vessel will range from 1,000 to 1,800 tons.
in saving Miss Burgess.
The corn canning plant at Norway
Writers Who Hive in the Country.
owned by H. F. Webb Co., of Portland,
“Bee for a moment how the matter of
was burned Sunday night.
The company residence
eSects literary people, with
had made preparations to can the yield of
whose work, naturally, 1 am familiar,”
200 acres.
The loss is placed at |15,000,
writes Edward Bok iu Ladies’ Home
and is partially covered by Insurance.
Journal.
“Pick
out
the
successful
John McGrath, a brick-layer, of Bangor, writers of the day and Bee where tbeir
was drowned in the Penobscot river at
homes are. Scarcely in a single instance
Old Town Sunday, while swimming. He will you find one of them living In the
was thirty-five
years old; unmarried. city.
On the other hand, look at tbe
McGrath swam across to Milford, and work done by your literary denizen of
was returning to Old Tow n shore.
When the city and see bow it suSers in comparinear the shore, he threw up his arms and
son with that ot tbe man or woman whose
On®

WEIGHTS AND MBAICUL

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes.
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, la 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
bounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted lielow are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
Rutter.

Creamery per ft.28
I>«lry.18 8.20
Cheese.
Rest factory (new) per ft.16818
Best dairy (new)..
I>utch (Imported).90
Neufctmtcl

....y.05

Eggs.
Eggs are easier, selling this week for 17 cents,
with good supply at this price.
Fresh laid, per doz.17
Poultry.
Brices for poultry remain steady.
Chickens, ft.26
Fowl..
liny.
While the hay crop Is being harvested, no old
hay is being offered. There is a wide difference
of opinion as to this year’s crop, but this

Week’s

Winnow lugs of

sank.

mind rests on God’s handiwork. Buch
writers are like pygmies compared to the
men who with (resh minds
look over
God’s landscape and retlect the deepeet
and truest thoughts ot real men end

Frank E. Blake, aged forty-two, of
Howland, was caught by a rope and
drawn into the cogs of the big water
wheel of the Howland Falls pulp mill
Is doubtless due to the fact that each man bases
last Wednesday.
The machinery was
his estimate on his own field. New fields probut it was half an hour
duce better than an average crop, and old fields quickly stopped,
before be was extricated.
His right leg
are far l»elow the average. The coast and Island towns of Hancock county report a very was horribly maugied. It was amputated
at the hip.
Mr. Blake’s chances of regood crop.
Best loose, per ton.12 314 covery are good.
Baled.)4 yl6

women.

“Bee how

Loose.
8
Baled.........
10312
Vegetables.
Native lagans are In the market, at a little better price than asked for foreign beans. Telephone pens are selling at 86 cents a peck.
New potatoes, pk
.35 Cabbage,
.05
Bermuda onions,
.05 Beets, ft
.05
.«7 Cucumbers,
.05
string beaus, qt
.35 Lettuce,
Peas, pk
.05
.10 New turnips, It.
Tomatoes, II.
.05
.05 Carrots, bunch
.10
Squash, each
Beans—per bu—
Imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
3.00
Pea,
rruit.

The
short.

dry weather

the

strawberry crop
A few berries were selling this week at
but
merchants
count them as practi15cents,
cally out of the market.
.20 3 30 Oranges, doz
Bananas, do/.
.20 9.50
.35
Pineapples, each.15 330 Lemons, doz
.12
Watermelons, .403.50 Gooseberries, qt
.iO
Currants, qt
cut

Groceries.
Sugar Is firm at 7 cents for granulated. Tea
market Is excited, but no rise Is quoted In Ellsworth.
Co lie©— per B>
.06 3.08
Rice, per lb
.16 3.25 Pickles, per gal .40 3.6O
Rlo,
.*0 Olives, boitle
Mocha,
.253.75
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.45 3-65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.30 3 65 Oatmeal, per lb
.04
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.07 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B,
.07 Rye meal,
.04
.06>£ Granulated meal,tb 02%
Yellow, C

NEW

Proposes

STEAMSHIP

Cornett,

Tripe,

.133.30
.123.2.5
.07 3.10
.05

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,
Mutton

steak,
Roasts,
Lamb

Steak,
Chop,
Roasts,

.18
.06 3.12

Lard, loose
Lard lu palls,

.20

.06 §. 16

A Restful

Lobsters, tl«

Pickerel,

There is nothing like poverty to give

practical knowledge

one a

of the

of tbe

scarcity

milk of human kindness.

How Are Your Klfluejra f
Dr. Hobbs’Spnracus Pills cure all kidney ills. Sam*
pie free. Add. Sterling lieniedv Co.. Chicago or N. Y.

STORK~

has

health

sleep on.
spring.
generally acknowledged to

and comfort

essential part of

The coil
be the

spring

best,

vented its

is

much to do with

so

the bed

as

bed is the

a

but its cost has

heretofore preThat is

general adoption.

call attention to the

our

we

one we

why

we

call

“THE PORTLAND.”
It has one hundred and four oil
secured in all
If you want

a

directions,
spring that

so

tempered, coil springs strongly

that displacement is impossible.

will never sag, and

comfortably to every curve of your body, try
have brought the price down to

one

yet

will

of these.

yield
We

$3*5°*

.25

20<|.25

The

steady supply.
.05 Haddock,
.05
.10 9.16 Mackerel, each 10§.25
.20
.129.14 Clams, qt
.15 Trout,
.25
.10 Salmon,
.209.30
Weak ilsb,
.10
ton—

6 00
6 00
6 00
6 00

Blacksmith's

PORTLAND,

I
A

6 uo

PHOTOGRAPH'

5.15 Apples, string
.109.14 Apples, sliced

If you

prices

to THE C. G. CONN CO., Union Square, New York,

a photograph of tho instrument, made expressly for you will ho sent by return mail;
aud the instrument itself will bo held a reasonable time subject to your order.
A certificate of an actual test of tho instrument, signed by a competent expert, will
the photograph, which may bo safely depended upon as an exact representation
accompany
of its real worth and condition.
When tho order is placed, tho particular instrument from which the photograph is
made, will he shipped, prepaid, to the customer, with full instructions, to allow him to
give it a satisfactory trial. Should the instrument not prove satisfactory, it can be returned
without a cent of expense to tho customer.
Instruments costing $20.00 and upwards are guaranteed by written contract for a period
of five years against any defect in tone, tune or workmanship. They will also be sold od
the installment plan, if preferred.

and

I

.06
.10

Virgil.

in need of

of any kind
write for

9-12

The noblest motive is the public good.

are

A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

.10
.08

11

Musical Instrument
Made for You.

.25 9.50
Lambskins,
Hides—per ft—
.05 Tallow—per ft—
Ox,
.05
.01 %
Cow,
Rough,
.04
.04
Tried,
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25 91.00

.08

&

of any

4 for tried.

Dried Fruit.
.12 5.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,

MAINE.

NOW LOOK PLEASANT, PLEASE

Flour is slightly easier on account of more
favorable crop reports, but impression prevails
that present price will hold. Grain is higher,
some selling at $1.15, but this
price may be
partly accounted for by temporary shortage in
local markets this week.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
1 10 a l 15
5 25 53 75
Straights,
1 20 1 30
8t. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
5 2595 75 Oats, Weat’n,bu.
.40
Patents—
Shorts—bag— 1 00 51 05
5 75 Mixed feed,hag
1.10
Winter wheat,
6 00 Middlings, bag
1.20
Spring wheat,
Hides Mud TmIIow.
Hides are off to 5 cents. Skins also are
cheaper. Tallow is down to 1>* for rough and

—

great.i

.113.12

.13 9.18
Fresh Fish.
is made In llsh quotations.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Broken,
Dry hard, 3 00 §5 00
2 0003 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
load
Roundings per
Egg,
100 91 25
Nut,

Prunes,

man

Scarcely anything
The

5

Fuel.

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

the

Spring.

.11
.13
.10
.10

No change
local market receives

Cod,
Halibut,
Bluelldi,

good has less
who wants to be

who wants to be

MAINE’S GREATEST

133.14

Salt

man

SUibntwtmtnt*.

119-15
4

The

York and eastern ports. It will operate
following lines: New York and Port-

cheaper.
Steak,
Roasts,

removes

opposition than

the

—

Pork, tt>.
Chop,
Pigs’feet,
Ham, per lb
Shoulder,
Bacon,

he

surroundings.

company is formed by the amalgamation
of many large interests between New

.55 §.60
.15
.17
Lumber anti Building; Materials.
M—
1 25
Lumber—per
Spruce,
125
Hemlock,
11§13 Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 913 Clapboards— per M
Extra
24 326
Spruce,
I23I6
spruce,
16 920
Q"ruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 3Is
12 315 Clear pine,
Pine,
35g60
Mate nett pine,
15 920
Extra pine,
35360
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3
25
extra
2.00
Cedar,
Spruce,
2 50 Nails, per tb
.04 3.06
clear,
"
2 00 Cement, per cask
2d dear,
1 60
1 65 Lime, per cask
extra o^e,
.85
No. 7.
1 25 Brick, per M
7311
M
.75 White lead, pr lb .053.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Pork still tends upward.
Lamb Is a little
tb

himself from man’s truest
And what is true to-dey
of men in literary work is equally true ol
men
in the kindred arts.
The great
work of tbe world is being done to-dey
by men whose lives are spent away from
great cities.”
as

Hun

Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Linseed,
.5»>
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
Syrup,

Beef,

LINE.

Boats from New
York to Eastern Ports.
Another steamship company has been
formed to operate lines between New York
and ports east, Including direct lines to
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
The new company is known as the
Manhattan Steamship Co. Though it
bears the name of a former organization,
it is in no way a revival of that corporation, but is entirely new.
The capital stock is
$1,200,000. The
to

author—and this Is a con-

an

occurrence—living in some remote
country place does a great piece of work,
and then, allured by false prophets, removes to the city and continues his work
there. Is tbe work the Bame?
Verily, It
is not. Degeneration takes plaoe as soon
stant

Straw.

up, look out for

squalls.”

ife.

The Congregational Y. 1\ S. C. E. held
an ice-cream aud cake social last Monday night. A fair sum w as realized.
from

propitious, there

not

was

comes

KITTKHY TO CARIBOU.

WbdmmdAt, July 18. 1900.

follows:

"When Old Tills

the

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

I

Get angry occasionally If you must—
but keep your mouth shut.
If a man has good judgment he occaBionly uses the judgment of others.

Largest

Endorsed

Factories in the World.

“Pat, you must bean early riser. I tind
you at work the first thing in the morning.” “Indade, an 1 am, sor. It must be

by Every

Good Musician.

j

WHAT PEOPLE SAY:The nicest coffee I

family traiu, 1 do be thinking.” “Then
your father, is an early riser too?” Me
father is it. lie rises that early that if he

ever

tasted.”

a

I am always sure of getting
all I pay fcr when I buy White
House.’

would go to bed a little later he would
meet himself gettin’ up in the morning.”

Beauty U Blood Deep.
No matter what alls you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
are put right. CA SC A RETS help nature, cure
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natural movements, cost you just 10 cents to start
getting your health back. CA8CARETS Candy
Cathartic, the geuulne, put up In metal boxes,
every tablet has C. C. C. stamped on It. Beware of Imitations.

WHITE
HOUSE
MOCHA JAVA
&

Co?rE£
I

AND 2LD.

-ASK

I

In'll

J

It lasts longer than the ordifor it is so carefully
coffee
packed that none of its strength is
lost, and a little goes a long way.”
*•

nary

—

AIR-TICHT TIN CANS.

YOUR

DWINE'-L-WRIGHT CO
mi

GROCER

"PRINCIPAL COFFEE

FOR

!T.-

ROASTERS/’ BOSTON, MASS.

—■P——mma—

]

Styedrliamortl) American.
▲ LOCAL AND

POLITICAL JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

EVERT MTKDNESDAT

AFTERNOON.

AT

FT 7

=

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
r. W. ttOL ins, Editor and Manager.

fnbaeription Price—#:.*) a rear; $1.00 for
•lx months; 50 cents lor three month*; If
paid strictly in advance, #1.50, 75 and 58 cents
mi arrearages are reckoned at
respect'vc’of

r«te

year.
t*-»—Are

er

AivertUin,;
be made

*■

on

reasonable, and will
application.

,;>unlcatl "ns should l>e addressed
Business c
ade payable to, The
to, and all money orderBabcock County Publishemo Co., Ellsworth. Main*-.
~

WBSNES DAY, JULY 18,

1900.

KEPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL ELECTION NOV. 6. 1900.
F«'H PRESIDENT.

"Will!am McKinley,
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

(Vorenwr,

For Member of Congress,

COUNTY TICKET.
For Sen store:
ALBERT R. BUCK, of Orl«nd.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellsworth.
For Register of Prob*te:
CHARLES P. DORR, of Ellsworth.
F'or Sheriff:
HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, of Ellsworth.
For County Attorney:
CHARLES H. DRUMMEY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner:
NAHUM HINCKLEY, of Blueblll.
For County Treasurer:
OMAR YV. TAPLEY, of Ellsworth.

wholesale massacre
Peking is reiterated with horrible
At Tien-Tsin
detail.
Friday the
allied forces were repulsed by the

heavy losses, the
infantry being cut to pieces

U. 8.

9th

with

Chinese

and

Col. Emerson H. Liscum, veteran of
the Civil war and Spanish war, was

Thursday. The
speech was made by

total American loss Is
placed at 215. Saturday morning the
allies renewed the attack, routed the
Chinese and

of the

gained possession

native city and its defences. The
Chinese minister at Washington still
holds to the belief that foreigners in
Peking are safe, but the government

This

war.

a

on

the

open-

wing the promises of the
thirty made four years ago,

After revi

Concerning the
the new

war

with

responsibilities

Spain

and
which it has

brought upon this country, especially
in

the

Kinley

Philippines,

President

peocd which were
r~t*en, anil our purposes in relation to th-.'n must not be left In
A just war n;n been waged for budoubt.
rn a uity, and with it have come new problems
ai.d responsibilities.
-pain has been ejected
from ti»e Western heuinphere and our flag
(l ats over her former territory. Cui»a has
been liberated, and our guarantees to her people are saerediy executed. A beneficiem government has been provided for Porto Rico.
“The Philippines are our*, and American
authority must be supreme thoroughout the
archipelago. There will be amnesty, broad and
liberal, but no abanlom-;ut of our rights; no
There must be no
abandonment of our duty.
We will fulfil in the Philscuttle policy.
ippines the obligations imposed by the triumphs
or our arms and by :;.j treaty of peace, by
international law. by the nation’s sense of
honor, and more than all, by the rights, interests and conditions of the Philippine people
“Some

n, t

things have
promised, nor even

No outside interference blocks
themselves.
the way to peace and a stable government. The
obstructionists are here, not elsewhere. They
may postpone, but they cannot defeat the realization of the high purpose of this nation to
restore order to the islands and to establish a
just and generous government in which the
inhabitant* shall have the lurgest participation
tor which they are eapaide.’*
“We reassert the early principle of the republican party, sustained by unbroken judicial
precedents, that the representatives of the people in Congress assembled have full legislative power over territory belonging to the
United States, subject to tne fundamental safe-

guards of liberty, justice and personal rights,
and are vested with ample authority to act ‘for
the highest interests of our uation and the people entrusted to its care.’ This doctrine, first

democratic

gold

a

The democrats

pediments would be encountered that
A declaration of
are now missing.
would afford not even a technical

gain, while it would actually
heavy drawback.
of

Chairman Cannon,

the

appropriations committee,
ity for the statement that
plenty is at the disposal of

Maine in their
that “the demo-

of

the conditions which have grown np
under republican rule whereby honest
toil is

of its

deprived

just share

be a
House

times, and greatly regretted. So it is
true of communities.
What I want to talk about, however,

at
HitSTV

Ellsworth

are

coming. They have

useful
cod (rum

Skillings

river!

pretty ucar being a recordThe big fish was caught by
Harlan Hodgkins, of Marl boro, Saturday.
man

shook hands

lightning which

way last
tel! about

he

with

a

bolt

doubt

as
a

to its

ter and

Hartford

the

Times

prompt notice that they will
port Bryan and Stevenson.
democratic
chief
the Baltimore

The

Maryland,

serve

not

sup-

paper of
bolts

Sun,

In New York only
yellow publication, the Journal, supports Bryan. All the other
papers of the great metropolis are
arrayed against him. The strongest
democratic newspaper of the city,
the New York Times, speaks in no uncertain tones as opposed to Bryan.
The ablest independent paper of
New Y’ork and probably of the country, the New York T\>st, will give unqualified support to McKinley

the nomination.
Hearst’s

For

Iiepreseutaflve.

Now that the national. State and
tickets of the republican partyare
made up, atte.-ton naturally

county
turns

tions

the next and last nominato be made—those of repre-

to

sentatives to the

Several

legislature.

nominations in Hancock county have
already been made. I be list will be
published at the head of our editorial
column

as soon

as

it is

The nomination of
for

this

city

is

completed.
a representative

yet

to

be

made.

Among those thus far prominently
mentioned

for

Carroll Burrill.

this nomination is F.
Mr. Burrill is

Ellsworth's

rising young

attorney by

profession,

junior

member

of

C.

C.

oue

of

an
men,
and also the

of the insurance firm

Burrill & Son.
He is a
of the Boston university law

graduate
school, and

was

admitted

to

the

Hancock bar in
Mr. Burrill
sesses

the

adequately
stituency,

April, 1897.
unquestionably posqualifications necessary
to

represent

this con-

and
should
he
be
the choice of the party at the caucus,
he will receive its hearty support.

Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, in
recent speech, defined his position
in the present campaign.
Owing to
a

the attitude which Senator Hoar took
in the Spanish war discussions in the

Senate, which separated him from
party associates, his speech at this
time has a peculiar interest. Extended extracts from his speech are published on page 2 of this issue.

pine

*» cords of
lumber. Land In

Lamoine Beach

Rt

rent.
hotel, for sale
COTTAGE
E. Kvo, Ellsworth, C. C. Tool*.
Acres

Bangor,

success.

conversation

summer-school

ous

or

or at

near

Shore

Inquire of
28 Fern 8L.

A

model.
BICYCLE—
Itmo

f rat-class, brand pew wheel,
List at #80.
Will be aold at
Inquire at Thr American

AND on Oak and Lincoln streets, formerInihecaseof Ehen B
lark, of Trernont.
J ly owned by D. K. Hurley. Alao one large in said county, insolvent debtor. Petition for
lot on the Stanawl road, formerly owned by
from all debt** provable against his
discharge
Jas. E. Ford. The above properties will be estate under the
insolvency laws of Maine,
sold cheap on easy terms. All peraors are j
presented bjr said debtor.
hereby warned against cutting hay or Ires- ; 0 »' CUfnflNQHAM, Judge of said court.
Address A true
passing in any manner thereon.
copy of orlsinal order of court.
(Mrs.) L. N. Ford. Bar Harbor, Me.
Attest:— CM a a. P. I)«rs, Register.

I

of med-

My modern hou*«

on

places

Santiago,

—Furnished cottage
For particulars
East Surry, Me.

J tion
CIOTTAGE
Trewoboy,

Cove.

>

J

STORK
pied
Inquire

on

at

Conteuto 8.

A.

Franklin street recently occuoffice by Ellsworth Water Co.
CrsflM** A How's.

should

|

is

and useful

other

men

circumstances should not

under similar

expect it.
All this

when

wrong. Great and honorable
the profe»-ion to which 1

as i->

jumicucn

nuu

uwu

v.uum

I'ouny

u

roaring

and no more; and 1 do
hot hesitate to affirm that the be-1 men

rmwlernte expense*.
to
the
very
pay
Tho-e
who did attend, however, were

among them will quite agree with me.
There are few real gentlemen who have

richly repaid.

occasion to

other

Financially the affi.r
failure.
Money enough

The

a

was
w*h

not

taken

good

attention

Cattle Ranch Scheme.

not recall

“What has become of the cattle ranch
scheme for

Cherry held plain*?”

is

a

men

complain

auywbere in

doned, though prospects

of it* realization
month* ago.
are not as bright
This is due directly to the big failure last
May of Price, McCormick <3k Co., of New
York, who were to be largely interested
in the Maine cattle ranch, though their
name had not been publicly mentioned in
connection with it.
Though the failure of Price, McCormick & Co. has put an end to the scheme
so far as they are concerned, an effort is
now being made to interest others in the
now as some

project.

Principal of K. M. C. 8.
Rev. 8. A. Bender, of Calais, has acthe
cepted
presidency of K. M. C. 8. at

“Habit and convenience will make
newspapers speak of the opposition
in this campaign as the democratic
party,” says the New York Evening
Pott, “but in point of fact it is simply narcotic.

one

1 do

In

Gko. A.

Till LU PS.

How's This ?
We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward fur
any cam* of Catarrh that caimot he cured by
iiail'* Catarrh Cure.
r. J. CHKNfcY vt CO.. Props. Toledo. O.
K. J.
We. the undersigned, have known
Cheney for the last 15 years, aud believe him
perfectly honorable In all business transactions,
and financially able to carry out any obligation
made by their firm.
Went A Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnas A Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, u.
Hall'* Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold
by all druggists. Testimonials free.

Ainuarmtnts.

Bucksport.

The Farmer’s Wife
Is very careful about her churn. She scalds It
thoroughly after using, and give* ft a sun bath
to sweeten it. She knows that if her churn is
socr it will taint the butter that is made in it.
The stomach is a churn. In the stomach and
digestive and nutritive tracts are performed
processes which are exactly akin to the churn
ing of butter. Is it not apparent then, that if
this stomach churn Is “sour” it sours all which
is put into it? The evil of a foul stomach is
not the bad taste in the mouth and the fou!
breath caused by It, but the corruption of the
pure current of the blood and the dissemination
of disease throughout the body. Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery makes the sour stomach sweet. It does for tne stomach what the
washing and sun bath do for the churn—absolutely removes every tainting or corrupting
element. “Golden Medical Discovery”contains
no alcohol, whiskey or other intoxicant, and no

America.

Ellsworth.
hearing
Very truly yours,

ever

ques-

tion that ha* been asked many times.
The plan has not 1seen entirely aban-

of lack of courteous

HANCOCK

HALL.

GRAND REPRODUCTION
OP THE

iy

a

n

W AK

BRITON and BOER
IN THE TRANSVAAL,

And the Beautiful

Scenery of

SOUTH AFRICA.

Over 100 Superb View* and Scene* showing
the Cities, Towns. Gold and Diamond Mines,
Battle*. Great Leader* of both Armies, and the
wonderful Moving Battle Scene, showing an
ictual terrific Battle in progress.

2 NIGHTS,lhl*

Thursday, Friday,

July 19 and 20.
20c.
ADMISSION TO ALL SEATS,
Under Auspices Maine Summer School.

of

Alfred

{

|

MHlMT.OM

KK.

llfHKKKAi Charles (.’. Camber, of L»edham. in the county of Hancock, and
Tf
Blair of Maiue, by b»* mortgage -terd dated
the eighteenth day of Mar* i;
a
d. ;h99. and
recorded in the Hancock registry of deed*,

I

*31, page Ml, also rri erded in Penobso*.
Rooms— first floor and basement— i
registry of deeds, vol •> p*g*.- ! r*. convey *-<t
in Masonic block on Mate street, until
to Adriance. Piatt A Co
a
existthe
Hancock
recently occupied by
County ing under the Isws of New corporation
York, and having
Publishing Co. In quire of John B. Redman, Us
place of business *n Poughkeepsie, in thr
agent, in same building.
county of Dutch***, ill the said state of New
York, a Certain lot or pared of real estate situate*! in Dedham afoicaal i. being b,, undid
and described a» follim », ir
Beginning a;
east corner of tot No.
ami running fifty
—A
roll containing bili* and a
to a stake and stontto uce north on*
Check
Will fiudtr return same to rods
hundred an*l sixty r««t* to a spruce tre*'.
American office and receive reward*
vol.

STORE—

preps

1‘KOFOSAL* Foil WOOD.
FI1HE treasurer of the Abenaqui* club will
A. receive up to August 1, 1«UU. bid* for fifty
V c rds of merchAiuable four-foot o’d
j growth hard wood, delivered at the clubhouse during October ai >1 November, 19U0.
i
F. W. Rollins. Treasurer.
;

allude, it in no way exceeds in virtue, in
self-sacrifice, iii worthiness the makeup!
of any of our honorable professions. It
should be accorded the same rights and

j

W.

their plan* and detail specifications.
A complicated. or vary expensive plant is not desired. Bids for compute pant* only will be
considered.
R. H. Bradford, CTj%ef of Hu
reauof Equipment. July Itf.HMM*.

that

be etitertained

testament

lost.

or

certain

a

idea

and

NOTICE or

apply

a* an

at

will

f

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executes

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested it* make
payment twme lialely.
Cmarloit* k. SWAXKV
July 3, a. d IWO.

tTo Ik.

j
j

last

the

i
I

Swarry, late of Bucksport. in the county of
Hancock, decease*!, no bond* being required
by the terms of said witl. All persons
demands
the
estate
agviust
having

worth, eight room* ant) a bath; furnace heat;
open plumbing ; extensive grounds. Apply at
house.
K K PARKER.

contingent of these have
they are different from
other men; that they should have privileges not given to other men; that they
what,

the

of

Sterling street, Ells-

j MONEY
Beigel gave the finest exhibition I
Gettysburg, or China as it is just now; or j
piano playing ever heard in Ellsworth. for that
matter, iu the pulpit or by the |
—Black Newfoundland dog, answer*
His technique is nothing short of marvel- j*
to name Bruno, weight 125 lb«.
Any inwhen it mean* vigorous measures ! DO(.»
ous.
That such expression, such light bedside,
formation given city marshal of Ellsworth
or death; or wise counsel at the bar.
will
be
rewarded.
Mr*.
Lois
Gilratricl,
and shade, can be obtained from this inBut I come back, Mr. Editor, to my North Lamoine.
strument was a revelation to many in the
be i
earlier idea that no profession can
audience.
Spntal Xotitfs.
or made up of worthy men
Miss Marguerite Ilall is a woman of self-respecting
and the tcndeucy to make them so unless
proposals, in duplicate, endorsed,
striking physique, with a pure mezzo“Proposals fi*r Coaling Plant' at the
it does w hat all self-respecting men try to SEAT.ED
United State* Naval Coal Depot, Frenchman *
cultivated, and
soprano voice highly
do—pay their ow:i way -any oilier policy Bay, Me will be rrccived at the Bureau of
under perfect control, Bbe sang with
Equipment, Navy Department, Washington.
means decay.
D. C., until 1 o’clock p m on Tuesday. Aug.
perfect ease and expression. Her selecLet me repeat that thes latter sage re14, 19tti. and publicly opened immediately
tions were carefully made, and delightmarks of mine are entirely independent thereafter. Proposal* will be accompanied
with plan* and detail specifications of the
fully rendered.
of my discussion earlier, and applies to plant proposed to be furnished.
Genera!
Mr. Walter Wheatley justified all that
the clergy generally, or perhaps better, to specification* and plan* of location can be
He has a pure,
had been said of him.
obtained at the Bureau, also b'ank forms of
a certaiu minority of t hat most honorab‘e
proposals Bidders are expected to visit the
full, rich tenor voice—a voice rarely
coal depot property and make any examinaFor some reason, I know not
lie well deserved profession.
heard in this section,
tion deemed necessary for the
ratio
of
Victor

like

subscriber
r|^HE
A ahe haa beets

HOUSE FOR SALE.

of

eucuri-B.

«

cause

see

may be counted out for anything that
takes place where real men live. Huch a
is useless at

«

Brar

great bargain.
office.

iu the be»t elements of real maubood.

man

of nrieint! order of court
Attest: —(’n»*. P. Dorr, Register.

rpHK

cottage.

a

couv

To r11 persons interested in the estate hereinafter named.
At a court of insolvency held at Hluehtll. in
and for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of July, in the year of our Ix»rd one
thousand niue hundred
following matter hav.ng been preA sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that no< jx rsons
tice thereof be given to
interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three week* successively iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apat a court
f in** Ivency to ne he!d at
Haworth, in said county, on »h* seventh day
of August, a. d. 1IW». at eicven
f the clock In
the forenoon, and be heard (hereon if thev

A good office etove. Will burn wood
or
In perfect condition; has been
used but little. Will be aold cheap. Inquire
at Thb America* office.

No man can be self-respecting unless j
independent. No man can look for enter- j
tainment, and be a man. He may receive
it, of course; but when he expect* it he

artists all.

the generous applause he received.
Thin trio is a combination for a musical
entertainment that it would be difficult
While the writer thinks it true
to excel.
that neither artist of thi* group possesses
that quality which thrills, that magnetism
which,
figuratively speaking,
takes one off one’s feet, that indefinable
something that appeals to the heart rattier
than lot he intellect—it is yet true t) a: they
are ail three true artists, vs ho love music,
who perform for music’s sake, and who
!ove to perform for toe pleasure they are
capable of giving to those w ho hear them.
And this characteristic was well iliusrated by the good-natured and libera!
manner in which th y all responded to

A true

wood begood culImmedi-

coa'.
STOVE—

that any

had, to my mind, some very bad
influences on the profession, and iu a way
accouuts for the fact that one of the
a
noblest callings kuowu, and
profession which has some of the brightest intellect* known, as well as many of the
noblest examples of self-sacrifice, has also
perhaps more than any other profession
men who arc not self-respecting or vigor-

The Kemenyl C oncert.
The concert given at Hancock hall last
Monday evening was all that could be deThe persired by lovers of good music.
were

occu-

Building* in good repair.
possession given. For further particular*
Inquire of Mr*. Ltz.zir A. f*»twr a11. (Irian 1. Me

true has

teachers

formers

lately

ate*

yet it is notoriously true that a porof it expects different treatment at
the hands of the people.
There is no reason whatsoever why this
should be true. The fact that it has been

yesterday. They were speaking
giance to the policies which Bryan of the State superintendent. Oueof them
of
influential
Some
the
represents.
We'll spare the genial
said— But there!
papers which then cut loose from the superintendent’s blushes.

democratic party have never returned
to the fold.
In New England the ablest inde-

or to rent>

Between 200 and

tivation.

And

State Superintendent Stetson’s unsought-for gubernatorial boom depended
for motive power upon the school ma’am*,
no

Emma E. Kimball, late of Moant Desert, In
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Daniel E. Kimball, administrator of the estate of said deceased, for the appointment of
three disinterested nersoui to appraise certain property of said deceased subject to tbe
payment of the tax impnoi by ( hspter lt« of
the public laws of INKS and acta amendatory
thereof and additional thereto.
Lucy A Planter, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased- Petitiou filed by Clara Augusta Oibbs, admini.tra'rix with the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, for the
appointment of three disinterested person,
to sopraise certain property of said deceased
subject to the payment of the tax imposed by
Chapter 146 of the public laws of M2f and act.
amendatory thereof #n<! additional thereto
O. P. Cl'flNINOHAM, Judge of «aid Court.

tion

If

there would be

or

(for sale

aide* valuable

is one whit below in intelligence or
usefulness the one to which be belongs.

_

The gossiper overheard
of the
between
two

profession

of law

cause.

I^AUM

icine

evening. He is alive to-day to
it, but his right band Is badly

burned.

believe

cannot

pob-'

and home*tead of the late J. Henry
Hewall, situated six miles from Bucksport village and two roilea from Orland. Seventy acre* comprising field, pasture and wood-

sense

member

idea that the

in bla door-

met

any

HOL’SE—

of the clerical profession would entertain for a moment the

comes

A Dedham

I

meu.

intelligent

breaker.

of

in

THF.

pied by Stephen B. Woodward. Will be
sold cheap or reuUd low. Inquire of C. E.
Woodward, Bangor, Me.

associations, or dental societies, or meetings of the legal fraternity? When I attend the Maine medical association at
Portland, or any of the other several associations to which i belong, I never expect
to be “entertained”.
When the Maine bar meets In annual
conference I am quite sure it meets its
No
own expenses, or expects to do so.
other course is considered self -respecting.
Surely no societies are made up of more

_

forty-pound

be looked after

to

legal IJotitn.
To all person# interested In either of the r*.
tat**# hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Biuehili. in »ud
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of July, a. d. 1W».
following matter# having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it i# hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all pvranns interested
by causing a copy of thi# order to be
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ell#,
worth, in said county, on the seventh day of
August, a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

Jar Salt.

to any

nor

land.

Hancock county's snare of the school
fund and mill tax this year is $29,788.75.
There are 11,779 children of aehool age In
county.

Ellsworth,,

to

It is a general
individual community.
matter that baa given me some thought
for some years.
Why should one profession expect different entertainment
from another? Why should conferences

The dry weather cut the strawberry
crop in two. The rains this week will
help out the rsapberrie* sud blackberries.

the

apply

does not

stonington’a stone-cutters strike is
settled.
Now let’s bear from Franklin
and Sullivan.

That

which characterized the opening
of the campaign of ’96, to deny alle-

dead.

expect

money in
the Presi-

ness

man” is

entertaining the school-

Is

The mackerel

A

score.

GOSSIP.

Sargentvllle’s “grand old

is author-

dent to meet the present emergency,
and that there is no necessity for a
special session of Congress on that

and careless

thoughtless

frieuds has been

Caetine.

Troubles.

this has been appreciated far beyond the
It is true, of course,
we could do.
that cities, like individuals, are sometimes
lax. We can all of us record instances In
which our personal entertainment of

of the

recovered three-quarters
It was taken to his
Isle Saturday.

was

“I have been In the drug business for
twenty years and have sold most all of
the proprietary medicines of any note.
Among the entire list I have never found
anything to equal Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhrea Remedy for all
stomach and bowel troubles," says O. W.
Wake tie Id, of Columbus, Ga. “Thla remedy cured two severe cases of cholera morbus In my family, and I have recommended and sold hundreds of bottles of
It to my customers to tbelr entire satisfaction. It affords a quick and sure cure
in a pleasant form.” For sale by Gko. A.
Parcher, Ellsworth, and W. I. ParTRIixjk, Bluehiil, druggists.

little

wealth which it produces.” How much
of this sop will the laboring men of
Maine swallow?

pole slipped,

Remedy for Stomach and Rowel

The Rest

platform declare
well not to know that they enjoy giving
cratic party is, as it always has beer,
to those who come here.
the friend of labor, and we deplore pleasure
1 could mention many occasions where

reached Deer Isle.

the government in its efforts
We should find
to obtain satisfaction.
closed the ports of China, which are
now open to us, and all sorts of im-

The body

We do not wish to boast, bat I feel
assured that, as a rule, the “strangers
within our gates” are made welcome; at
least 1 know the people of our city too

votes on it.

The

long pick pole.

a

of an hour later.
home at Little Deer

ticket, but few will throw away their lenged.

without regard to station,
who may be responsible for the outrages of the past few weeks.
To declare war now would seriously

Mc-

said.

may

ma’ams.

promises, pendent paper, the Boston Herald,
kept. He comes out for McKinley, and such
leading democratic papers as the Manj-eople nre not chester I'nion, the New Haven Hegis-

"The mm,: v tnauc
The
unfamiliar with what ha* t**cn accomplished.
The gold standard ha* been reaffirmed and
strengthened- The endles* chain lias been
broken, and the drain upon gold reserve no
longer frets a*. The credit of the country has
been advanced to the Highest place among all
nation*. We are refunding our bonded debt
bearing 'i and I and '• per cunt. Interest, at 2 j*er
cent.—a lower rate than that of any other
country—and alrendy more tIran |*KK),000,000 have
been funded, with a gain to the government of
many million.* of dollar*, instead of 16 to 1 for
intended four years ago,
vi l.ich our opponent'
legislation has been enacted which, while still
of
>ur
all
forms
money, secures one
ut.uzing
fixad value for every dollar, and that the best
ki iwii to the civilized world.
"The tariff which protect* American labor and
Industry, anti provide*
tuple revenues, has
been written In public :uwa. We have lower
interest and higher wage*; more money aid
worM’s market.* have
fewer mortgages. T?
been opened to Amur lean products, which go
We
now where they have never gone t*efore.
.1 i-suing to a bondhave passed from a
a
nation
of
borrowers
to
a
from
paying nation;
nation of lenders; fro in
deficiency in revenue
to a surplus; from fetr t » confidence; from
nimble employment.
enforced idleues* to
The public faiiii iuirs been upheld; public order
have prosperity at
l»a* been maintained.
home aud prestige abroad.”

same this year.
Sticklers for the name of democrats
on

with

Nominated by the tlovrrnor.
Among nomination* by
Qoyernor
Powers recently announced are the following In Hancock county:
Flab Inspector, Thomas M. Nicholson
Bucks port.
Notary public, Charles II. Hooper

Weed hurand be went Into the river.
riedly cast off his tow and rowed to the
assistance of Eaton, but Eaton did not
He could not swim.
rise to the surface.

umbrage.
You know Ellsworth; the writer of
The
the letter evidently does not.
is
not
to deobject of this note
feud Ellsworth iu this matter, as 1 shall
presently show, and yet I shall not allow
as
any suggestion of iubospitality, such
appears in your comments, to go unchal-

The issues are the
insist

yourself.

and also comment

letter, 1 have no reply; I prefer
it should stand unchallenged; but you
have, indirectly, in your comments, subscribed to its spirit. To this 1 take
As to the

did not wish to throw away their
votes, and so voted for McKinley.

hand in the administration of swift
adequate punishment upon the

he showed .10w well those
so far as possible, had been
said:

Ellsworth,

vice-president four
ridiculously small.

and

and

years ago, it is not yet apparent. On
the contrary, there is the same eager-

campaign just

Buckner,

candidates for

democratic

years ago, was
Why? Because the issue was between
gold and silver and—McKinley and

must not be ac-

as

Senator
President

ministration on present issues, and its
hope for the future. It sounds the

in label.”

declara-

a

notifica-

excellent
of the ad-

Is Ellsworth Inhospitable?
Bluvobth, July 12, 1900.
To the Editor of The American.
Id your issue of last week >uu published
« letter from a gentlemen from Southwest Harbor regarding the hospitality of

are

The

killed.

war

The

principles alike

report of the Bryan—and the democrats who reof foreigners at fused to accept the free silver fallacy

The l’rtss and Uryanluu.
If Bryan and Bryanism are to have
any stronger support from the press
of the country than they had four

President McKinley Speaks.
President McKinley was officially
notified of his renomination for Presi-

republican

part

most

cripple

EDWIN C. BCRI.EIGH, of August*.

to: the

The

gloomy.

been

the

during

past week have for the

and

will upon it.

The vote for Palmer and

gold
president

In China.
from China

reports

only democratic

the

Chinese,

JOHN F. HILL, ol August*.

k4-y-uote
ing.

in the present issues.

The

impret-aed his

candidate and the

to pursue

government

for this

has

Important Railroad Project.
Tb* railway committee of the Dominion parliament bee
reported favorably
opon a bill to Incorporate the South
Sbore railway company.
Th!« t, * pro.
jeet to amalgamate the Shore I.tne railIn
New
Krunawlck end the
way company
Waahlugtrn County railway and to enable tbe organization to bridge the St
Crolg.

Deer Die Sailor Drowned.
Theodore V. Eaton, of Little Deer Die,
aged twenty-four years, was drowned at
Bangor Friday. Eaton waa one of the
crew of tb* schooner “Helen 8. Barnes”,
which was lying at City Point.
Eaton was engaged with Frank L.
Weed, another tailor on the “Barnes”,
In
moving a scow away from the
Weed waa out ahead In a
schooner.
boat, towing the scow, w hile Eaton was
fending the craft off the schooner’s bow

CcrTcsponCcnct.

has seized

man

organization,

right

to the

as

indicating purpose
part of the United States to hold its

STATE TICKET.

McKinley’s reply was an
expression of the position

part of the President

A new

Bryanism.

control of the old

The tenor of the speech throughout
temperate and dignified, but shows
on the
no evidence of uncertainty

cepted

STATE ELECTION SEPT. 10, 1900.

Lodge, of .Massachusetts.

never

oppression.**

is

tion of

OF NEW YORE.

tion

freedom, will

of

government is still against

Tueodiire Roosevelt,

dent last

cause

weapon for

as a

believes the worst.
Technically, this country is at peace
with China, and the attitude of the

OF OHIO.

For

be used

course

WORTH, MAINE,
BT THE

tbe

proclaimed In the

NO ll< t

E annua] nu ting of the stockholders of
J P|m
JL the Ellsworth and Deer Isle Telegraph

j

Company for

the choice of ofli' r» aiul transaction of any other business that may properly come before it, will be held at the public
hall- in Sedgwick. Maine, on Wednesday, Au
gust #, at 1 o’clock in the afternoon.
J. J Kpokkord, Clerk
Deer Isle, July 16, 19CrL

thence west
of
Nathan

fifty

rods t

ihe

northeast corner

Osgood's t,»~ ... thvu.e *.»uth t*»
the place of beginning, containing fifty acre-,
being lot No li on temple* plan, and the
j first
lot describe*! in a deed from Humphrey
Saunders ami other* t*.
baric* C. ( amber,
dated April *?. INK, and
fried in the Ha©ock registry of deed*, v
I*. page .Wi."
•*Als * another lot or parcel o( land situate
in Holden, in the county of Peuubacot, and
state of Maine, bound. -!
northerly by land of
('baric* J, ('amber, ea*:
y |»v land of Hunt-*
j J.
I'mkham, souther)y by uu) of A. Clement,
|
and westerly bv tht
Burton
or
Eaatern
! Stream, containing ten acres more or Je«I being the same conveyed U> Charles v ( amu. a**ignee of John
i ber by Henning 0. Add
H Hurnil, bv need dat* d April
and record* d tn the Pc nob
registry of dee-l**,
*-*•-«vol 631, page 3(9
»n-l x
«* !»•*»
-ondlf:
of »ai*l m *rtga«e ha* been broken, and r*ni viMS broacu,
f
now, therefore, by reason
the bleach of the condition thereof, the sai
Adriance, Platt A Co. roi's. a foreclosure -•(
said mortgage.
Adruvck, Pu;r A Co.
D. Dearth, its alt y
July lit. laou.
>

I

NOT CE OP » OllKl I.OM KE.
WHEKEA8 Rufus
i*iwy, of Sedgw ;c *.
) Slat-- of Main*,
Vf
Hancock count*
by his mortgage deed dated December 13, * <1
and
1**7.
recorded in .uucucr registry \*f
:i
deeds, book Slit, pa<« V
v«*l t-.* Mary l
Warren, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in *aid Sedgwick, iud bounded* -uther y
by laud of Frederick Grit? He, w*-ceriy by
land of Aaa II Gray; northeasterly by land
of Nathaniel Know..* m ,ni
southeasterly by
laud of James (iriudle
R* Lx-cca Hilling'.
Lu«

.atuirig

one

nunurr.4 acre*,

j

j
j

|

|

j
I

I

j

more or

less. with all building* i,,«.ieou, and being
f
m Sol*
i*
uuiej»rtiuU<ilt», rii*
m<»n Dray U> Elisabeth
Dray dated November
15, l*iy, deed recorded in II uuwli •■egislry <‘t
deeds, book 85, page
ui.d whr'ca* said
Mary E Warren, by h**r dred of assignment
<l .»t r«i \j
|'. |* in. rsoonlwi Ia, Mttd 1
.-.try Of dtl 08, book
sold
signed and transferred to < Fred Jones «v 1
mortgage deed and lb,
thereby ►evar.-d,
w
and
hereas said 1Frvd Jiv,, •, by hi* *{*•• •'.
of assignment, dated
!*
ltfO. amt r«*
corded in said registryJuly
of deed*. bot>k iM,
kin, sold, assigned and transferred to
page
Herbert 8. Dray, of »a; 1 Btdgwick. *au! mor:i
gage deed and the note thereby secured;
■

*«

j
i!

*.

NOTICE.
is to give notice that all person* are !
JL forbidden harboring or trusting iny son. I
Orlando K. Moore, nn my account. as I shall1
pay no bills of his contracting after this date, i
Auxaxdku -Moo he.
whereas the condition ft raid nioiigage haNortheast Harbor. Me., July IS. 1900
bee u broken, now, therefor
I. Herbert
Dray. claim a foreclosure of the same by reaNOTICE.
son of the breach
ther,
s: <1
gi\e this nois to notify the public that I give
Heh^.MT K. liRiYmy tice for that purpose.
m.
son, Walter \
Leach, the remainder off
It. Utt.
(,vo. M. Warren, Att
liy
hi* minority, and 1 shall claim none of his
wages nor pay any of hi* debts after this
XOTICB OF FOKECLOSLKK.
daU‘Fhko 8. Lkach.
Daniel hmi*. of Buck?*port.
Last Orland. July 2, 1900.
f?
county of Haucock, Slate of Maim,
on the thirty first day of October, a. d. 1*«.
CORPORATION MEETING.
his
by
mortage deed of that date, aud reannual meeting of the stockholders corded in, Hancock
registry of deeds, in book
of the Eastern Maiue
Company 351. page DO, couveyud to the undersigned.
Railway
will be held at the Congress Square Hotel in Horace E.
a certain lot or
Hnow,
parcel of
Portland, on Wednesday, the first day of land with the building* thereon, situate
in
August, l*», at 1.30 o'clock p. m.
said Buckspor:, aud being iot numbered one
order
of
the
By
hundred aud twenty one (121) iu the fifth
directors.
A. EukHY, Clerk.
range of lots iu said town, containing one
hundred acres, and be*ng same lot forme iy
NOTICE TO TAY-PAYEES.
occupied by Henry 8. Saow, now deceased,
is hereby given that I shall be at aud whereas the condition of said mortgage
I
my office in Masonic building. Btate is broken, now, therefore, by reason of a
street, during usual business hours to receive breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
taxes.
After August 1 interest at the rate of foreclosure of said mortgage.
6 per cent, will be charged.
Horace E. 8mow.
Rosooe Holmes.
Bucksport, July 12, 1900.
Tax Collector for the city of Ellsworth.
In the District Court of the Puked State* for
Ellsworth, July 3, 1900.
the District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
Frku N.
In Bankruptcy-

spills

*•

r|mi8

I

_£uly

W^^KHKAS

THE

j

_L.

>TOTICE

Political JUtfctS.

CLASS

CONVENTION.

The republicans of the class towns of Hancock, Laniolne. Mariaville. Aurorr, Amherst.
Trento-. Waltham. No. 33 are .tsjuea.ed to
aeud wc.egatea to a class convention to be
held at tbe residence o 11, C. MUllken Wes’
Hancock,on Saturday, July 28, »t 2 p, m. to
choose a candidate for representative to the
legislature. Each town and plantation ia entitled to one delegate and for each
20
votes an additional delegate, and for each
fraction
of
15 an
additional delegate.
Under this arrangement Hancock is entitled
to 3 delegates, i-amoine 8, Mariaville 2, Aurora 1, Amherst 3, Trenton 2, Waltham
2. No
O. A. CBABTKKK,
July 3, 1900.
Committee.

••t1’,

Pkndletom,J1

Bankrupt,

To the creditors of Fred S
Pendleton, of
Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
OTICE is hereby given tnat on the
4^8 Mth day of July. a. d. 1200, the said
Fred N. Pendleton was duly adjudicated bankrupt upon a petition
died in said court
by him on the 11th day of July, a. d. 1»«.
and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at No
ft) otate street.
Ellsworth, Hancock counts Maine, on the 7th
day of August, a. d
iauu, at ten o'clock ir»
the forenoon, at trhich time the said creditors
way attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
Juhn B. Hkdma-s.
July 18, l9uu.
fieferee in Bankruptcy.

t

8

{

^

StbbrrtiBnntnt®.

_

to get the thought expressed In a picture,
well as to appreciate and enjoy its

beauty.

W. R. PARKER CI.OTHINO C<).

SLAUGHTER

“He Laughs Best
Who Laughs Last

RECEPTION TO TEACHERS.

This evening the teachers and school
board of Ellsworth will give a
reception
at Manning hall to those attending the
summer school.
The affair will be informal, the purpose being to bring teachers and
instructors together socially.
There will be a short musical and literary
programme.
The reception committee is as follows:
Mayor A. W. Ureely, Supt. of Schools W.
H. Dresser, B.
B.
Whitcomb, H. E.
Walker, E. W. Lord, Misses Annie F,
M. A. Greely and Anule L. Mc-

SALE

OF

|

As a proper and becoming wind-up to the most successful business season we have ever known, we now throw our

,
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and

people, sparing nothing

ro-

serving nothing, and Hooding the community with the greatest bargains the citizens of Ellsworth have ever known. We
shall smash dollars into pennies for the next thirty days.
Every dollar’s worth of Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits
The greatest clothing sacrimust be sold before Aug. 15.
fice of our lives begins July 18, and it is a sale that will pack
our store with eager buyers from start to finish.
You can’t
Nor can you afford to waiHuul take
afford to miss it.
what’s left. Come early; w’e carry nothing over.

<;

;|

I

stock upon the mercy of the

||
«’

'llltinm«|Hinnm' ;

We haven’t space to mention

Men's pood pattern wool suits, $.1.48.
Men's suits that sold from $7 to $lo, in broken lots,
marked down to $4, $5 and $o.

spring's styles,
bargain of the season is on black clay weave
worsted suit in single and double sacks and three button
cutaway frock, guaranteed equal to those sold by other
houses at $14 and $!.'>. Our price on this sale $!>.!»*.
Still another: A strictly all-wool regular $12 clay
weave worsted suit, our price now, $s.fts.
this

The

We have

been in business for half

not

bargains

our

in

boys’

and children's suits and odd pants far men and boys, so
will simply ask you to come and see them.
You cannot

disappointed.
great bargain

go away
A

balbriggan
Our price 23c.

in men’s

Sedgwick

Rockland

Sedgwick

drawers made to sell for 50c.

We also have a few dozen men’s Otis check overalls

with and without bibs, which
heard of low

a

century,

price

but

shall close for the un-

we

of 1 l»c.

well known to

is

our store

Washington counties as an up-to-date Clothing Store. When
mark-down the public know they will find some rare bargains in our stoek.

in Hancock and

buyers

advertise

a

we

Mary MacDonald,

Mrs Mumte D Russell,
Amy H Tbaxter,
Mary N Craudon,
Kale

MacDonald,
Mary R Joy,
Mrs Lydia A Bennett,
Gertrude M Short,
Gertrude L Murphy,
Clara E Campbell,
Anna D Stinson,
F W C Wiggln,
Ella Kellier,
Mildred E Durgain,
Pbebo M Durgain,
Susie W Stinson,
Nellie M Douglass,

Calais
Calais
••

Cherryfield

North Sedgwick

East Surry
Bluehlll
Hancock

WAR.

BO ICR-BRITISH

Illustrated Lectures to be Given by

u

Correspondent.

War

T. Edward Leyden, of Boslou, lecturer,
traveller and
ture

on

the

cock hall
of

war

Thursday

this week.

trated

correspondent,

Boer and British

by

The

war

Sadie L Snow,
Velma I Lear,
M I. H Atherton,

of the Boer war, but owing to
which were thrown in the

beginning

at Han-

the obstacles

correspondents by
commanding officer, and the difficulty of
bio- obtaining reliable news, he with many
the other correspondents returned home.
way of newspaper

and

graphic views of war scenes and
scenery of Houth Africa and the Transvaal.
The lecture la to be given uuder the
auspices of the summer school, ami price
of tickets is made just high enough to
Mr. Leyden is spending
expenses.
summer In the vicinity of Bar Harbor.
To every reader of newspapers who followed events of the Cuban war, h1** name
it is be who, with
must be familiar,

coi nty

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN BY TEACHERS

the

will be shDwn in connection with the Boer war lecture were
taken by Dr. Kidette, an Outlander in the
The views which

Transvaal.

Over 100scenes and views will

principal cities, towns,
and battlefields will be seen.
Among
them will be views of Kimberley and its
diamond mines, Ladysmith, Cape Town,
Mateking, Durban, British troops under
other newnpaper
correspondents, was Gen. Butler crossing the Tugela, battle
captured by the Cubans and narrowly of Spion Kop, battle of Amajuba, battle
escaped being shot as a spy. After long of Magersfontein, battle of Langsnek;
diplomatic correspondence between the also the great leaders in both armies,
I’nited States and Spain, the correspond- Generals Huberts, Kitchener, Joubert,
ents were released by an exchange fo» a
Cronje, President Kruger, tjueen Victoria
number of Spanish prisoners.
and many others. A series of life-motion
Mr. Leyden is here simply to lecture on
views will also be shown, among them
has been the only photographic reproduction of
the South African war, but
The lecan actual battle ever produced.
The Em.sworth American ture should prove uot only interesting
pay
the

[Tlie only

LARGE ATTENDANCE.

—

he shown.

The

but instructive.

paper.)

CLARION
Cooking Ranges

The

part

are

and

the

are

not

topics

OF ALL

KINOS.

“PEERLESS” SUIT

:

particularly

in-

opeued

to

modern school

methods,
dud themselves growing interested.
Last year the number of visitors increased
steadily to the end of the session.
eyes
aud

OPENING THE SCHOOL.

As many of the teachers did not arrive
until noon, the formal opening was postponed until afternoon.
lloyt A. Moore, of Ellsworth, formerly
principal of Ellsworth high school, but
now of the Putuam, Conn., high school,
welcomed the visiting teachers to Ellsworth.
His words were well-chosen,
earnest.

heartily,

the

their

home

He welcomed
touched

upon
profession and
the

aud

school
the

the
the
the

occupied

church, iu

closing be complimented
Superintendent Stetson on his work
Iu

SPRING and SUMMER SUITS.
I have just received large invoices of suits
Prices to
that will bear closest inspection.
suit the times.

OWEN BYRN.

Stetson

responded happily

to the

THE INSTRUCTORS.

The Instructors this week are Dr. A. J.
Roberts, of Colby, in English aud literature; Dr. Norman Triplet, of Clark uni-

versity, Worcester, Maas., In elementary
psychology, Miss Elizabeth Hall, of Vermont, primary methods; Miss Eleanor
G.
Barrett, of Emerson college of oratory,
No belt
in
pyslology, hygiene and physical

I am sole agent.
needed with this suit. Call .and examine,
and you will buy no other. The prices range
from $4-50 upwards.

is “the” thing.

(THE
*;

are

terested, but find some valuable hints in
all.
Ellsworth people who drop iu occasionally to see the school at work, have their

Supt.

BICYCLE CLOTHING

I

they

welcome, praisiug tbe teachers for the
interest shown by so large an attendance
at tbe opening of the school, and complimenting the teachers of Maine as a
whole tor the work they were doing. He
summarized the purposes of the summer
school thug briefly—“to find out what is
to be taught and how better to teach it.”

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

H

in which

of Maine, and told of an
incident which was a magnificent compliment to Maine’s school system. At a
school convention iu Connecticut a man
familiar with schools throughout the
country made the remark that the boys
aud girls from Maine who entered college, were better prepared than those
from any other section of the country.

manufacturers.

L
L
1

every
holds wall up. The teachers
satisfied with the two or three

iu tbe schools

are

■

work,

throughout

attendance

education.

and are most economthe use ot tuel, because ol the pertect
mannerj
In which they are put together. If your dealer does
not have them, take no substitute, but write to the)

1^04.

Mouday

here tor two weeks of solid

importance which

in

Incorporated

opened

culture.
Next w'eek there will be a change of
instructors.
T.
R. Cr os well, of Clark
university, Worcester, iu the Hodge system of teaching nature studies in the
common schools.
Miss Maryft. Davis, of
Bridgeport, Conn., will instruct in gram-

school methods iu teaching geograand arithmetic.
Miss Julia N. Talbot, of Brookline, Mass., will give
instruction in vertical penmanship, and
State Supt. Stetson will talk on art, illustrating his talks with reproductions of
mar

phy

of the masterpieces in painting and
etching. His purpose is to help teachers
some

Boston

July 11, sch Mary Augusta, Smith, Boston
July IS, sch G W Collins, Johnson, Boston
Ar July 15, sch Wester loo, Partridge, Boston
Sid July 10, sch George J Randell, with curbstone from T M Blalsdell, for Boston
Sid July 11, sch Dora Allison, with rough
stone from Robertson A Havey for Philadelphia
Sid July 12, sch Mildred Pope, Irons, with
curbstone from Hooper, Havey A Co, for BosAr

West Harrington
Machias

Ar

East Surry

Surry

East Surry
Castine

ton

East Dedham
Milltown
East Dedbam

McKown,
Higgins,

•*

Sid
stone

port

South Hancock

Dennysvide
Boothbay Harbor
East Latnoine
East Bluehid
Orono

Edswortb

Wood, Philadelphia; Omaha, Bangor
Ar July 14, sch I V' Wellington, South Amlor Bucksport
Sid July 14, sch Celia F, Castlne
Sid July 15, sch Abhle Itowker, Augusta
Ar July 12, schs Flheinan ami R G Whilden,
from Stonlngton
Ar July 15, sch Olive Branch, Gross, Stoning-

ton

Sid July 15, schs C E Pickering and J V
Wellington, Bucksnort
Portland—Ar July 14, seh C L Morgan, Anderson, Dover
Cld July 14, bark Edmund Phlnney, Young,
Buenos Ayres
Ar .July
15, sch Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr,

*8 4«
9 15

ft 8ft
ft 10

9 45
ft 8ft
07 f9 58
ft 48
10. fft 46
f» 18. fft 5ft
fft 26. c7 04
6 33 10 18
7 II
ft 37.
7 18
15 80. f7 82
00f. fa 41
f6 10.. f7 49
6 18|. t7 5«
6 38:.
8 14
6 4A 11 2ft
8 21
6 50*11 30
8 25

M. A.

5 35
9 00

10|

5ft
35
00

U. A.

1 25
6 57

M. P.

4 20
7 25

M.

12 25
400

i

M

P.

A.

M. A.

9 45.

Boston.

A.

Portland.

8

M

12 5ft.

M IA.

0(l|

M. A.

M.

9 00.
P.

M.

11 CO II 85.

*8

BANGOR. *5 Oft] 10 0C
15 *4 45 zl 25
3 19 4 49
5 09 1ft Oft
8 80
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.| 10 12 3 26 4 56
8 87
Holden.119 34. fft 18 f8 57
Lake House.flO 42. fft 27 f9 04
Green Lake.110 fiol. fft 87 f» 12
Nlcolln .flO 69.
ft 50 19 21
Ellsworth Falls
6 04
11 18.
9 85
ELLSWORTH
6 17 11 IS
4 25 6 10
9 41
Wash’gton Jc. 112' 4 34..
Franklin Road.
11 87
16 25 f9 56
11 47
Hancock.
16 84 tlO 04
Waukeag, S. Fy f6 48 11 ftl |4 53 fO 87 flO 07
Mt.Desert Ferry 6 to 12 00 5 00 6 45 10 15
m.

8 15, 1 15.
7 1ft1 2(P 5 40 7 05 10 45
*7 ftui 12 flO ft 40 *7 25 11 1ft
Sundays only—July 8 to Aug 26,leave Bangor
11 40 a tn, Ellsworth 12 47 p m; arrive Mt Desert
Ferry 1 1ft p in. Bar Harbor 2 00 p m.
Dally, Sundays Included, a train for the
Washington County R R leaves Bangor at 6 05
a m. arriving at Ellsworth at 7 24 a in, and at
Washington Junction at 7 30 a m.
z
*

nunuays oniy.

Dally.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor,
estops to leave but not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, notion and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure UekSlS
before entering the train, and especially Ella*
on

worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager,
F E. BOOTH in. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SERVICE.
Six

Trips

a

fjj

Week to Boston.

P
Commencing Saturday, June 23, 1900, steamer

“Mt. Desert” will be due to leave Bar Haroor
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonlngton and Rock In no to connect
with steamer for Boston, dally, except Sunday,
at 1.00 p in.
RETURNING.
From Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5 pm.
From Rockland, touching at intervening landings, dally, except Monday, at :> a m.
E. 8. J.

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l
William 11.

Supt., Boston.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

Miami, Bmehill & Ellsworth SteamM Co.
m

I'm la Delphi a—CM July 14, sch John Maxwell, Crabtree, Port Ha.-dlngs, C B
Chi July 12, sch W L Maxwell, Tinker, Rock-

Cordelia J Stanwood,
Clio M Chilcott,

!

BOKM.
CANDAGE—At Tremont, July 12, to Mr and
Mrs Willis B Candage, a daughter.
CAM I* BEL I_At Brooksvllle, July 10, to Mr
and Airs James Campbell, a son.
COLPITTS—At Ellsworth Falls, July 17, to Mr
and Airs Henry A Colpltts, a daughter.
CRABTRKK-At Winter Harbor, July 16, to
Mr and Mrs Henry Crabtree, a son.
EMERSON —At Bluehlll, July 15, to Air and
Mrs Alwln N Emerson, a son.
GRINDAL—At Ellsworth, July 12, to Mr and
Mrs Charles W Grlndal, a son.
GRINDLE—At Penobscot, July 12, to Mr and
Mrs Reuben Grlndle, a son.
JOHNSON—At Tremont, June 21, to Air aud
Mrs Ephraim W .Johnson, a daughter.
KELLEY—At Tremont, July 11, to Mr and Airs
hdwln Kelley, a son.
LEACH—At Penobscot, July 14, to Mr and Airs
Buford Leach, a son.
LORD— At Winter Harbor, July II, to Mr aud
Airs Archibald Lord, p. daughter.
PAGE—At Eastbrook. July 12, to Air and Airs
a

I

*4
8
4
6
5
5

Sundays only—July 8 to Aug 26, leave Mt
Desert Ferry, 2 00 p m, Ellsworth 2 34 p m; arrive Bangor 3 ftO p m.
Dally, Sunday Included, a train from Wash*
Ington County R K leaves Ellsworth 10 28 p m,
arrive Bangor 11 45 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Humacoa, P R

Mary L Drumuiey,
Florence M Stevens,
Effle E Davis,

Ralph Page,

P.

1 20
4 30

...

boy

Auna F Scott,
Kate E Laffin,
Etfie F Walker,
Bessie A Byrne,
Wilhelmina Frost,
Gi'ace I Lord,
Agnes M Brady,
Leonora G Higgins,
A Louise Aden,

daughter.

RICHARDSON-At West Eden, July 16, to
and Airs Alelvllle B Richardson, a son.
TRACY—At West Sullivan, July 13, to Mr
Mrs Edward Tracy, a daughter.
TRASK—At Tremont, July 13, to Air and
John Trask, a con.
WEBSTER— At Stonlngton, July 3, to Mr
Mrs He/cklah 11 Webster, a son.

M

P.

Portland....
Boston.

Domeatlc Porta.

Bangor—Ar July 15, sch John Bracewell,
Hoboken
Ar July 13, schs Flora Condon, Port Johnson; Hattie H Barbour, Bucksport; Sarah A
Blalsdell, Belfast
Shi July 13, sch J C Wood. Boston
Sid July 16, seh Annie F Kimball, Mt Desert
Bath—Ar July 14, s< h Mattie A Franklin,
Boston
Boston—Sid July 13, sch Helen G Moseley,
Holt, Brunswick
Sid July 11, sch Albert Stearns, Sargcntvllle
and Baltimore
Chatham—Passed July 11, sch Allen Green,
from Perth Amboy for Castlne
Rockland—Ar July 12, sch J B Holden,
Darien, Ga
Jacksonville—Sid July 13, sch R T Bundled, Fountain, New York
Portsmouth—ar July 12, sch Northern
Light, Long Cove for New York
New York—Shi July 13, schs Surah Potter,
Mt Desert; Hugh Kelley, Fernandlua; C 1!

East Surry
Bayside
East Surry
North Hancock

Susie E Long,
Mae E Sullivan,
Ella Wall,
ldylene M Shute,
Annie F Mullan,
Mary H Black,
Mary A Garland,
Frances A Hurley,
Mary A Grinded,
Minnie Hale Moore,
Annie Maude Davis
Laura L McCarthy,
Annie L McFarland,
Mary A Gaynor,
Louis D Cook,

July 15, sch Lucy Bell, Martin, with curbfrom Robertson A Havey, for Newbury-

•*

FFSimonton,

day’s session

with

able;

|

school

summer

nobleness of

than any
made of
the best material obtainical

THE

a

teachers

improvements
line;

—

large attendance and much interest
in the work.
The teachers for the most
with

cordial and

thoroughly reliable—warranted to give right results.
They have more valuable
other

INSTRUCTORS

TEACHERS PRESENT.

State

Are

THE

West Sullivan —Ar July in, schs Lucy Bell,
Martin, Newbury port; Mildred A Pope, Irons,

Orono
Bluehitl

Cora W Clarke,
Mabel E Morgan,
Ella M Jarvis,
Emily S Morgan,
Lizzie M Gray,
Mae Vaiden,

Maude Hallowed,

ELLSWORTH WITH A

OPENS IN

Lamolne
Desert

Mary Etta Cowan,
Fannie J Soper,
Neva M Lawn,
Ellen H Peabody,
Hattie S Moore

...

ARRIVED

Sunday, July 15
;_Sch Julia Frances, Alley, Boston
Monday, July 16
Sch Lavolta, Whittaker, Boston
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Boston

Mt

Bernice Patten
Inez M Hamilton,
Josie M Gray,
Amanda F Bailey,
Byron II Chatto,
Lucy M White,
Beatrice E Kelliher,

SUMMER SCHOOL

will be illus-

lecture

stereoscopic

tine

ups and downs of a Yankee in Cuba.
Mr. Leyden went to South Africa at the

will lec-

Friday evenings

and

urged to tell something of his interesting
experience in the Spanish war, and on the
second evening, may speak briefly on the

Friday, July 18
Sch Leonora, Bonsey, New York, staves and
heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Saturday, July 14
Sch Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Uondout, staves
and heads, Whltcomo, Haynes A Co

North Bluehill
East Or land
North Bluehlll
Otis
Waltham
Bluehill

Lyda Patten,

MAINE.

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Plymouth
Cherryfield

Addle A Leach,
Ethel B Young,
Isabel! A Jordan,
Ida Soper,

TO BANGOR.
M. P. M.|P. M.EA.M.

Sullivan.
Sorrento_
BAR HARBOR

MARINE LIST.

North Penobscot
Lamolne
Bluehill
Bluehlll
West Trenton

Cora Mae Condon,
Bernice E Bartlett,
Alice M Wescott,
Lydia 1, Earn bam,

M. A.

IA.

BAR HARBOR
7 00, 10 30
Sorrento.
7 80 10 3ft
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry 8 00 11 20
Waukeag, 8. Fy f8 06 11 2«
Hancock. f8 09! f 11 29
Franklin Road..
8 17.
1148
Wash’gtonJc
ELLSWORTH
8 S3 11 55
Ellsworth Falls f8 87 tl2 00
Nlcolln. »8 50 f!2 14
Green Lake. f8 58 tl2 23
Lake House.
fll 06.
Holden
f9 13 fl2 38
Brewer June....! 9 3ft 12 58
Bangor, Kx 8t.. 9 40 1 06
BANGOR, M.C.j 9 45 1 10

p

Kenduskeng
Cherryfield
Harrington

M Hutchins,
Leila M Richardson,
Carrie E Snow,
Emma W Hinckley,
Lillie M Inland,

Haltie

ELLSWORTH,

Rogers,

Gladys

Sophie

Cough Medicine.

that have resisted all other treatment for
years, have yielded to this remedy, and
perfect health been restored. Cases that
seemed hopeless, that the climate of famous health resorts failed to benefit, have
oeen permanently cured by its use. For
*»le by Guo A. Parch kr, Ellsworth, and
W. I. Partridge, Bluehill, druggists.

East Surry
Levant

Terese McClure,
Mary L Johnson,

(i
M

A Hood

Many thousands have been restored to
health and happiness by the use of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. If afflicted with
u
Trenton any throat or lung trouble, give It a trial,
Leonla, N J for It is certain to prove beneficial. Coughs

Margie J Patten,
Bertha I Phillips,

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.,

lature.

South Bluehill
Tenant’s Harbor
Machias
Charleston
Machias

and Lillian May Kane,

shirts

i

For Representative to Legislature.
Brooklin, July 16 (special)—At a convention of class towns of
Sedgwick,
Penobscot, Brooklin and Long Island
plantation, Mark L. Dodge, of Brooklin,
was noiuiuated for representative to legis-

Cherryfield

East Holden
Franklin
Levant

Alice G Laws,

STYLISH SUMMER CLOTHING AT LESS THAN THE CLOTH COST.

*

noon.

Lottie E Davis,
Carrie E Johnston,
Nancy L Hooper,
Grace P Wiggln,
Lillie Earle Friend,
Cora E Hall,
Nettle May Friend,
Daisy B Johnson,
Beth M Jellison,

Nellie M

one

r

a

BAR HARBOR

degree of

with Hood's Sarsaparilla. Then they can
laugh first, last and all the time, for

list of teachers registered
There are others In attendance who have failed to register:
Is

Commencing June 25, 1000*

obtainable through pure blood.
person in ten has pure blood,
the other nine should purify the blood

As but

1

up to this

a

j

”

good health

TEACHBRS REGISTERED.

Following

hearty laugh indicates

A

Mojla'S

SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS.

Kaflroab* ant Steamboat*.

SUrbtrtfamentg.

as

Air

land
Ar July 15, sell Mary C Stuart, for Rockland
Perth Amboy—Ar July 13, sch Mary Stnndlsh, Gilchrist, New York
Shi July 14, sch J V Wellington, l'attcrsall,

Sid July 12, sch Damlctta and Joanna, Portland
Salem—Ar July 12, sch Grace E Stevens,
Gloucester for Jonesport
Vinevakd JIaven—Ar July 13, sch Alfred
W Hake, Buck's Harbor for New York
Ar July 16, sch Francis li Baird, Sullivan for
New York
Feknandina—Sid July 15, sch Su^an N Pickerlng, Marshall, New York
New London—Sid July 16, sch Northern
Light, New York for Bangor
Foreign Ports.
Port Spain—Sid July 14, sch Herald, Keyes,
New York
Port Mui.okave, N S—Passed July 13, sch
Fred Gower, from Rockland
Port Antonio. Ja—Ar July 10, sch S G
Haskell, Pressey, Norfolk

Kfl'ect from June 23 until
Sept. 12, 1900.
Commencing on above date steamer will
l'*tve Kocklaml (It A It wharf), upon arrival of
steamer from Heston, eve. y day, except Monday, for Dark Harbor, *Castlne, Eg^emoggin,
Sargentvllle, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South
Brooksvllle, Brooklln, South Bluehlll, Blue'ulll,
Sr ry and Ellsworth (stage from Surry).
RETURNING.
Every day, except Sunday, will leave Ellsworth at 7.4ft a m (stage to Surry), Surry at
8.30 a m, making landings named above and
will connect at Rockland on all passages east
and west with Boston A Itungor S. S. Co.
O. A. CHOCKETT,
Manager, Rockland. Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
*
From July ft to Sept 1 steamers will not
leave Castine for Ellsworth nor Intermediate
points, Steamers leaving Ellsworth will make
all landings as per schedule.
Schedule

SlSbcrtiscmcnta.

2filucttisnncnt0.

Ice Cream Freezers.

aud

WILL

::
■

•

<

►

“THE

i!

and

CLOUGH—FRAZIER—At Ellswortn Falls,
July II, by Rev George W A very, AIlss Au
gusta A Clougn to Edwin J Frazier, both of

ARMSTRONG-At Ellsworth, July 15, Airs
Frances Armstrong, aged K) years, 2 months,
7 days.
CANDAGE—At Tremont, July 12, infantdaughter of Air and Airs Willis B Candage.
EATON—Drowned at Bangor, Julv 13, Theodore V Eaton, of Little Deer Isie, aged 24
years.
JOY—At Eastbrook, July 3, Clarence Levi Joy,
aged 2 years.
Al’FARLAND—At North boro, Alass, June 29, Icy
K W’hite, widow of Nathauiel McFarland, of
West Hancock, aged 85 years, 4 months, 4
days. [Afaine papers please copy.]
AlOOUE—At Marlavllle, July 14, Mrs Polly
Aloore, aged 66 years, :i months.
SARGENT—At Sargentvllle, July 16, Wycr G
Sargent, aged HO years, 22 days.
W1L&ON—At Tremont, Julv 11,
Ralph P
Wilson, aged 23 years, 5 months, 27 days.
WILSON—At Amherst, July 14, George
W
Wilson, aged about 75 years.

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE”

*
4.

t

|

#18
FOR A FEW DAYS.

MAUKIKD.

"died.

|

SELL

for

;;

Airs

Ellsworth.
FARLEY—CLOSSOS—At Tremont, July 13. by
Rev C P Klttredge, AIlss Carrie K Farley to
Charles L CIobhou, both of Tremont.
GROVER—DA VIS—At Bar Harbor, July 14, by
Rev 8 L Hanseom. Miss Cora L Grover to
Juiues A Davis, both of Alt Desert.
M AGNU8SON—G RA Y—At Bar Harbor, July 6,
by Rev Richard Owen, Airs Gus Alavnusson,
of Gloucester, Mass., to Berty M uray, of
Tremont.
SEAVEY—MURPHY—At Tremont. July 14, by
Rev A I* Thompson. AIlss Nina E Seavey to
Eugene S Murphy, both of Tremont.

in

■

*

•

♦

FRANKLIN ST.

|

EDWIN M. MOORE,

?■

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.
■ >

The “PEERLESS ICELAND”
TAKES THE LEAD.
It has

only ONE MOTION—the
around the

FEW PARTS

can

revolves

stationary dasher.

—

LITTLE

Runs easier and lasts

FRICTION.
a

many-mo-

tloned freezer.

of

Ice

■

Cream

in

MINUTES.

A

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

J
i

FISH.

I♦0 O♦ O♦ O♦ O♦ O♦0 ^
Haddock, Halibut, Bluefiah, A
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, S
Lobsters and Finnan Raddles.
0

a

SOLD BY

FOSTER, Mnfu

Campbell * Truo Bldg., East End Bridge, 0
KLLSWOKTH, ME.

g

aaaaaaaaaaaA4A4AAAAAAAa.|»

confectioner it Is expensive, and
Bought
not always convenient. Made at home it costa
only the material and is no trouble.
Dashes cleaned by simply dipping In hot water— costs no more than a poor i/eezer, and the
saving of time and ico makes the Peerless Ice«
laud the most economical ice freezer made.

C. R.

dealer in all kinds of

Cod,

longer than

Smooth, Delicious
THREE

+

St.

•-

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

Dr. H. W. Hayses begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further notice his dental
rooms will be closedgon Wednesday afternoons.

Ellsworth, Oct. 25,1899.

1

COUNTY NEWS.

106
Hancock county;
all the other papere in tfce county combined do *»ot each ao many. The AmerThe Ame

Of the 116

ican

%a

c

\n

haa aubacribera at

tt-offlce*

po

no

«

«e

in

only paper printed

mddiiionat

=s

Mrs. Lucinda G. Stanley is visiting ber
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Jordan, at Seal Har-

Jte

*

a

Harbor
than that of nil the other papera printed
in Hancock c
nty.

I

Rev. C. N. Davie, on the evening of the
Fourth, gave a fine display of fireworks at
Spurling’s Beach.

Rev. C. N. Davie exchanged pulpits Sunday with Rev. G. II. Hefflon, of Southwest
fbr addittonof
>vnty jVm *ee other page*,
Harbor, who preached a very able sermon.
William D. and Lewis G. Stanley have
booth l>«cr !*:•
work at Northeast
Miss At u Calkin ieft for her home In beguu their season’s
Harbor, sailing for Messrs. Atkinson and
Linden, Md-v this week.
Spence.
Rev. Mr. Garland came from Penobscot
Thomas F. Stanley has taken command
friends
for
a
short
visit
among
Tuesday
of the schooner “Tenniscott”. Capt. W.
here.
A. Spurling will sail parties in his yacht
Robbins and Mrs. V. Goss
Mrs. May
went to Rock !x ad Wednesday to attend the
Knox county convention of W. C. T. U.

Ten Colors from

in

tograph, for irhich

Late Pho-

a

the President

s<it, nt the request

specially
of the Publishers,
Inches)

Size 14x21

his

will be published by

us

It is now

shortly.

excellent condition.

in

Armstrong, of Watertown,
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Coleman

Miss Ethel
Sedgwick

Mass.,

Hon. Rodney C. Penney, of Bangor,
been the guest of J. W. Penney the
past week.

Leach.

has

Kalpn .Means w.:

uc vutc

soon

H**

bor.
known

well

was

of

Bar

has

sympathy

the

of his

friends here.
Summer

visitors

are

here

in

Among

recent arrivals are Carl Dodge, of
Somerville, Mass. He and his father, A.
C. Dodge, who came earlier, are at the
Traveller » Home.
G. VV. Adams and
wife, of Haverhill. Mass., are at Mrs.
Adams’ father’s, J. W. Penney.

July

at Grange
Saturday evenings to
pleased audience.
July 14.

a

musical concert

and

aWmtisnnruB.

[ Pain

Friday
large and

Bertie Homer is cooking at the
Ocean house, Manset.
Miss

Swan’s Ulancf.

Charles Haynes
new

Newman have bad

wife and Lessle
touch of the grip.

and
a

Miss Bertha Kiug has gone to Northeast
Harbor to take care of the Hubbard cot-

The ladies of tbe Methodist church
gave a dinner July 4, from which ?40 was

tage.
Mrs. Elmira Hadlock is quite poorly.
Her sister, Mrs. Abbie Stanley, of Monhegan, is w'itb her.

cleared.

Mr. Purnee, of Boston, arrived here last
week. He will put up tish in his new

factory.

W.

Hathaway and grandson, Willie
Moore, of Somerville, Mass., are stopping
at Capt. P. S. Moore’s.
Morse.
Miss Nora E. King, who has been in
Elder
J.
VV.
Presiding
Day and wife Dan vers port. Mass., with her sister, Mrs.
arrived Juh' 1
Mr. Day preached Tbursj George Parker, since sj*ring, is in Bar
day and Fridey night to large congrega- ^ Harbor, for the summer.
Miss Lids Morse is «pending the summer here v V h
her mother, Mrs. S. J.

tions.

July
East

9._M.F.

Lan>«<

July 16.

;

North

.if.

spend

the

summer w

a

rruobifot.

llsney

Ora fuel
doin

his

on

Ernest

last week to

came

week

in her mother at the

is at

home from

Bow-

vacation.

summer

Harriman

and

for their home in

left

i

H.

last

Brockton.

Luella
Vf

is

Bartlett is heme from Dorcnester

m.u

non

whom

light.

r, <

'’Hrm

Mrn

she has the

U'it h

har

<1

(

home for

toe

in sloop “Breeze”,
Fourth. He has left

off

mackerenng auu goue trawiiug.
Dennis and family, of Beverly, Mass., accompanied by Dr. Bongartz
and a young lady, are occupying the
Dr. Charles

Christopher

l art.-.::

...ouse

for the

sum-

the

is

Sibley, jr., of Somerville, Mass.,
spending the summer at Allen Hender-

Edwin
is

Marry Bixby,
summer

of Boston, is spending the
with his grandfather, Arch Hen-

derson.

M. A. Ferriu, Miss Carrie Ferrln,
Lincoln and Frank Sibley are
at the F'trrin cottage.
Miss

Masters

Miss Alice

spending
Mrs. Arch

the

Preble,

of

summer

Bucksport.

with

her

is

mother,

Henderson.

July 12.

D.

Bluett ill Fall*.

mer.

July

Kluetnll.

va.-e.

('apt. Emery b:n;to,
came

B.

12.

Fretty Marsh
Mrs. E. W Fr :r tn, Mrs. Lamkin and
grandson, of Charlestown, Mass., are at
cottage Bijou for tne season.
The four-masted schooner

Neuralgic
Pain is

t symptom, not a diswhat you must fight is not
the pain but ita cause. Liniments
and oils foe eateenal app'ication
arc almost worse than useless.
Internal treatment is necessary to
The blood
overcome the cause.
muat be purified and the nerves

“Monhegan”,

Capt. Ramin, of this place, cleared from
Boston, July T>, for Freetown, Sierra
Leone, West Africa, with a miscellaneous
cargo. She had £W5 packages tobacco, o2,500 gallons petroleum, fifty barrels of rum,
eighty-seven packages of beef, twentytwo packages of pork, 160 package* lard,
1,900 barrels tiour, 200 barrels bread, and
334.173 feet lumber, valued In all at *42,000.
8.
July 16.

E. 1.

Canary is at home for haying.

Capt. Hugh Duffy
Dell” has sailed for

in

schooner

“Hazel

New York.

Mrs. K. L. Colson, who spent the week
of the Fourth

in

Bangor

with

her hus-

band, is at home.
The

Misses Kaymer, of Wollaston,
Mass., have hired rooms in Irving Caudage’s bouse for the season.
Mrs. Alex Briggs and daughter, of Fall
River, and a friend. Miss Brown, are the
guests of Mrs. Briggs’ father, Stillman

Candage.
July 16.

Eugene

po ye*.

hup.

Miss Minnie Townsend, of Portland,
her mother, Mra. Abbie Townsend. She will remain several weeks.
is

large blue heron
Mr. Preble
near Flood’s nose Saturday.
who
is a son of Rev. M. S. Preble
moved
into the Methodist parsonage
last
spring, but being engaged in
teaching school, be did not join his parents
until recently.
Surry is to have a new postmaster. 1).
to All

W. Morgan.

ready

to act

in

a

July

few

merly

Berulce Webb is home from Wash-

Kh»*

ington.
work

on

to

Portland to

stone laat week.

Miss

The

contractors

are

William
a

vacation

here,

are

B.

au

with

came

his

John

Stansfleld,
Reuben

E.

E.

Thom

Candage, E.
are

J.

at work in

North Jay.
Nathan F. Twining, S. Watson Cousins
and Henry B. Marks are at work in Redstone, N. H.

relative*

week, having injured his arm in the
His three-year-old daughter
shipyard.
fell off the ferry slip on the Hancock side,
and sank in about five feet of water.
In
last

Eaton

came

home

from

Bangor Monday. He wa* accompanied by
his stenographer, Miss Cushman.
Judsou Torrey and H. P. A. Spoflord
were in Lewiston Iasi week as delegates to
the democratic State convention. 318Hit
Rev. 8. VV. Chapin,

Haul.

Carter and

down

John 8.

Boston Thursday.
Hon. it. P. 8pofford arrived home from

i

are

|

j
|

etdruaiUUi or direct Drorn t»r WilM®4trt®« On.. nrl»a*»#ri®<!7.

!'*fna
r
>

o®
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\
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BESTFORTHE
BOWELS

1st*.

Mrs.

glad

shipping rough day.

LTann, of Brewer,

short

Ur ft

and her friends

;

Thelma.

July 22.

of

George E. Marks came home from
Frankfort Saturday and returned yester-

have gone to work
hut the strike is still unsettled.
men

lived

a

Neuralgia

work there.

high-

Kosa Candage, Mary A. Long and Alice
Candage are at Seal Harbor.

Roxie Bragdon, of Franklin, is
her sister, Mrs. B. K. Joy.

stone and several

the

efficiency

ttliielilll.

at Isle

light

visiting

on

much-

Mrs. Cyrus A. Cook is seriously ill.
Jessie L. Long and Mabel Twining]

crop of hay is being hustled
into the barns this weather.
A

the

to greet her.
July 16.

Went SulllVMn.

weut

done

ways, demonstrating
those In charge.

shed

Myra Rutnill and daughter I>x>la
spent Sunday at Northeast |llarbor with
her husband, L. W. Rutnill, who is at
Mrs.

Edward Johnson, wife and two children, of i^wrence. Mass., are stopping
with C. T. Bunker and w ife, during Mr.
Johnson’s vacation.
Mr*. Johnson for-

G.

16.

Durant

needed work has been

some

a

|

to

%

qualified.

Mr. Curtis is

build

Rich arrived this week with

Bangor for W. A. Clark
for Capt. C. I*. Lunt.

Clarence Dow came home Sunday, (cX
Thayer, of Boston, who is staying
Mary Havey’s for a sh<-rt time, (Dudley lloyce came home from..Hoston
rendered valued assistance in the music
^
T-r
(■■■§
Tuesday.
at the Methodist church Sunday, singing
Miss 11annajJohnson arrived from Bosthe solos in the anthems.
ton Tuesday.

of the office up to the standard since his
death, will be glad to retire to his store as
soon as

past

Ella*

Miss

the death of F.
by
Mr. Curtis has procured his

will be

bonds and

Capt.

at Mrs.

the

caused

vacancy

the few weeks

|

sloop

lumber from

of much attention.

During

disrate of the
Is the prayer of
a nerve for food: Sciatica is but
rheumatism under another namr.
Dr. William*’ Fink Fill* for Pale
People cure theae trouble* by attacking the dt*ea*e in the blood
and driving it out. Proof* as to
their efficacy are found in thousAnd* of testimonial* from gratdul
people who have been cured.

Rheumatism i»

blood:

*•
Pilgrim", Capt. (i. W. Lunt,
with a large catch of tishjafteri an
absence of two weeks.

The

Effie Fertiald, who came home
from
Massachusetts recently, brought
along a fox-terrier w hich is the recipient

a

appointed

Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills
for
Pale People

!

arrived

Miss

visiting

beeu

i

short time

Mr*. Cora Lunt returned to French boro
after a visit at this place, accompanied by
Beatrice Lunt.

Mrs. J. T. Maxwell, of Watersmeet cottage. and Mrs. E. J. Swan and son Alton,
of Sunrise cottage, Hancock Point, were
in town Sunday.

here.

J. Curtis has

a

;

There fa one remedy that has
been successfully employed in
thousands of cases

i

Northeast Harbor this week, where she
wil. be employed again iu a kindergarten
Clu>.

the

Mrs. Emetine Jarvis and Jay Gaberson,
Brooklyn, N. Y., are visiting friends

Charles Preble shot

boarded

strengthened.

irrinuill.

Llewellyn Albee, who ha* been coasting
Kastport. Monday, j this summer, is at home now getting his
Schooner “Lucy Bell”, loaded by J. P. j hay.
Schooner “ParGordon, sailed to-day.
Misses Edna and Beatrice Lunt} arrived
don G. Thompson” is st Gordon’s w harf.
home from Swan's Island this week after
Miss Casallena Springer
leaves
for a short visit.

I). J. Curtis moved beck to his old home

of

Bunker and others

L.

cus;

the excursion train for

Monday.

Andrew

son’s.

Everett Ober left last Friday to work in
the W. H. Freeman & Co.’s mar net at
Northeast Harbor this summer.

Varden Lord in l>

for

Mrs. Anna Adams, of Bangor,
guest of Mrs. A. W. Eaton.

Bartlett's Inluud.

Hay crop

South

StlNrr

«•

>

Snrrj.

Miss

wife

Lovers of the piscatorial sport are
Abbott cottage.
catching large strings of salmon in Toddy
arr.ials
recent
are
Miss
Helen
Among
pond—from twenty to thirty is not an
Googins, VVaitham, Mass.; Harry Cool- i uncommon catch.
and
Mrs.
O’Connor,
Boston;
idge
wife,
Farmers have no ueed to go to Africa,
and family Augusta.
or China, or even to the Philipptaes, to
Mr. John-' *i and family, of Cambridge, j
practice the arts of war—the countless
Mass.. and Mrs. H. E. Davis, of Ellsmillions of the bug species are sufficient
worth, with her two daughters, Helen
to engage their attention.
and Muriel, are boarding at Luther GilH.
July 16.

Patrick’s.
July Hi.

ft* additional (V<urr

*.

days. J. F. Staples, who was Mr. Morgan’s assistant, and has kept the business

Dolly.

The hay crop is reported very light.
Miss Gladys Hutchins is attending the
summer school at Ellsworth.

J. D. Hopkrns find family, of Ellsworth,
are at thei’’ summer cottage.
The steflpxr ‘•Creedmore” came to the
wharf yest‘."d ly w’ith an excursion from
Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Helen Freni

COUNTY NEWS.

Frank Jordan sailed Saturday in
“Storm Petrel” for Kondout, N. Y.

St'BA.

lira*

Mis* Zulma E. Lunt spent
at home this week.

hall
a

Address.

Date.

I

Rheumatic
Adriatic or

Miss Wilma Bowden, who has been
teaching in Norwood, Mass., is spending
her vacation with her mother, Mrs. Clara
L. Bowdeu.
Climax.
July 16.

Xante.

ol

The man who boaata of a family |ree
thinks he has a shade the better of m,
neighbor.

ized.

paper.

bs

he

wj|j

entertainments at the grange hall
blind musician on Friday
given by a
and Saturday evenings were well patron-

For the enclosed remittance qf.cents send me.
copies of President McKinley’s Portrait fit colors, as described in to-day's

Seawall.

C.

Pearl Sa.itL has moved into his
house.

*»

to

are

read; Miasea Rollins, of Kllsworth, will
play—piano and violin-and K. Sv. Roi.
tins, of Kllsworth, baas, will sing.

The

ELLS WOliTll AMERICA -V, Ellstcorth, Maine:

To THE

Frank Cirone, the blind musician, gave

force.

9.

buci

umj

day. July 14.
The King’s Daughters gave a lawn party
at the borne of Mrs. Celia Littlefield,
Wednesday evening. It was well attended.

having spent a winter in
days with his uncle, O. P.

here,

his younger
Carter.
He

x

Buford Leach and wife are receiving
congratulations. It is a boy, born Satur-

Har-

favorably

and

uwnru

W. J. Creamer has oeen In Lewiston
this week, attending the democratic State
convention.

News reached her° ’ast week of the sad

Carter,

B^uuut

very successful term taught by Mrs. Sarah
Urindle.

open an icecream saloon in the room in rear of the
Ho w
also
sell confecpoetofflce.
tionery and tobacco.
accident fo l etter P.

is

concert will
the proceeds

devoted to the
work
undertaken by the sidewalk
commute*
Mlaa Lillian May Kane, of Bloabill,
which

summer.

week.

Ego.

one.

Thursday evening a
given In the Town hall,
On

_

fine, so it is
July 13.

Th^

pleasant

being printed for us on heavy
William P. Preble unfurled a flag from plate-paper, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art lithohis new flag-staff on the morning of the
graph houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work.
Presiding Elder Day held meetings here Fourth. Mr. Preble is
ninety years old, Every American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the Presand
as
Saturday evening
Sunday
ap- but his
patriotism is as young as ever.
ident. It must be remembered that this picture will be in no sense a cheap
pointed. Sunday evening he preached a
Harold Lane, of Camden. Is In town.
W’illis E. Bunker in schooner
Capt.
chrome, but will in* an example of the very highest style of illuminated printvery interesting temperance lecture.
“Margaret Leonard” is the “high-liner”
Mr*. Susie W. Clement has gone to
It will lie an ornament to any library or drawing-room. < >ur readers can
Mackerel arc plenty in the harbor now,
ing.
amongst all the fishing vessels in this
have the McKinley portrait at what it costs ns (namely, ten cents per Bar Harbor, where she has employment.
and the boys and girls are having great
vicinity, having stocked f2,000 up to the
Mrs. Minerva Dunbar, of Brooklyn, N.
oil!re
They are unusually last of June.
sport catch! gthen
copy by merely tilling out the coupon below, and sending it to this
i* visiting her daughter, Mrs. Euztlla
for
the
reason.
large
at once. There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published Y.,
R.
9.
July
Leach.
The chief business In this section this
that we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired
Prnohwof.
Prof, and Mrs. George I. Bowden, of
week has been the haying. There is a good
can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each copy.
Miss Madge Hinckley, of Bluehill, has
Hingbam, Mass., are in town for the
crop, ami tho father has been unusually
remit in coin or postage stamps.
been visiting Miss Nina Varnum this Write name and address plainly, and
“Princess”.

•

that on account ol Illness.
teacher, Mlaa lne« L. Small, through
Thi:
AMKH1CAN, thanks the people of Hancock
for their kindness and
hospitality, and
their Interest In the school, which
had
much to do with making the term
such t

and

lived in this Own ail his life. He leaves a
widow and the following children: Burton
A. and Charles A., of Somerville, Mass.;
Mrs. F. W. Grlndall, of Watcrville; Sirs.
S. 1. Hopkins, of Melville, Mont.; Isaiah
and Annie, of South Penobscot.
Dr. Gray was universally loved and respected by the residents of Penobacot and
neighboring towns and will be greatly
missed by all. Dr. Gray was made a Mason
in Hancvck lodge, of Castinc, in 1874, but
later became a member of Rising Star
lodge, of Penobscot.
Service* were held in the church at
South Penobscot, Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev. Mr. Drew.
Many relatives
and friends were present, also a large delegation from Rising Star lodge.
N.
July 14.

FOR

Reproduced

gins, Marguerite Bell. Little Colby Cbeeter. Are year* old, walked more than
i
mile to school and only missed one
day

pn|r»

home in South Penobscot, of heart failure,
on' Friday, July 6, aged sixty-six years,
five months and twelve days.
l>r. Gray was born in Penobscot, and

MAYS.

COI NTY

clhrr

trr

DEATH OF DR. DAVID B. GRAY.
I>r. David B. Gray died suddenly at

PRESIDENT McKINLEY

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph White are being
congratulated on the birth of a daughter—
Esther Frances.

tiaitiomal Omni* JVWr.

South FunofesMU

or

bor.

rrican, barring the Bar
Fecori'a aummer Hat, if larger

The

COUNTY NEWS.

A Magnificent Portrait

other pnyeu
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Ilnrbor.

Handy with his family, of Portland, arrived Saturday.
Miss Mary B<ance returned Sunday
Fred

Smith,

If yon b*Ttpo'l * regular. healthy imr*s»M cf tb*
bowel# every da*, jrni re #lck 'Hr»l|!bt> Km » ur
l<<rce tn U
f
vih*i» at*l be
violent pby.ic t-r lII p»ti%e»i. >• tlak--*n
Tbe
itw»lb*»L ra*l«*»t tu'wl i-wrfrcl way of kev;.8*U*
bowei* c.tf»r atnl c.c.Mi l» u» tako

at^the c lone'oil lie

morning sermon last Sunday, read his
resignation as pastor of the church, to
take effect Sept. 1.
F. J. 8.
July 16.
Prosper!

1

an

in Ashviile.

Bertha Over aud Bessie Crow ley
took a bicycle trip to Suilhan last week,
which they found very pleasant.
Miftfte*

KEEP YOUR BL000 CLEAN

NERVITA PILLS

Restore V Itallly, Lost Vigor end Manhood.
Cure Impotency, Night Kmisiii.'i-tnd
tracing disease*, all effects vi sell-

abuse,

or

excess

and

indis-

cretion. A nerve tonic and
Itloosl builder. Brings the
a moment her father
had plunged in in Everett, Mass., is spending her vacai ■w-eevplnk glow to pale checks aai
tion at the “old home”.
and rescued the child just in time.
restores the fire of youthH. F. York, Robert Ashworth, Richard
mail 50c per box, <> boxes
fA^WMBy
and
Ashworth, jr.,
Ralph B. Lone are at Hancock.
for 92.50; with a written {-tiara#,
t.Hrtt Orlniui.
work
in
Waldoboro.
There w HI be a social dance at town hal! tee to euro or reftind tlio moneyHerbert Leach and family are visiting
Schooner “Gold Hunter”, Otis Candage Friday evening. Music by Dingo orches- Send for circular. Addre--*,
relatives here.
of Ellsworth.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Harrison Leach, of Ellsworth, iw visit- master, sailed last Thursday with a cargo tra,
of hardwood lor Portland.
School in Hancock closed June 29. The Clinton A Jackson Sts., CHICAGO. IU>
ing at T. F. Mason's.
***»»*! Iiy ft. 1>.
I
viKitiLN.
Mrs. John A. Millerand daughter Edna, following pupils did not miss a day durMarshall Fambam, of Bucksport, Is the
I liwvvttrfh,
Al linkw ho have been
the guests of Capt. J. T. ing the term and each ranked 100 In deguest of Herman Dorr.
left yesterday for South Penobscot, portment: Jennie Ball, Ena Bail, Grace
j
W. B. Gorham, who has blood poison- Miller,
Oliver Rackliffe and family, of Stony Kelley, Lottie Wooster, Marion Cheste
ing of the hand, is much improved.
Uichmond Foss, Wendell Wooster, MerI>r. Tollman's Monthly
ha. hr*
Creek, Conn., w ho have been visiting rela- i
Miss Lucy Bell spent several days with
ton Hodgkins, Daisy Chester, Sadie Highappiness to hundreds of anxious v» r-xn.
tives and friends in the village, left for
* «
There U» positively no other ten,. .!>
Miss Hattie Soper, at Bucksport, tue past
to medical science, that will »■»
•
home last Thursday.
«p>
week.
do the work, liar© never ha 1 a » ■-*•«
safely
3bfarrtisnnmts.
Schooner
n1
"Hazel Dell”, John Duffy
failure. The longest and ino«t «d<* .u
William Faruham ami wife who are
are relieved in 3
day a without fail.
master, sailed last Tuesday for New York
r.-inedy will do this. No pain, n» dai
stopping at their summer home at Verona, w ith a
*.
interference writh work. The most d.r
cargo of paving, shipped by C. L.
spent several days with F. W. Gray, the
case**
*rree
successfully treated through
Candage and A. Li. Leach.
|->ndence,and the most couipl. t* sat fa p a
past week.
Are prepared from Na- guaranteed in ©very Instance. I relic hut:Charles H. Wardwell and wife came
Herbert Leach brought in a catch of
ladi. s whour 1 never s. e. M :cf r
ture's mild laxatives, and dredsof
home last Tuesday.
Since last October
further particular*.
Ail letters tntt.fu»f
twenty-one salmon, the largest weighing
m ail
answered.
confidential .»d\<
Mr. Wardwell has beeu in Raymond, Caliwhile gentle are reliable matters of a Free
three and one-half pounds.
This is the
l’*car
delicate nat iri
privateor
and Mrs. Wardwell in Waltham,
fornia,
•-r
in
mind
or.
this
sabis
absolutely
and
remedy
efficient.
largest string of tisb taken from Toddy
Miss Klhelyn M. Long, who is teaching

Mrs. R. W. Nutter, with her grandson.
Master Rupert Biauce, left on the “fimbria'’ this morning for a vinit in Brookllu.
July 16.
C.

;
1

For Women.

1

j1

■

t

Hood’s'Pills'

1

f
j

<

pond this
July 16.

They

Mass.

season.

Tufts, of Waltham, Mass.,
and Archer E. Long, of this village, were
married in Waltham, June 30.
They
came to East Bluehill a few days ago and
are now* the guests of Miles H.
Long.
G.
July 16.
Mildred

M.

Fraakltu.

U.

Percy
Homer, of New bury port, is
spending his vacation with his parents.
Marlboro..
Mrs. W. T. Havey is the guest of her
Miss Bertha Hopkins, of Trenton, visited
Forth l.anxmif.
niece, Mrs. James T. Maxwell, at Hancock |
Miss Sadie Coggins goes to Soutnwest her cousin, Homer Wilbur, last week.
Point.
Atlantic.
Harbor this morning to visit relatives.
Miss Grace Bickford, of Brewer, is visitThe Island Rest house is having all the
Wallace Cook, of Ellsworth, and C. E.
her
Mrs. Alraena Hoit left last week for a ing
grandparents. Isaac Vincent and Dwelley are
paiutiug at Theodore Brag- people it can accommodate at present.
wife.
visit to her daughter. Mrs. Herbert Hodgdon’s.
Edwin Smith and family are keeping
Mrs. Charles Estey and children, of
kins, of Eastport.
There will be a musical social and ice- bouse in a part of Alfred Staples' house.
McFarland and daughter Waltham, Mass., have arrived at their cot- cream at the
Mrs. John
Baptist vestry this Monday
Ira Bridges was severely injured at
Lena, of Gloucester. Mass., are the guests tage at the shore.
evening.
Biard’s quarry this week by a stone falling
Austin.
Mrs. Lncretia Strout, of Ellsworth, with
of Mrs. Abble
Three of the Sunday schools in town upon him.
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife have returned her children, is visiting her father, Roland are planning to unite in an excursion east
Irving Torrey, who has been running a
Their many friends Hodgkins.
home for a while.
in August on the Washington County lobster smack from the Provinces
to PortMrs. Fannie Hopkins and Mrs. Mary railroad.
are glad to welcome them.
land, is at home.
Y.
16.
of
were
the
Rowe,
July
Trenton,
guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Annie McDonald, of Ellsworth, is
Dr. Small was in Portland last week to
-——--r-rT’"
S. H. Remick last Wednesday.
spending a few days w ith Mrs. Charlotte have Mrs. Harriet Joyce operated upon at
Doi't Tobacco $|»it ub«1 Suiuke lour Life Away.
16.
July
Abe.
Macomber.
the Maine general hospital.
To quit tobacco easily and forever, te mag
nctic. full of life, nerve and vigor, take Xo-ToDr. John Homer and wife of Newbury- !
Steamer “Stella Pickert” brought H. E.
One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm the
Bac, the wonder-worker, that makes weak men
weakest constitution, never fails to cure sum* port, Mass., are spending a few weeks at Coledge, wife and servants and Mr. Reirce
strong. Ail druggists, 50c or SI. Cure guaranfrom Stonington to this place Saturday.
teed.
Booklet ami sample free. Address mer complaints of young or old. I)r. Fowler’s his brother’s Dr. H. H. Homer,
Sterling Remedy Co, Chicago or New York. Extract of Wild Strawberry .-Add.
S.
j Mrs. Rorcoe Gay, Miss Belle Bunker, July 16.
Sub.

_

j

Rouse the Liver
Cure Sick Headache, Biliousness, Sour Stomach,
and Constipation.
Sold
everywhere, 25c. per box.

'iv« :r
•very possible condition and wi'l j
leave no after 111 effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed.
l*r. K M• T*»LMAN CO., ltO Trcmout .St., Bouton,

^

a
c

j
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CHicMcrrcwB English

PENNYROYAL PILLS \

.

i:

Prepared by C. I. Hood Si Co.,LoweU.Mass.

o

t

i

Ladlra. ask pru«W *!
mCRH MULISH U1
bbboxes, scaled with blue
TsksswsMier. ReftMe Saafero“»
tu Ilona aad IxulUUlona. Huy of your I
or send 4e. In
stamps for PartlrnUi^- »»TrV,
tuoniala and
M«||«T for Ladle*.
by return Sail. 10,000 Testimonial* field t*y ►
OHICHB8TIA CHEMICAL COMadison l*uar*.
PHlU. **

Always reliable

Void

metallic

j

il
I
a

••

£fU«rlsu.

u
*

WBaSanST
HR.

Kl.BG’fl
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

<»

S

^

Immediate relief, no iasitw, no pauk
Had for year* by leading rpeciali*U. Hundred* tofwB.
XDonala Atrial will OOC»ir** you ofthesr IninnB«
^
Il >mc id
eupprcMioD. Send ton c*r » K>r **B*p.e
book. AH IftruffiAt* or by nuai. |1J*I box.
1P«

»

UNO KDICitt CO., Bsi im BOSTON, NASS.
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and now.

I wild) 1 had been grandpa's chttA
Thai I could have had the Joy
©f Ashing in those good old days
When father was a boy,
for then the hah grew bigger far
Than they do nowadays,
And literally packed the
At least, so father mjx

*

*

stream*—

They never caught a tucker then
That didn't weigh • ton.
And pickerel were longer than
A modern Armstrong fun.
They used to yank out halibut
In hundreds from our bays.
Ami shad ran up tha banka to bit*—
At least, ao father says
They never thought of using bait
To lure the wily trout;
They r»a.bed a bushel basket down
And simply yanked them out.
And in about an hour or two
They'd fill up aereral drays
Ami show th*m through the neighborhood—
At least, ao father aaya

I
S
i
I

fn »h »rf, they caught ao many fl«h
That 'fore their sport waa through
The stream where they wera fishing would
Go down a yard or two.
And not an angler failed to com*
Horn* loath'd In those days,
A habit father still pursue*—
At least, so mother aaya.

j

composer, tind his ineffectual attempts to
discover It caused him many
sleepless
hours. He continued to be friend!* with
the watchmaker, but whenever he
approached the latter for enlightenment regarding the inscription he waa informed
that the time had not arrived.
••••••
a
The 19th day of November, 1800, was
a dull, rainy day.
Kotsini was sitting as
aeual in his study during the early man*
ing hour*. He had been working on A
prelude for a new composition, the fragmentary score of which was straw!)
about on the floor, but he had given it up
in despair. He whs sitting by the window, looking into the gardeu which surrounded his house.
The drizzle of the rain and the chirp of
the low slanting swallows impressed him
like mournful music, and it soothed him
to sit there and listen to it in quietude.
He was an old man now.
It seemed strange, hut the more he
thought of it the more the fact impressed
him that since his meeting with the
watchmaker he never had been truly happy or contented.
The drizzle of the autumn rain and the
chirp of the swallows wove themselves
Into music, and as he listened he seemed
to distinguish some of his own music in
it.
A few strains only that died away,
and then again it was only drizzle, drizzle and chirp, chirp, and theu the lost
strains came again and floated through
the somber drizzling and plaintive chirping, and before he knew it the music of
the prayer in “Moses” was plainly audible.
With a choked ahriek the old master
jumped to his fe*t. He snatched the
watch from his pocket.
Michel IMivee’s
masterpiece was playing of Itself! Human hand had not touched it!
•

j

Rossini waa happy—happy as a child
CbiUtmas eve. 11 is national hymn for
the If!linn people had been accepted graci.usly by the king, who showed hi* npI reflation by presenting to tha composer
Rossini never tired
a magnificent wntch.
f showing it to his friend*, and they
w« re enthusiastic iu
admiration of its
<
st > workmanship and the number of
unrivaled diamond* set in the case.
A royal diamond for every note, sigvrs," the master is recorded os saying
t
.i
gathering of friends, "and by pressing n spring it piny* the prayer in my
"
»
imposition *Mo*»es/
!*ix ycars passed.
One day ns the great Italian composer
was sitting in
a
cafe he was asked to
show his timepiece.
Rossini touched the
device, and while hi* friend* listened and
marveled the watch played in exquisite
harmony the prayer of the ancient prophcn

••••••

A few minutes afterward a messenger
called nt the study to deliver a letter uud
found the old master in a sw<n.>n. When
he recovered and snw whom the note was
from, he told those who attended him to
leave the room.
lie then rend the following letter:
Honored Matter—Now U the time. Come to rs?
bouse at midnight and I ahall tell you the ralagar-l*

Your obedient servant.
MH

it n

Pnm.

foreign trade, and

no American shipbuilder Is known to oppose It.
Perhaps one of the beet evidences of lti
PRESIDENT McKINLEY’S POLICY effectiveness Is shown In the earnest and
Influential opposition of foreign shipping
MEANS ITS REVIVAL.
Interests. Another Is found In the discussions It has evoked In tbe foreign
which disclose serious apprehenWHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE IN press,
sions regarding tbe unfavorable conseTHAT DIRECTION AND WHAT REquences to foreign shipping likely to folMAINS TO BE DONE.
low Its passage. That It will cause pronounced and long-continued reductions
the
N.
Y.
[From
Tribune].
In freight rates by creating large fleets of
new American ships, they concede, and
the
last
four years the belief
During
that this would result In substantially
has become widespread that a new policy
American exportations, arouses
will soon be begun under which Ameri- Increasing
the fears of foreign manufacturers. This
can maritime growth will be rapid and
explains the violence and persistence of
permanent. The necessity for the adopthe free trade opposition in the Ihilted
tion of a “maritime policy” was pointed
States, and it is significant that tbe open
out by [President McKinley In his 1898
opposition to the bill has so far been conannual message to Congress.
He disfined almost entirely to free trade sources.
cussed the subject much more earnestly,
ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION.
urgently and extendedly In his last annual
Another straw showing tbe bill’s real
message, in which he gave it a prominence second only to that of
currency fairness Is indicated by tbe contradictory

MERCHANT

MARINE.

legislation.

set asserts

which the vessels

purpose of

free and

were

to carry the mails

be subject to the government’s

at any time.
I purchase
The bill referred to admitted to Ameri-

To all persons Interested In Hthot of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at BluehflJ, in and
for the county of Hanoock, on the third day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the seventh day of
August, a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they seo

THE

Many a fool has sense enough to get •
good wife but hasn’t sense enough to
know It.

fHtiical.

cause.

Hundreds of Ellsworth Citizens Can
Tell You all About It.
Home endorsement, the public expression of Ells worth people, should be evidence beyond dispute for every Ellsworth

reader. Surely the experience of friends
arguments used by its opponents. One
tbat tbe bill unduly favors and neighbors, cheerfully given by them,
fast passengers and mall steamships, the will carry more
weight than the utterother set alleging tbat It is too promoances of strangers
residing in far-away
tive of the slow cargo-carrying ships. A
few others, who admit a desire to pur- places. Read the
following:
chase foreign-built rather than AmericanMrs. Geo. W. Day, living on the Shore
built ships, favor tbe free American regisread
in the Morrison district, says: “The
of
the
former almost without limit,
try

It is now (generally conceded that the
revival of our merchant marine is one of
the moat preaeing of the great problems
yet awaiting Congressional solution. An
effective policy along the linee pursued
by the moet successful maritime nations
of Europe la wbat baa been hoped for. A
bill on such lines, but adapted to our
particularlnecesslties, was introduced at
the sbortlsession of the LVtb Congress.
It provided compensation from the national treasury for vessels engaging In
the foreign trade uuder the American
Mag. This compensation was to be uniform for all vessels under fourteen knots
speed, with graded additional compensation for steam vessels of greater speed
and tonnage.
The secretary of the
treasury (was fcto enter into contracts
with owners of these vessels for the payment of the compensation provided for a
period of twenty years, in return for

Eigal Kotlas.

and, all things considered, the pending
•hipping bill better provides for out
needs In this respect than any othei
policy yet suggested could provide. Foi
Congress to pass the bill early In the coming session will be an act of farsighted
statesmanship and advanced patriotism.

Thomas A. Crabtree, late of Fllsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
and codicil thereto of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented
I by Harry L. Crabtree, the executor therein
named.
I
I
Mary A. Snow, late of Bucks port, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will aud testament of
said deceased, together with petition tor probate thereof, presented by Horace E. Snow,
the executor therein named.
John Collins, late of Castine, in r.aid county, deceased. Petition that Mary A. Collins,
of said Castine, or some oth<
suitable person may be
appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented by Mary A.
Collins, the widow of said deceased.
Hannah J. Skinner, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Frances C. S. Homer, executrix filed for settlement.
Woodman W. Newton, late of Bluehill. in
said county, deceased,
First account of
Charles H. Pearson, administrator with the
will annexed, filed for settlement.
Abby R. Dawes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Albert F.
Burnham, administrator, filed for settlement.
Mary Gorman, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Lawrence
Gorman, administrator, filed for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person, of
Brooksville, in said county. Second account
of Wheelock C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
Mollie E. Clough, minor child and heir of
D. D. Clough, late of Deering, in the county
of Cumberland, deceased. Second account of
Charles C. Clough, guardian, filed for settlement.

provided they are given compensation dull,
dragging pain across the small of
equal to that received by the latter.
Opposition has focussed upon the only ray back felt as if two heavy weights were
American line in the trausatlantic trade
dragging me apart, and at times I was so
on the alleged ground that too much famiserable I could not stand or walk and
vor Is shown for fast ships of tbe kind
most useful as auxiliary cruisers.
But was confined to my bed. Urinary weakthis opposition has only brought into
ness set in, particularly at ni&rht. and I
greater prominence the fact that of tbe
said county.
Sixth account of Hiram C.
2.15 per cent, of our commerce
with failed physically every day. I read about Vaughan, guardian, filed for settlement.
William Drinkwater, minor, oi Ellsworth,
Europe carried in American ships, all but Doan’s
Kidney Pills in the Bangor papers In said county. Sixth account of Hiram C.
two-tentbs of 1
cent. Is carried by the
line in

question.

per
To drive that

of existence—which
nuuiu

one

ivn >

u

faction
uui

cent, of two-thirds
commerce

to

seems

to

opposing

mu'icuiun

ol

be

our

the
ui

entire

carried

Vaughan, guardian, filed for settlement.
Sarah S. Barker, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition filed by A. F.
county, deceased.
executor of the last v/Hl and testaEllsworth. Ii Burnham,
ment of said deceased, for license to sell, at
! private sale, certain real estate oi said deusing them ceased, situated in said Ellsworth.
Lizzie A. Conley, late of Ca.-jt.ne, in said
could eat, county, deceased. Petition filed by (Jeorge
H. Witherle, executor of the last will and
suffer as I | testament of said deceased, for license to sell,
at public or private sale, cert-tin rt
esta'e
I

first,

line out

be tbe real

in

at

bill

and

soon

Wiggin’s drug

They helped

j.

foreign

afterwards i procured

me so

store

in

1 continued

until I took several boxes.

Amer-

I

a

box
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Iiossini opened the window and shouted can registry and half rates of compensa- ican ships. This one American line car- sleep, get around and did not
for the messenger. The hoy heard him I tion such
foreign vessels as were then ries nearly one-quarter of all the foreign did.”
I of said deceased, situated it* said Oastiue.
and returned.
owned by or building for American citi- commerce carried in American bottoms,
Joseph W. .Staples, late of Swan's Island, in
j said
"Is Signor IMivce ill?” asked the mi»
Petition (lied ly
Far
sale
county, deceased.
all
50
cents.
by
dealers;
price
and
its
extinguishment would reduce the
zens, provided (the miter contracted to
I Alvah Iiarbour. executor of the last will and
ter.
of said deceased, for fcense to sell,
| build in American shipyards tonnage proportion of American carriage of Amer- Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole ! testament
"No. signor; he is well.”
at private sale, certain real estate of said de“Then tell him 1 shall he with him at equal to that admitted, besides which ican foreign commerce to 7 per cent.
agents for the U. S.
; ceased, situated in said Swan’s inland.
Charles E. Bowden, late of
In
The decline of our shipping in the
I
owners of American vessels
for which
the appointed time.”
Kememl>er the name, Doan’s, and take said county, deceased. Petitie?;Ellsworth,
> y Tsa
The mysterious appointment at the c >mpeiisation was sought were required foreign trade from 2,500,000 tons in 1801
M. Bowdeu and A. F. Burnnuin, administrano other.
|
tors of the estate of said deceased, ior i.cense
hour of midnight and the possibility of to have built in American shipyards ton- to 850,000 tons in 1809 is due to but one
to sell, at private sale, certain rea. estate of
the fulfillment of n desire he had nourish- nage
Excepting
equal to 25 per cent, of that so cause—lack of protection.
said deceased/situated in said Ellsworth.
Xotirrs.
ed for so many years combined to raise
ILqjal
Mollie E. Clough, minor child and heir of
compensated. No payments were to be the very few ships receiving mail subD. I). Clough, late of Deeriug, in the county
the nervous temi**r of the old master to
made from the national treasury until sidies, American snips enjoy no protecNOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
of Cumberland, deceased. IV’’
filed by
its highest pitch. II** attempted to shortf said minor,
tion whatever in the foreign trade, alAgnes 1$. Scam moil in her own Charles C. Clough, guardian
en the hours by playing.
lie could not ttie new vessels thus required were built
and Irving Scammon, husband for license to sell, at private sale, certain real
light,
j
et.
play to suit himself, lie could neither and in operation.*! Although it was though in competition with the cheaper- of said grantor, of Ellsworth. Maine, by her estate of said minor, situated iu that part of
!
A stranger who wa» seated in a corner
mortgage deed, dated the fifth day of Sep- I Portland which was formerly I'c.. :j, tu said
read nor w rit*-, and he would not talk or favorably
reported from the Senate built and cheaper-operated foreign ships I tember,
a.
d.
and
• f
recorded
in
the
Han1894,
r*»*e
the enfe
and said. "Signor, you
| county of Cumberland.
partake of food. All day and nil evening commerce and House merchant marine that also receive subsidies and bounties cock county. Maine, registry of deeds, book
John Davis, late of Ellsworth, in said counhave a tine watch, hut I’ll wager a large
280,
to the undersigned,
the "Wizard of IVsnro” could be heard and lisheries committees, action
451,
page
ty, deceased. Petition filed by Li. net Davis,
from
conveyed
their
was
exceeding
$20,000,000
yearly
sum of money that you do not kuow all
Ellsworth Real Estate Company, a corpora- widow of said deceased, for aMm a; te out of
about in his louely study.
pacing
The pending hill tion having a
f <uud impossible during that session be- several governments.
f it* various capacities.'*
place of business at Ellsworth, the personal estate of said deceased.
•
••••••
Hannah J. Skinner, late of Bucksport, in
offsets these disadvantages by placing Maine, an existing under the laws of Maine,
cause of the prolonged discussion of the
“Signor," s.iid Kossini in surprise, "for
a certain lot or parcel of land situate 1 in said
said county, deceased.
Pe;’
filed by
As
the
cathedral
chimes
struck
12
RosAmerican
on
terms
of
bare
in
t
heiMenate.
hx years I have carried this watch in
ships
peace treaty
equality Ellsworth, and bounded and described as fol- Frances C. S. Homer, executr■-• of the last
sini
knocked
at
the
door
of
IMivee's
house.
to
wit:
that the
will
and
testament
of
said
lows,
deceased,
with
their
rivals.
honor of my king, and iu that time it
foreign
Early lu thet first session of the LVItb
actual market value of certain property of
3 rods north
Beginning on Oak St. at a
A pale, tear stained face looked out.
never has lost or gained a
minute.
It
Where American ships carried 00 per from the northwest cornerpoint
.B inheritCongress
^Senator Frye introduced the
of lot sold to i said deceased, subject to collu".
Moaning and weeping sounded within.
• himes
the hours and the quarters, it*
bill in the upper branch of Con- ! cent, of our foreign commerce in 1801, Sarah Htockbridge, said point being the in- ance tax. the persons interested in the suctersection of the line of Oak St. with a pro- cession thereto, and the amount ol the tax
"My God! What's happened?" cried snipping
dial denote* the minute* and the date of
If
gress, and representative Payne again in- | they carry to-day but 8 9 per cent.
may be determined.
artist.
the
posed new street; thence north on Oak street thereon
tho month, and it play*, us you have
O. P. ( UNNINflHAM, Judg. ,o aid Court.
American ships upon the sea had been four rods; thence east parallel with the north
troduced it in the Uou»e. The commit"
Ileinean.
the
celebrated
physician,
line of proposed new street live rods; thence A true copy of original order of eou-t.
heard, the prayer in ‘Moses.’
tees to which the hills were referred held protected against foreign competition to south parallel to the east line of Oak street
came to the door and said: "Only a few
Attest:—Chah. P. Doku, Register.
The stranger smiled and shrugged his
minutes ago Signor IMivce, our beloved numerous public hearings, at which the the same extent that our Industries upon four roiis; thence west on the north line of
shoulders. “Nevertheless, I maintain my
street to place of beginning, conNOTICE OF FOKECTB >v!' L f
proposed
host, was sitting among us, hale and Overwhelming sfiitiment was in favor of the land have been protected, there would taining twenty
claim.
I’ll wager a* much a* 10.UU0
square rods more or less, I
Byron A. Osgo. V of Wakehearty. Suddenly he had a heart stroke their passage. With n number of amend- now be great fleets of our ships sailing herein referring to plan of said company’s \\THEREAS
francs against your watch that you do
?T
field, county of Middle.-1 x. <'• "uuonland; and whereas the condition of said mortfell
from
his
ciand
‘The
wealth
of
chair,
Massachusetts,
crying.
by his mortgage
not know fully its mechanical abilities."
ments they were favorably reported, and on every sea and seen in every port of gage has been broken, now therefore,
by rea- deed dated August 1(J, a. d. 1899. ..d recorded
Hi* death was inson of the breach of the condition
The stranger’* confident assertion baf- : phers—the ciphers!’
thereof, the in Hancock registry of deeds, book ::a page
are
now
we should
have
the
calendars of each the world.
Long
ago
upon
1 do not know what he
said Ellsworth Heal Estate Company claims
fled Kossini. For a m^uncent lie seemed ! stantaneous.
317, conveyed to Hannah M. Mavo, of Brooksbeen building ships us cheaply as our a foreclosure of said
branch of Congress awaiting consideramortgage, and gives this ville. Hancock county, Maine, deceased, cermeant by ‘the cipher*.'
I>o you?”
to ponder the full meaning of the offered
! in said
tain lots or parcels of land »i_
foreign rivals, we should have operated notice for that purpose.
The news so shocked the impressiona- tion.
Ellsworth Heal Estate Company,
wager.
Brooksville, bounded and described as fol'l ne chief mm-ndmerits limit to $9,000,- them as economically, we should have
ble composer that he almost fainted.
by Charles H. Emery, its President.
lows:
“Well, if you have 10,000 francs to risk
|
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
increased
our
When he was questioned as to the cause 000 the xpend it ures of anyone year, the ! greatly
trade
First Lot. Beginning at the snore at a small
foreign
I am willing to call it a bet iu the pres! Ellsworth, Me., July 10, a. d. 1900.
white birch tree: thence sou n h..-:/-seven
of his late visit, he shrewdly avoided ud inclusion of vessels of twelve knots speed espec ally in exports, we should have for
ence of these gentlemen.
<lo on and
degrees east two nunarea rons- *ncn<'i! south
]
i. or
roiir.i i.om, i;r.,
explanation, for he was seized by the feur and over In lhty« xtra compensation pro- many years been a creditor nation, and
twenty degrees west two hundred end fifty*
prove your claim if you can."
Samuel P. Snowman, of Sedgthat the inscription would bring him only
four rods to the marsh, so-cali.
continuing
“Nothing is easier for me.” responded
visions, the limitation to$2,000,000of pay- we might now be the leading shipLuiidei a XIJ’HF.REAS
▼ V
wick, Hancock county, and State of I to the waters of the mill pond,
c uce northdistress
ami
unhappiness.
the stranger calmly. "The watch plays
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the erly, westerly and easterly by *b-- waters, in
ments in any single year to vessels of and commercial carriers of ail tne world.
"1
seventh
never want to hear unother word
of
a.
d.
December,
and
reday
1899,
the line of low-watermark, to the point inmore than one of your compositions, masTERRIBLE COST TO AMERICANS.
corded in Hancock registry of deeds, book tersected
about him.” he told his wife, who anx- twenty and wenty-one knots speed, the
by the first describee line of this
ter. It also contains your postscript, and
An
eminent member of
the British 314, page 346, conveyed to me, the undersigned, lot produced north forty-seven degree1.' west
segregation of $3,000,000 yearly for Ameriawaited
his
return.
"These
figiously
a
certain
is
an
of
real
within it
engraved
parcel
estate, situated in thereto: thence south forty-seven degrees
inscription which
said
a
can
in
few
in
only
ures mean death.”
thejPacific foreign trade, the parliament
years ago
ships
Sedgwick and Bluehill, in said county, being east to said birch tree, the place of beginning,
is worth u hundred time* the value of the
From that day Rossini put the costly requirement that vessels shall carry out- an American periodical that the refusal same premises sold and conveyed to sain containing two hundred acres, inure or less.
entire watch."
Snowman by James E. (Jray by deeds dated
h
Second Lot.
tree:
Beginning at :.
in
his
chest
and
ward cargoes io one-half their capacity, of our government to pay in subsidies March 16. and September 15, a. d.
timepiece away
dressing
In amazement Kossini watched the
1892, and thence south forty-seven degre s oast two
its
wore
a
watch,
recorded in said registry, book 259, page 497, hundred rods; thence south
in
common
lie
place
t.e
and
reduction
io ten years of the
f5,000,0()U a year to American ships for and
twenty degrees
Kranger as he took the timepiece and
book _’64, page 457, to which deeds and the west two hundred and
declined to give his wife permission to
fifty-four rods to the
t >uched several blind springs w hich openp. rn.ii fur v\ iii(ii compensation contracts iinri) years, nail resulted in the payment record thereof reference is and may be had marsh and to the waters of the :• ill
obtain some clew from IMivee's widow
pond, soed the outer case and s hi •wet) an inner
ar« io be niHde tor vessels prior to January
during the same period of f3,000,000,000 for a more particular description of said called; thence by the waters, n '.i- Mnecf
the probable existence **f paand whereas the condition of said low-water mark, to a
I
regarding
premises,
a fir tree
iu
with
the
point
opposite
casing
composer’s portrait
to
1, 1900.
foreign ship-owners fur carrying j mortgage has been broken, I claim a fore- at the head of the water: thence east to said
pers containing the key to the solving <>f
miniature, while the mechanism played a
UI MIX. HATiC DI8HKN8ION.
Aiiiei nan commerce.
Mot only has the closure of said mortgage by reason of the fir tree; thence continuing eac.
.-.a h
udred
and
the
he
made
effort
to
figures,
every
breach thereof, and give this notice for that and
selection from the opera “Tancredi.”
twenty-seven rods; thence north twenty
The republicans in the Senate and neglect ul our merchant snipping in liie | purpose.
Mary E. Warren.
forget the matter.
‘‘I>e«i auti diuvolo!" exclaimed Rossini,
degrees east three hundred and forty rods:
July 7. 1900.
thence north forty-five degrees .vest'to the
(lioaehino An- H.-use committees to which tlie bill was foreign trade been of tills colossal adFlight years passed.
"you have w* n the bet, and I—I am a
north corner of the Howard lot. :iie. v
-outh
tonio Rossini was on hi* deathbed. The referred all united in its favor. The vantage to our foreign rivals, but forsubscriber hereby gives notice that
ruined man. I’ve offended the king and
f|!HE
forty-five degrees west six rods to v poplar
passing away of the great artist was democratic members of the Senate com- eign governments are fortilied with j X lie has been duly appointed execu- I tree; thence north forty-five degrees west to
lost tuy watch. You must be a magician.
tor of the last will and testament of Sarah K.
the shore and continuing the same course to
gradual and alow. Step by step he was merce
How do you know the secrets of the
committee, while apparently uu- merchant ship-* and trained men, which Barker, late of Ellsworth, in the coun- low-water mark; thence generally uouthwestRut
sinking into the arms of death.
watch?"
w itiing in the face of the approaching naour own paramount
necessities should ty of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds ! erly, but by the line of low-water
k. to a
as the law directs.
there were moment* when lie roused
All persons having deThe stranger laughed heartily. "Don’t
point intersected by the first described line
tional campaign to record themselves in long ago have induced us lo provide for mands against the estate of said deceased ! of
north forty seven degrees
as it were, to consciousness.
this
himself,
lotproduceu
take the matter to heart, signor.
1 am
are desired to
present the same for settle- east to said birch tree, the pi.i
f beginning,
< Mi the lust morning several letters its favor, seemed unable to unite upon our own government.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested (containing five
Michel Plivee, the maker of this watch,
hundred and ti
three
It is obvious that what we have ne- to m ike payment immediately,
from friends and relatives arrived con- any line of substitution or opposition.
the one hundred
acres
acres,
including
and only 1 know its secret*.
Take it
A. F. Burnham
July 3, a. d. '900.
awarded to Francis Bakeman by tile Honor1 lie seven democratic members of the glected lo do for forty years with sucu j
taining encouraging messages for the old
back. I do not want it.
I wagered in
able Commissioners appointed by resolves of
|
While his wife was occupied House merchant marine and fisheries disastrous
master.
subscriber
rPHE
notice
that
gives
hereby
but 1 am glad that you appreciate
consequences, we must yet do; j X
and
he has been duly appointed adminis- the General Court. pa>sed June .50.
in reading them for him Rossini discov- committee divided, three favorim; the
*o wi.l
; February 23, l*0t, as r>y reference tl
my workmanship, great master."
I trator of the estate of Franklin W. Morgan, more fully appear.
ered among the many dainty cards and
late
of
in
the
of
bill with certain recommended amend;
Surry,
Plivee explained to Rossini the intricate
county
Hancock.
afibfrtisnncnta.
Also ail other real estate and right a»,d titio
I deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. J
envelopes u large envelope addressed to ments that can be
mechanism, hut when the comnoser iu.-n
d and
adopted without injurI All persons having demands against the estate to the same in said Brook vil*
him personally. Seised by un inexplicain said mortgage, d-ted :>rd redverified
quirtd about the inscription on the porof
said
deceased
are
desired
to present the
ing its effectiveness and the other four
jI same for settlement, and all indebted
ble and marvelous fright and horror he
corded as aforesaid; and wnereas thv coudithereto tion of s.iiil
trait casing to which I'liveo had alluded
thereluorigage has been broke
I are requested to make payment immediatelv
whispered with parched lips: “What is opposing it on grounds ho obviously adthe latter requested him not to urge him
.nm r
fore, I, i’buries It. Crockett, air.
£
M.bkrt L. Morgan.
vanced to make
July 3 a d 1900.
this? Quick—look and see whut it is!”
political capital for
tbeestat* of said Hannah M.
claim a
f r an answer.
iy-»
Hut before Signora Itossini could open tiie democratic party as to clinch the
forecluMire of said mortgage and give this
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rrHK
But the curiosity of the "Wizard of
notice f >i that purpose.
he has been duly appointed adminisX
the envelope the old composer sut up conviction that democracy is hopelessly
1‘esaro” was roused, and ho insisted on
trator of the estate of
Charles R. Cro o tt.
Mary S. Frazier,
His lips moved divided in itM
stiff on his pillows.
late
of
to the policy
Administrator.
the
Ellsworth, in
ot
opposition
county
being shown the inscription.
without emitting a sound, his eyes glarHv Geo. M. Warren, attorney.
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
which the measure is based. The
I'livee was silent for a moment, but
upon
law
directs.
All
deJuly 7, lliOO.
persons having
ed dreadfully, and he motioned his wife
democratic reports disclose a schism so
nvands
the estate of said definally he took thc» watch and pointed out to listen.
against
U Dinappeant at once when rubbed with
ceased are desired to
the inscription.
l« HINSON'S ANODYNE LINIMENT.
present the same
M
There!
Michel Plivee's masterpiece, wide and ho deep on the free ship policy,
JJ
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
h
11
the
to
foe
Inflammation In any part of ■
“There it is. Look close and you will
|
Eg the
to which, if any, that party has leaned, as
Suhsciibe for The American
whi-h for years had been locked up in
requested to make payment immediately.
laxly. For »0 yearn it baa been u ■
1
find throe numbers—G, 31, G1—on the rea.
d.
1900.
Arno W. King.
July 3.
M household remedy famous for the cure of ■
the dressing chest, was playing. It play- to demonstrate its inability to unite upon
m •••>u"ha. colds,
verse of the plute.
m
That is ull 1 cau tell
sprains, bruises—nearly
ed a new melody, the aria ”IM tauti any policy for reviving our shipping in
■ iso ailments and diseases.
m
you.”
palpitl.” Human hand had not touch- I the foreign trade.
Johiuon’s Anodyne Liniment I
I
“What!” ejaculated the master. “Is ed
it!
been
bill
has
before
the
for
The
be
abouid
oo
hand for emerKenelra. T»o ■!*«■ ■
public
B
that all? Are these throe numbers worth
kept
m 26c. and Mia. Write for free b->k mi
Treat men »f ■
Signora Rossini was stricken with ter- two
• hundred times more than the watch? It
years; it has been twice favorably
I. a. JOHN.SOX * CO., IWuu, law. M
■ l>Ucaae«
ror.
Tremblingly she opened the myscan’t be right. What do you mean?**
each
branch
of
to
it
Congress;
Her husband seized reported
terious envelope.
“It is a secret I dare not betray yet,*'
the contents. One long, awful stare, and lias the indorsement of hundreds of the
sighed the famous watchmaker.
agricultural
the old artist fell back on his pillows leading commercial and
Why try to stick
But ltossiui insisted now more than bewith n wild cry: ”1 knew it! It meant organizations, and the press commendathings with somefore on its being interpreted to him. He
death!”
tion has been extensive and insistent as
thing that doesn’t
vrished to know if he should chouse the
He clutched the papers so tight in his
stick? Buy MAJORS
figures fur lottery numbers, and he asked death grasp that it was difficult to get well as entirely non-sectional. Its chief
CEMENT; you know
merit is that it differs radically from ordiif there was something about it that
The contents
them out of his hands.
it sticks.
Nothing
It does not
might be figured out by the employment were three checks on the bank of Milano, nary subsidy legislation.
breaks away from it.
of arithmetic.
out a particular line for the sole
single
and
and
Cl
31
C,
the
numbers
bearing
Stick to
MAJOR’S
But riivee remained imperturbable and amounting to over a million francs.
enjoyment of the compensation to the
CEMENT. Buy once,
#ould aot disclose the secret.
Rossini's widow donated the money discouragement of competing American
you will buy for“Then when will you tell me the mean- for the erection of an orphanage in the lines receiving no compensation.
There
is
ever.
ing of those mysterious figures?” asked composer’s birthplace, Pesaro, but hisUnder the ordinary subsidy policy,
nothing as good;
Itosiini impatiently.
snrthe
mystery
not
explain
tory does
believe
the
line steamships are encourdon’t
“When time is,” was the melancholy rounding the figures, the watch and Mi- swift, regular
substitutes
aged but not the general cargo-carriers.
answer.
chel Flivee.—New York Press.
MAJOR’S LEATHER.
This lack so glaring in the operation of
The secrecy of the meaning of the figIn-Ht on having them.
ures left q deep impression on the natuthe postal Hubsidy act of March 3, 1891,
15 ant *5
at all dragsMs.
be has been carefully remedied in the pendThe kind of study that can best
rally superstitious temperament of the
NEW YORK CITY.
manufactured of the best
with all late
pursued by children In summer time 1b ing bill. It offers to every ship and to every MAJOR_CO.,
David city. Neb., April 1, 1‘jOOprecisely the kind that develops under- line of ships under the American flag
<r«ne»te I*mre Food Co.t Lt Hoy, -V. Y.:
aad warranted.
standing and the ability to see a thing equal compensation for equal service, and
Notice.
Gentlemen
I
mutt-say In regard to
--GHAIN-O thi.t tliere Is nothing belter or j when it is looked at. No better prepara- proportionately more or less as the service
undersigned hereby gives notice that ne
healthier.
My tion for the winter’s work In mathema- is greater or less. There can be no favorWe have used It fur years.
has contracted wtth the City of Kllsworth.foi
•rother was a great colTeo drinker. He wan taken j
of the
manufactured by
tics or in Latin can be had than a sum- ite line or class of ships and no route of the support
poor, during the ensuing year,
“‘ok and the
doctor said coffee was the cause of
and has made ample provision for their support.
u, and told u* to u**o UKAIN-O. We got a packNo worse prepa- trade can be exclusively reserved for a He therefore forbids all persons from
mer work with Nature.
furnishing
age and did uoi Ilk*? It at first, but now would: ration could be invented than the idleto any
The bill is Indorsed by al- supplies
pauper on his account, as without
not be without It.
his written order, he will pay for no goods sc
My brother has been well ness or undirected activity of a long va- favoredjline.
evtr since we started to use It.
most every American shipowner in the
urnlshed.
Eiasr 8. Jon as.
Journal.
Home
F. B. AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
Ladies’
cation.—Yours truly,
Lillie Socuok.
».
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KINEO WOOD mm

KINEO COAL FURNACE.

material,

meats,

Pauper

improve-

thoroughly inspected

THE

|

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,

Bangor.

SMtituununte.

i! PUBLIC CONFIDENCE and
PERMANENT REPUTATION.

]]

....

< •

we

< >

existence of merit.

2

Wherever

confidence is

have

the

public
proof of

a

reposed

|1

That such confidence is extended to

I)

Calvin Rumlll met Death In a Peculiar Manner.
Calvin Rumlll, of Seal Cove, who waa
employed in the International Paper
Co.’a mill at South Qardlnar, waa killed
by a peculiar accident Monday alternoon.
Rumlll, with another employee named
Pollard, waa In the boiler room, playing
with the hoae. The nozzle attached to the
faoae waa not the uaual kind, but one
made Irom the tube ol an oil can. This
nozzle waa blown off by the force of the
water and struck Rumlll just over the
eye, penetrating into bla brain about
three-quarters of an inch. His fellow
employees carried the Injured man to his
boarding place, where he died yesterday

ii
];

]]M. Gallert’s Dry Goods Store];
patronage that

(i

the

evident from

is

jv

fact

store has

of

J |I

liberal

the

received.

always

morning.
Rumlll waa thirty-eight years of age,
unmarried, and bad been in the vicinity
of South Gardiner for twelve years.

<

5

Our stock is now complete, comprising all the newest and most fash- |
are so equalized
| ionable designs in fabrics out for the season. The prices
11
times that public confidence is |)
, i to the economical requirements of the
who
have
All
of
business.
our
11
advantageous system
I) further elicited by
^ * obtained for themselves a great and permanent reputation have won and <
*
I secured it
labor. M. Gallert’s store has won f
and

|

J
J|

J.

!|

DRY

Garments and

Outside

{Ladies’

Call, and you will find it

d

i WE HAVE MADE

j[

I1

A SILK PURCHASE,

Just the things you are looking for. They
A strong combination. Here are the lots.

Fancy

so.

DRESS AND TRIMMING SILKS.

WAISTS,

Wash Silks at 59c.

are

75c, $1

Waist Silks at 50c,

and

the stock.

see

anybody’s

DRESS

J

and of town clerk many years,
!, | selectman
He bad been
member of both branches

$ 1.

a

<1

prices

(I
11

else.

j

that is new in dress goods. Particular atten- j|
fabrics suitable for tailor-made suits and rainy j|

tion is called to the

Dress Goods at

prices

from 12'1 -2c to

(• |

$2.50.

iI

There has never been

so

strong

a

line of

j

goods put

in any store as <

in ours.
We start with three different lines of extra super carpetings at 35c,
5Dc and OOc.
Something entirely new, both in design and make, American Straw
0 Mattings, made by the Grass Twine Co., of St. Paul, Minn. Beats any
(* Jap or Chinese matting ever made. Ten times as durable and handsome.

*

*

legislature.

Sc hooner “Georgietta” on ICocks.
The schooner “Georgietta”, Capt. Petcr-

i son,

CARPETS.

J

|

went

ashore

on

Burnt

in size.

Thursday,

CLOSING=OUT SALE
OF

Mrs. Byron Hooper, o( Melrose, Maas.,
ii visiting friends in town.
John W. Allen, of North Brooklln,
who has been Ui, Is Improving.

Johnson, of Washington, D. C., Is
a few weeks at the Phillips bouse.

staying

I want to sell (luring the next 30 (lays my entire
stock, and in order to do so, I offer it at prices never
heard of before in Hancock county, FOR CASH, or

Mrs. Mae Chase and Miss Beulah Salisbury, of Ellsworth, are visiting at Dr. F. S.
Herrick’s.

approved

The steamer “Catherine" takes an exfrom this place to Bar Harbor

The baseball game at

Saturday,

Porcupine

between

Brookllna, resulted In
latter.
ai me

evening

republican caucus nein saiuraij
at town ball, Mark L. Dodge,

nominated

was

a

representative

as

are going to be sold REGARDIJESS
and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

Bangor Buggies,
Rubber

Bike

tons, aud owned

11

Steel Tired.

with Pneumatic Tires and
“

Runabout

”

Rond

Ball-Bearing Axles*

Buggies,

Steel Tires

only.

Wagons,
Express Wagons,
Concords.
Surreys,

Ruckboards—Now and second-hand—to accommodate
from 2 to 11

people (including driver). Al*ove
goods of my own make.

Cxk Fkmmk.

16.

Sun v.

and
Frederick
Peterson
of
wife,
Everett. Mass., are at Capt. C. C. John-

I also have

a

few western-made

goods, consisting

son

of

chiasport,
daughter
friend?.

she

where

has

a

lies Ides

residing,

son
a

and

host

a

of

pleasant home

bay.

1

can

near

look

the shore of

across

the

as

of

Wagons.

Also several great trades In Second-Hand Carriages of all styles and }
SLEUitlS AM) PL'MIS My ..wn make Parties intending purchasing this fall will do well to ius|>ert
the stock I am now

regardless of

offering, and

which

w

Is.

ill Ur sold

cost.

IMPORTANT NOTICK.

All parties having bills against me will please present them f.-;
payment, and all owing me must settle w ithin ;t« days; those unsettled
will U lett with an attorney for collection.

Patten’*

water

and Concord

Surreys

Mrs. Lucy Johnson has gone fora visit
a week or two at
her old home, Ma-

was

|
1
11
:
()
11 j
(• j The schooner is of 16$
I * | principally by Crabtree

or

Buggies,

enjoyed.

well attended and much

July

goods

;

m

Miss Violet Pierson, of Washington, D.
C., gave a recital at Odd Fellows’ halt,
her
Saturday
evening, assisted
by
brother, W. T. Pierson, jr. The recital
was

OF COST

to tbe

legislature.

paper.

These

Babaon's park,
Sedgwlcka and
victory for the

the

HAR.

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.

R. R. Baboon, who baa been working at
Southwest Heritor, la at home again.
Paul

SLEIGHS,

CARRIAGES,

Mrs. M. A. Tibbetts, of Providence, K.
I., Is visiting her brother, J. f. Bent.

Hev. Mr. Hunt, who was with us last
a
at
week, has returned to hia home
bound from Boston
fog.
He will be st Hura!
for West Sullivan, light. She was pulled Charleston, Me.
ball again on the evening of July 25 and
off the rocks and towed to West Sullivan
Sunday by revenue cutter “Woodbury” the forenoon of the 29th.
and tug “Phillips Eaton”. She was badly
Simon Flood is to-day celebrating the1
damaged, keel, stem and stern post being e ghty-flrst anniversary of his birth,
gone, and planking stove,
t^uite a gathering of friends is at his
She

])

largest

P. Kane ia very ill.
lira. J. J. McDonnell went to Boston
A.

island, Bar Harbor, last Thursday, in

thick

& Havey, of West
<: Can be washed and easily cleansed. For chambers and cottages it has no
I
The ow ners yesterday closed a
*! equal. Rugs of the same material. Price for the matting, 35c per yd. * I Sullivan.
contract with Charles II. Curtis, of EllsRugs from 5<)c to $ 1.25, according to size. Japanese and Chinese mat- : | worth, to practically rebuild her. Some.) thing like f3.WW will be laid out on the
I) tings from 12 1 -2c to 40c.
Art Squares, Japanese and Brussels I’.ugs from the smallest to the 11 vessel. She will be brought to Ellsworth.
(1

i1

other pa gel.

too

Brooklln.

mention that

—

jj

GOODS.

It is worthy of
both his son, HenryjW., and
bin grandson, Arthur H., have been representatives to the legislature.
The deceased left three
children
Henry W’. Sargent and Mrs. Martha
Sj>oou€r, of Sargentville, snd W. F. Sargent, of Chicago.
of the State

j

Everybody.

for

everything

weather skirts.

! which grew up around Mr. Sargent’s store
| was named Sargentville iu his honor.
Mr. Sargent always took au active part
in town affairs, and held the offices of

prices. (>

$1.25.

Our

master mariner.
He followed the sea
about twenty-five years. Then he retired
and went into business In Sargentvllle,
establishing the store which ta still continued by hia sou, Henry W. Sargeut,
though Mr. Sargent senior always re-

ij||

What do you think of them ? <

Colored Satin Duchess at

Taffeta at 75c.

You’ll think so when you
are lower than

at low

styles

swell

Cloaks, Capes, Tailor-Made Suits, Dress Suits

We have

I
Suits.;!11

GOODS, CARPETS,

County Newt,

Wyer G. Sargent Dead.
to-day.
Sargentvn.lk, July IT (special)-Wyer
Charles West, who baa been spending
G. Sargeut, the leading citizen of Sargenthis vacation In town, returned to Boston
vllle, and head of the Sargent family Saturday.
which has long been promlneut In sffalrs
S. S. Sampson, of Chelsea, Maas., and
of the town, died Monday, aged ninety
Charles H. Flye and wife, of Stonfngton,
years.
in town.
Mr. Sargent waa the son of Captain spent Sunday
Mr. Fitzpatrick and Mr. Ellis, of BosBenjamin Sargent, who during the war
of 1812 commanded troops at the fort In ton, are spending their vacation at the
the harbor of Gloucester. His early life Brooklln bouse.
was
Mrs. Charles Herrick and daughter, of
As a
passed In North Brookltn.
young man he followed the aaa, going Camden, formerly of this place, were In
many foreign voyages and becoming a town last week visiting friends.

by patient
persevering
reputation by unflinching truth and honesty of purpose, with the most (
sincere and elevated efforts in behalf of the people. We have always
and |
, allied proofs with professions. What others promise we perform,
]
(1 the result is, whatever we state the public have implicit faith in. For <)
have
the
that
we
received
to
largest, cheapest 11
(1 Instance, we announce you
<
II and most desirable line of
[
its

For additional

cursion

■

*!

Ibbrrttttmrnt*.

COUNTY NEWS.

SEAL COVK MAN KILLED.

I

write and see them under the shade of the
beautiful trees, imagine Simon is relating
stories

war

not

can

to them and

be

one

of

the

regret that I
number.

His

HENRY E. DAVI5,

many friends wish him many happy re
turns of the day.
He is a cheerful, happy

Lightning Struck at Dedham.
veteran of 1661 65.
FRANKLIN STREET,
Dedham, July 16, (special)—Lightning
Our
ELLSWORTH.
and Lace Curtains.
<
C.
July 17.
struck the house of Sewall Brewster, in
Muslin Ruffled Curtains at 55c to $2.50. Swiss from 5<>o to $5 *!
Sotnmtlle.
Dedham, last night. The bolt struck a
J. Lowell Grindlc is home for his vacaI per pair. Brussels netts, muslin netts, by the yard or piece. All kinds
chimney and divided, part running along
CM t IU II .NO I KS.
KM<SW<H<I H KAIJaH
| the ridgpole of the house and part going tion.
^) of Holland shades, curtains and portiere fixtures.
UNITARIAN.
down the chimney aud out oj a door.
A little girl arrived at the home of Fred
Monroe I>orr i# at home from I stoo
KID GLOVES.
Rev. A. II. Coat, pastor.
Mr. Brewster was entering the door at Pray, July 16.
for a few week*.
Sunday, July 22— Morning service at
First of the season and greater than any previous season. To the
the time, and that he escaped death is
0
Schooner “John B. Norris” is at Fernald
Mu# Florence Patten, who ban teen
10.30. Sermon by Kev. C. F. Dole, of
hundreds of our kid gloves patrons we should with this stock nnd these (• remarkable. His right hand was badly Bros’, wharf discharging freight.
Jamaica Plain.
viaiting here, returned to Boatou Saturburned
and
he
was
(*
c values add other hundreds.
Our celebrated P. P. gloves at $1.25,
partially paralyzed
day.
CONOKKOAT1USAL
Charles and Lyman Somes returned to
C. II. Ilaynen and wife have been -;end$1.50 and $1.75 have no superior for fine grades. Our OOc and $1 • j for a time. Mrs. Brewster was rendered Waltham, Mass., Saturday, after two
Rev. J. M. Adam*, pastor.
i unconscious, but recovered soon.
weeks’ vacation.
gloves, in both hook and clasps, cannot be beaten.
for prayer and blble study ling a few day# with H. W. Haynt-and
Meeting
The house did not catch tire.
The
family at their cottage at Shady No< L
John B. Pine, wife and two children, of Friday evening at 7 30.
CORSETS.
damage whs slight.
Sunday, July 22 Morning service at
Lewi# L. Gray received a alight *unNew York, are at their summer residence 10.30.
t
he
Sermon
t
*ator.
by
Sunday atroke on
e nave auueu 10 our aireauy very extensive line oi corsets me celTuesday afternoon wl. •. at
^
on Pryor’s Island.
school in thecbai>ei mi 11 16
Washington County Hepuhllrans.
ebrated positive rust proof corsets, a corset which will not rust; price,
The Sut day evening service will be work In the yard at l*. J Trew rgy §
!| The republicans of Washington county July 17._II. omitted
mill.
during Ju y and August.
We have also added to our stock for a high grade corset, the cele- } held their convention
F. I.
yesterday.
Mu# Blanche Kincaid, who ha# been »t
West Kdeii.
FREE BAPTIST.
brated Redfern; price, f&tl.oO and
Besides these we have the best # Campbell, of Cherry Held, was beaten hi
home on a two week#’ vult to her p«-ent»,
M. W. Harnor and family have moved
/»Vr. Gt'orge II. Salley, pastor.
0 150c corset in the market. Our stock of the well-known makes of
fight for renomination for county at- home
returned Sunday to
Waltham, Mart,,
from Bar Harbor.
Friday, 7 30 p. in., prayer meeting.
0 Thompson glove-fitting, P. & Ji., W. B., and Warner's, we carry a<* torney by M. N. McKusick, of Calais.
where she h«a employment in a fact >ry.
Sunday, July 22 -Sermon by pastor at 2
Mias Marian Kittredge is visiting her
The
vote
was
64
to
57.
no.
\ full line.
*:
p.
Sunday school at 316 p.m. Social

!>

!>

Draperies

f

\

2

Jf*

J

I

I

Jw

%

GRADUATING DRESSES.

All other

county officers

were

renomi-

sister, Mrs. Alice

Graves, at Northeast

service at 7 p

m.

Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E
by acclamation as follows: 1. P. Harbor.
BAPTisrr.
B'oornfield Higgins, of Indian Point,
We have all the material suitable for that purpose. Organdies, Swiss *! Longfellow. Machnis, sheriff; M. N. Me-j
Friday, at 7 30 p. m.. prayer-meeting.
Kusick, Calais, county attorney; P. H. recently purchased a colt of Fred M.
Mulls, Lawns, Laces for trimmings, also allovers. We are ready to supply
Sunday, Juiy 22 Preaching service at
lx>ngfel!ow, Machias, clerk of courts; 1 Huger*, of Brewer.
10 30 a. m. and 7 p. m. by Kev. E. A.
.) all the graduates in the country with everything suitable they may want. ! | Hon.
W. M. Nash, Cberrytield, county
C. M. Rich and wife have gone to Davis, of O'dTown. Sunday school at 12.
Chrb-tian Endeavor prayer meeting at fi.
treasurer; v»eorge n. uaraner, Calais,
Northeast Harbor. Mr. Rich Is employed
Goods and Small Wares.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
of probate; W. W. Bradbury, Mijudge
In
the
Corson
stable
and
Mrs.
Rich
livery
j
<*
We have enormous quantities in these lines. Prints, sheetings, ging- < *
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
cbia®, register of probate.
at Mrs. J. P. Smallidge's.
• hams and percales, we are selling as cheap as any one. Hosiery and 1
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
[
June 17.
8.
Democratic State Convention.
Sunday, July 22— Morning service at
underwear; we sell better goods for less money than any one else, v
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
The democratic State convention was Center.
Sunday

0

nated

|.

]!

!|

in lines which are usually only kept by dealers in larger
cities we have in stock. It is'safer and more.satisfactory to buy your
y)
y|
y I goods of us than send away for them. We can supply you all right.
y1

Everything

\

M.

f

GALLERT.
J ; The ELECTRIC

EUREKA

1

For Cattle and Horses.

SPRAYER,

for

lice
horses.

or

J

on

cattle

and

PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
Stoves and Furnaces.

FISHING TACKLE.

BLUE-FLAME OIL STOVES—the only odorless oil stove in
Hot Water and Steam Heating.
Plumbing a Specialty.

Main Street,

P.

fbr additional

.......

County AVvi

geo

use.

ELDRIDGE,

COUNTY NEWS.
other payee

Hneluport.

By the same parties that built the
schooner “Thomas M. Nicholson” at Essex last year, Capt. Nicholson is having a
larger one built which will be launched
about Aug. 1; her dimensions being 115
feet in length, beam 25 feet and 11 feet,
six incees depth of hold, registering 135
best
tons. In her construction tbe very
of material and workmanship will be
To Curo Constipation Forever,
wwke Caacarets Candy Cathartic lOe or Be
If C C. C. fail to cure, druggists refund money.

Lewiston last Wednesday. Samuel L. Lord, of Saco, who bore the demoheld in

cratic standard two years ago, was again
nominated for governor.
The platform

Kansas City platform, free
silver plank and all.
E. E. Brady, of Ellsworth, was reelected State committeeman from Hancock county. H. F. Maddocks, of Ellaworth, was the Hancock county member
of the committee on resolutions, and C. C.
Homer, of Bucksporl, the Hancock county
endorsed the

spraying plants, destroying potato bugs, flies vice-president.

FLY KILLER,

J.

The tent-meeting# of the Second 1>*J
Adventi«t» at FtUworth Fall# »til! hare
large congregation*. The meeting* will
he held every evening tula week except
-30
Friday. Sunday meeting* at 11 a. »

and 7 30 p.

in.

|!

Staple Dry

J

!,

|

Ellsworth, Me.

used, the intention being to add to bis
large fine fleet of Ashing vessels, the best
and fastest one to be seen in eastern waters. This schooner will sail from Gloucester in August for a trip to the Grand
Banks.
Bar Harbor.

At the annual meeting of the board of
trade last week the following officers
were elected:
President, L. B. Deasy;

vice-presidents, William Rogers, Robert
Amory; honary vice-president, Eben M.
Hamor; treasurer, A. H. Lyman; secre-

tary, Charles B. Pineo.
Hood’s Pills

Liver Ills, Biliousness, In.
digestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to
operate. 25c—Advt.
cure

T. Ober Is home from the Bar Har-

A.
bor

hospital,

where he has been for

treat-

school

at 11 46.

Epworth

league

Tuthday

ment.

Junior league at 3 p.

7 p. m.
evening at 7 30, class

m.

at

meeting.

OUT-OF-TOWN 8RRVICK*.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
Eugene Murphy and Miss Nida Seavy
church, will preach at Trenton Sunday
were
married
Saturday evening at at 2.30
p. in.
the home of the bride’s father, Richard
Seavy. These are among Center’s most
NORTH KI/LSWOHTII.
esteemed young people, and they have
Iu reporting tbe death of Mr*. Phihosts of friends who wish them a long
lander Austin last week, an error was
and happy life.
made In stating her age as
I.
July 16.
seventy-three
years. Mrs. Austin was silty-two years
MOUTH OK THE K1VKK.

JfcbfrttsrainUa.

Stonlngton Strike Settled.
Stoxington, July 18 (special)—The
strike at John L. Goes’ quarry was settled
yesterday, and cutters went to work this
morning. The outlook for work is good.

IN WANT OF

Dry, Fancy

Mrs. Belle Betts, with her two children,
of Boston, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Isaac Smith.
Chester Williams, of Eastbrook, Elmer
Williams and Mrs. Jennie Smith, of
Franklin, made a brief visit to Josiab
Williams and wife last week.
Mrs.

Howard

Weils returned to her

Kred

for Dessert

Boots

and Shoos, etc.

Try our
#1.50 and #2.00
Lailic*' Warranted Boot*.
In

our

est

always find the lat-

styles
prices.

A. E.
Smith

!

Millinery Department

you will

at

the low-

MOORE,

Building.

Main

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE._
=

Inez Hamilton and Bernice Patten are
tbe teachers’ summer school.
Grace Ober has returned from Somer-

attending

ville, Mara., where she has been employed.
July 18. ___
m.
LAKKWUOO.

George Quinn la having
put

on

hia

an

addition

barn.

During last May an infant child of our home In Livermore Falls last Saturday.
Ralph Garland, who has been 111, is irnneighbor was suffering from cholera in- Mrs. Wells received word last week that proving.
fantum. The doctors had given up all her
Miss Lulu M. Rollins Is
bouse, with nearly all its contents,
spending her
hopes of recovery. I took a bottle of had been burned.
summer vacation at Bar Harbor.
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and DiarVictor
July 16.
There are several cases of measles here.
rhcea Remedy to the house, telling them I
Misses Lettte Moore, Olive and Lottie
felt sure it would do good if used accordWe Have
? Tourtelotte being among the unfortunate
ing to directions. In two days time the
ones.
This question arises in the family every
child had fully recovered. The child is
Miss Lizzie M. Frost, who is
Let
us
answer
it
now vigorous and healthy.
I have recom- day.
to-day. Try Jell-O,
carrying on
s farm here, has a
mended this remedy frequently, and have a delicious and healthful dessert. Prepiece of potatoes that
she
has
cared
for
in
two
herself.
minutes.
No
no
never known
The
it to fail.—Mrs. Curtis
boiling!
hugs have
simply add boiling water and set been quite plenty, but
hard work she
Baker, Bookwalter, Ohio. Sold by Geo. to king!
cool. Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Rasp- has overcome them, andbysbe
for a
hopes
A. Paroher, Ellsworth, and W. I. Parberry and Strawberry. Get a package at large crop of potatoes this season
tridge, Bluehill, druggists.
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.
July 18.
II

What Shall

arid Milli-

Goods,

nory

est

kan.

j

A. E. .MOORE’S STORE
WHEN

Grand K. of I*.

member of committee on warrants and
charters, and M. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, is member of committee on rules.

S

CALL AT

of age.

George Lynch is cutting Lyman DeAppointments.
Sidney Williams, of Boston, arrived
Wltt’a hay.
Judge F. A. Whiting, of Old Town, home last week.
grand chancellor K. of P. of Maine, has
There was a Sunday school concert at
Henry Betts, of Boston, is spending his
made bis appointments.
the chapel Sunday afternoon.
vacstlon among frieuds here.
Bradbury Smith, of West Sullivan, ia
Melvin McGowu and Joe Nason arc
Walter Oatchell, of Bar Harbor, is visdeputy grand chancellor for this district;
cutting Mrs. Mary Moore’s bay.
J. K. Norwood, of Northeast Harbor, is iting his grandmother, Mrs. Mark Milli-

|
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Two letters
That mean HEALTH
to those who
need an infallible
LIVER REMEDY
and
CONSTIPATION Core

j

_

Probably

a dozen

of

yonr neighbors can
tell of its
cores.
...

ASK THEM

...

m in* i. f* smooo's
BIT ICRS.

I
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